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PREFACE

The delegates to the 1971-72 Montana Constitutional Convention
will need historical, legal and comparative information about
the Montana Constitution. Recognizing this need, the 1971
Legislative Assembly created the Constitutional Convention
Commission and directed it to assemble and prepare essential
information for the Convention.

To fulfill this responsibility, the Constitutional Convention
Commission is preparing a series of research reports under
the general title of Constitutional Convention Studies. In
addition to the series of research reports, the Commission
authorized the publication of Research Memorandums on topics
that do not warrant the status of official Commission reports.

This memorandum, a collection of rules of recent constitution-
al conventions and the rules of the 1889 Montana Constitution-
al Convention, was prepared under the supervision of the
Commission's Convention Arrangements Committee consisting of
William Sternhagen, Chairman; Clyde Hawks, Leonard Schulz and
Charles Bovey.

The report contains the rules of constitutional conventions
in Hawaii (1968) , Maryland (1967) , New Mexico (1969) , Arkansas
(1969) , Illinois (1970) , New York (1967) , New Jersey (1947) ,

and Pennsylvania (1967) , in addition to the 1889 Montana
Constitutional Convention Rules and the Rules of the 1971
Montana Legislative Assembly.

Section 10 of the Enabling Act for the Constitutional Convention
provides that the Convention shall adopt rules of procedure.
Section 13(3) provides that until the Convention has adopted
such rules. Mason's Manual of Legislative Procedure will govern
the Convention procedure.

By reviewing rules set forth in this report, delegates can pre-
pare for a discussion on rules at the November organizational
meeting of the Convention.

This report is respectfully submitted to the people of Montana
and their delegates to the 1971-1972 Constitutional Convention.

ALEXANDER BLEWETT

CHAIRMAN



The convention shall determine the rules
of its procedure . . .

Constitutional Convention Enabling Act
Section 10
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CHAPTER I

MONTANA CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION

1889

CONVENTION RULES



RULES

of the

CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION

of the

TERRITORY OF MONTANA

No. 1. President - The President shall take the chair
at the time to which the convention stands adjourned, and
the convention shall then be called to order, the roll
called, and the names of absentees shall be entered upon
the journal of the convention.

In case the President is absent, or fails from any

cause to take the chair, the convention shall appoint a

president pro tern .

No. 2. Quorum - Upon the appearance of a quorum, which
shall consist of a majority of the whole number of mem-
bers, the journal of the preceding day shall be read by
the clerk, and any mistakes therein may be corrected by
the convention.

No. 3. Order - The President shall preserve order and
decorum, and shall decide questions of order subject to

an appeal to the convention.

No. 4. President Shall Vote - The President shall vote
on all questions taken by yeas and nays, and in all elect-
ions and divisions called for by any member. And in case
of a tie vote, the proposition pending shall be lost.

No. 5. Members Shall Remain Seated - When the conven-
tion adjourns, the members shall keep their seats until
the President announces the adjournment.

No. 6. Proper Decorum - Every member, previous to

speaking, shall rise from his seat and respectfully ad-
dress himself to the President.

No. 7. Two or More - When two or more members rise at

once, the President shall designate the member who is

first to speak, but in all cases the member who shall rise

first and address the chair shall speak first.

No. 8. Not to Speak More than Twice - No member shall
speak more than twice on the same subject without leave of
the convention, nor more than once until every member
choosing to speak on the question pending shall have spoken.
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No. 9. Motions to be Seconded - No motion shall be de-
bated or put, unless the same shall be seconded. It shall
be stated by the President, and any such motion shall be
reduced to writing, if the President, or any member, shall
desire it.

No. 10. Motions in Possession of the Convention - After
any motion shall be stated by the President it shall be in
possession of the convention, but may be withdrawn at any
time before amendment or decision; but all motions, reso-
lutions or amendments shall be entered upon the journal
whether they are rejected or adopted.

No. 11. Debate - When a question is under debate no
motion shall be received, except: 1st, To adjourn; 2nd,
To lay on the table; 3rd, For the previous question; 4th,
To postpone to a day certain; 5th, To commit to a stand-
ing committee; 6th, To commit to a select committee; 7th,
To amend; 8th, To postpone indefinitely; and these several
motions shall have precedence in the order in which they
stand arranged.

No. 12. Adjournment - A motion to adjourn shall always
be in order, except when a member is addressing the chair,
or a vote is being taken; that, and the motion to lay on
the table, shall be received without debate.

No. 13. Previous Question - The previous question shall
be in this form: "Shall the main question be now put?"
It shall only be admitted when demianded by a majority of
the members present, and its effect shall be to put an
end to all debate and bring the convention to a direct
vote upon the amendments reported by a committee, if any,
upon pending amendments, and then upon the main question.

On a motion for the previous question, and prior to the
vote being taken, one call of the convention shall be in
order; but after a majority shall have seconded such
motion, no call shall be in order prior to a decision of
the main question.

No. 14. Same - When, on taking the previous question,
the convention shall decide that the main question shall
not now be put, the main question shall remain as the
question before the convention, in the same stage of pro-
ceedings as before the previous question was made.

No. 15. Incidental Questions - All incidental questions
of order, arising after a motxon is made for the previous
question, during the pending of such motion, or after the
convention shall have determined that the main question
shall now be put, shall be decided, whether on appeal or
otherwise without debate.
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No. 16. Petitions - Petitions, memorials and other
papers addressed to the convention, shall be presented
by the President, or by a member in his place.

No, 17. Voting - Every member who shall be present
before the vote is declared from the chair, and no other,
shall vote for or against the same, unless the convention
shall excuse him; or unless he is immediately interested
in the question, in which case he shall not vote.

No. 18. When the Question is Being Put - When the
President is putting the question, no member shall walk
out of or across the hall; nor when a member is speaking
shall any person entertain any private discourse, or pass
between him and the chair.

No. 19. Several Points - If the question in debate
contains several points, any member may have the same
divided.

No. 20. Members Called to Order - A member called to
order shall immediately sit down, \inless he desires to
explain, after which he shall take his seat, until the
point of order be decided by the chair, which shall be
final, unless the member desires to appeal, in which case
he shall have the right to arise, and ask the chair to
put his motion to the convention, whose duty it shall be
to immediately comply; and the question shall be: "Shall
the decision of the chair be sustained?"

No . 21. Title and Numbering of Propositions and Reso-
lutions - Propositions and resolutions proposing matter,
to be incorporated in the constitution, shall be pre-
faced with the title, briefly indicating the subject to
which they refer. They shall be in writing, on legal
cap paper, or printed, and shall be numbered by the Clerk,
in the order in which they are introduced.

No. 22. Resolutions Limited to one Subject, Reading
and Reference of Same - Propositions and resolutions
mentioned in the last foregoing rule shall embrace but
one subject. They shall be read once when introduced,
and then referred without debate to an appropriate
committee.

No. 23. General File - All propositions and resolu-
tions embracing matter proposed to be incorporated in the
Constitution, reported by a standing or special committee,
shall be read when reported, and if reported favorably
such proposition or resolution shall be ordered printed,
otherwise the printing thereof shall be within the dis-
cretion of the Convention, and thereupon the same shall
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be placed on a general file to be kept by the clerk in
the order in which they are reported. They shall be
taken from the file and acted upon in the order in which
they are placed thereon, unless otherwise ordered by the
Convention; Provided , that engrossed propositions and
resolutions shall be placed at the head of the file in
the order in which they are received. One hundred copies
of the file for each day shall be printed.

No. 24. All propositions and resolutions embracing
matters proposed to be incorporated in the Constitution,
the printing of which is provided for in subdivision 23,

and all other printing necessary for the use of the Con-
vention, shall be done under the direction and control of
the Committee on Printing; but in no case shall the orig-
inal resolution or proposition proposed to be incorpora-
ted in the Constitution be placed in the hands of the
printer; but a true copy thereof shall be made under the
direction of the Printing Committee and forthwith by the
committee delivered to the printer with instructions to
print a sufficient number of copies thereof, not exceed-
ing 150, and return the same without delay.

No. 25. Committees Not to Sit During Session - No
committee shall sit during the session of the convention
without leave.

No. 26. Committee of the Whole - In forming a committee
of the whole convention the President shall appoint a

member to preside. Propositions or resolutions relating
to the Constitution shall be submitted to a committee of
the whole convention, and shall be read and considered in

committee of the whole, by sections. All amendments
shall be noted and reported to the convention by the
chairman. After report the proposition or resolution
shall again be subject to amendment before the final vote
shall be taken.

No. 27. The rules of the convention shall be observed
in committee of the whole, so far as they may be appli-
cable, except for limiting the time for speaking, and
except that the ayes and noes shall not be taken, and that
the previous question shall not be moved.

No. 28. A motion that the committee rise shall always
be in order, and shall be decided without debate.

No. 29. To be read at length and ayes and noes entered -

Upon the final passage of any resolution or proposition
proposed to be incorporated in the Constitution the same

shall be read at length, and the vote thereon shall be

taken by ayes and noes and entered in the journal.
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No. 30. Convention. Parliamentary Practice - The
rules of parliamentary practice, embraced in Jefferson's
Manual, shall govern the convention in all cases where
they are applicable and in which they are not inconsistent
with the standing rules and orders of the convention.

No. 31. Convention. Suspend, Alter or Amend - No rule
of the convention shall be suspended, altered or amended,
without the concurrence of two-thirds of the members
present.

No. 32. The Reading of Papers - When the reading of
a paper is called for, except petitions and memorials,
and the same is objected to by any member, it shall be
determined by the convention without debate.

No. 33. Papers to be left with Secretary by Members
Absent - Every member before availing himself of a leave
of absence, shall deposit with the Chief Clerk all papers
belonging to the convention.

No. 34. Extra Pay - No increase of pay, nor any extra
pay, shall be allowed to any officer or attache of the
convention, by resolution or otherwise, except by unani-
mous consent.

No. 35. Employment of Committee Clerks - No committee
shall be permitted to employ a clerk at public expense
without at first obtaining leave of the Convention for that
purpose.

No. 36. Order of Business -

1. Roll call.
2. Prayer by the chaplain.
3. Reading and approval of the journal.
4. Reading and presentation of petitions and memorials,

under which head shall include remonstrances , communica-
tions from individuals and public bodies.

5. Communications from Territorial of ficers--under
which head shall be embraced also, communications from
public officers and corporations, in response to calls
for information.

6. Reports of Standing Committees, in the order in
which they stand in the rules.

7. Reports of Select Committees.
8. Introduction of Resolutions and Propositions rela-

ting to the Constitution.
9. Unfinished Business

10. Special Orders.
11. General Orders.
12. Miscellaneous Motions and Resolutions.
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No. 37. Reference of resolutions when Cominittees must
report - When a motion is made to refer any subject, and
different committees should be proposed, the question shall
be taken in the following order:

1. The committee of the whole convention.
2. The standing committee.
3. A select committee.

Every committee of the convention to whom a resolution
or proposition has been referred, shall report the same
to the convention within three days from the time in
which it is received by the chairman of the committee,
unless further time to report is granted. Every proposi-
tion or resolution shall be referred to the appropriate
standing committee, as indicated by its name herein.

No. 38. Motion or Proposition Different: No Amendment -

No motion or proposition on a subject different from that
under consideration shall be admitted under color of
amendment.

No. 39. Time of iMeeting - The hour of the daily meet-
ing of the convention shall be 10 o'clock in the morning,
until the convention directs otherwise.

No. 40. Duties of Officers at the Close of the Session -

The Chief Clerk and Assistant Chief Clerk at the close of
the session of the convention, must deliver to the secre-
tary of the Territory, duly marked, labeled and arranged,
all propositions, resolutions, petitions, memorials, and
other papers belonging to the convention, and also all
books belonging to the same.

No. 41. Substitutes - A substitute shall be deemed an
amendment, and treated in all respects as such.

No. 42. Reconsideration - When a motion has been made
and carried or lost it shall be in order for any member
of the majority on the same or succeeding day to move for
the reconsideration thereof, and such motion shall take
precedence of all other questions except a motion to fix
a day to which the convention shall adjourn, to adjourn,
or to take a recess, and shall not be withdrawn after the
said succeeding day without the consent of the convention,
and thereafter any member may call it up for consideration.

No. 43. Standing Committees - The standing committees
of the convention shall be as follows:
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1. On preamble and bill of rights, to consist of five
members

.

2. Rights of suffrage and qualification to office, to
consist of five members.

3. On legislative departments, to consist of nine
members

.

4. On the executive departments, to consist of seven
members

.

5. On judiciary and judicial departments, including
pardoning power, to consist of fifteen members.

6. On military affairs, to consist of five members.
7. On the finances of the State, public debt, the in-

debtedness of counties and municipalities, revenues,
expenditures and taxation, and the restrictions to be
placed on the powers of the Legislature in respect
thereto, to consist of eleven members.

8- Education, to consist of seven members.
9. State institutions and public buildings, to consist

of seven members.
10. On city, county, and town organizations, to consist

of seven members.
11. Apportionment and representation, to consist of

eleven members.
12. Corporations (other than municipal) to consist of

seven members.
13. Miscellaneous subjects and future amendments, to

cohsist of five members.
14. On schedule, to consist of five members.
15. On mining, water, and water rights, to consist of

nine members

.

16. Agriculture, manufactures, commerce, and immigration,
to consist of nine members.

17. Reporting and printing and mileage and contingent
expenses, to consist of five members.

18. Privileges and elections, to consist of five members.
19. Engrossment and enrollment, to consist of five

members

.

20. Boundaries, pioblic lands and homestead exemptions,
to consist of five members.

21. Revision, phraseology and adjustment, to consist of
five members

.

22. On ordinance, to consist of seven members.
23. On labor, to consist of seven members.
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CHAPTER II

ARKANSAS CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION

1969

CONVENTION RULES
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OFFICIAL RULES

of the

CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION

of the

STATE OF ARKANSAS

1969

CHAPTER I

GENERAL PROVISIONS

Rule 1. Quorum and Majority . A majority of the dele-
gates elected to the Conventxon shall constitute a quorum
for the transaction of business, but a smaller number may
adjourn from day to day and may compel the attendance of
absent delegates by any means adopted by a majority of
those present, including arrest by the sergeant at arms
or his duly designated deputy.

There being a quorum, a majority of those delegates
voting shall be sufficient for the adoption of any motion
or resolution or the taking of any action except where
the affirmative votes of a greater number shall be re-
quired by these rules or by law.

Rule 2. Admission to Floor . No person, other than a
Convention delegate, an officer, employee or news corres-
pondent accredited by the President shall be admitted on
the floor of the Convention unless invited by the Presi-
dent or by vote of the delegates. The words "floor of
the Convention" mean the space of the main floor of the
Convention, excluding the space designated for visitors
and for the press.

CHAPTER II

OFFICERS, EMPLOYEES, AND DUTIES

Rule 3. Officers of the Convention . The officers of
this Convention shall be a President, who shall be chair-
man of the Convention, and four vice-presidents, each of
which vice-presidents shall be from a different Congress-
ional District. The President and vice-presidents shall
be delegates to the Convention and elected by the majority
vote of the entire Convention.
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Rule 4 . Duties of Presiding Officer , The President
shall take the Chair each day at the hour to which the
Convention shall have adjourned or recessed. He shall
call the Convention to order and, except in the absence
of a quorum, shall proceed to business in the manner pre-
scribed by these rules. The President shall preserve
order and decorum. He may speak to points of order and,
subject to an appeal to the Convention, shall decide
questions of order. When two or more delegates seek
recognition at the same time for purposes of debate, the
President shall recognize the delegate who is to speak
first.

Rule 5. Press Representatives . The President shall
assign accredited news correspondents press facilities
in the Convention chamber. News correspondents using
cameras, tape recorders and similar reporting devices
shall conduct themselves so as not to interfere with the
orderly course of the proceedings of the session.

Rule 6 . Naming of Chairman of the Committee of the
Whole . When the Convention shall have decided to go into
the Committee of the Whole, the vice-presidents in the
order of their precedence shall preside therein, or if
none be present, the President shall name a chairman of
the Committee of the Whole.

Rule 7. Voting . The President may vote in all elect-
ions, on all divisions called for by any delegate and on
all questions taken by yeas and nays, except on appeals
from his decisions.

Rule 8. Powers and Duties of Vice-Presidents . In the
absence of the President or his temporary inability to
preside, or at his request, the vice-presidents in order
of precedence shall exercise the powers and perform the
duties of the President, and shall preside over the Con-
vention. The order of precedence among the vice-presidents
shall be for one week at a time in the numerical order of
Congressional Districts successively through the life of
the Convention.

Rule 9. Secretary . The secretary shall be the direct-
or of the Convention staff, including all employees of the
Convention, except as otherwise ordered by the Convention.
In this capacity, he shall supervise the work of all staff
members

.

Rule 10. Vacancies in Office . In the event of a vacancy
in any office in the Convention, the Convention shall elect
a successor in the same manner as the office was originally
filled.
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Rule 11. Roll Call . The secretary shall call the roll
at the opening of each session of the Convention and announce
whether or not a quorum is present. He shall announce the
names of the delegates absent with leave of the Convention
and the names of delegates absent without leave, and enter
the names of all absentees upon the Journal. Leave of the
Convention may be obtained by application to the President
or Secretary or their designated representative. If a vot-
ing machine is provided, the machine shall be used whenever
a roll call or a vote by yeas and nays is directed by or in
accordance with these rules.

Rule 12. Invocation . The secretary shall arrange for
an invocation at the opening of each session of the Con-
vention.

Rule 13. Journal and Transcript . The secretary shall
keep a Journal of the proceedings of the Convention in
conformity with the rules, supervise the daily publication
thereof and make such corrections as may be necessary. The
Journal shall contain all formal actions of the Convention,
including the introduction of all proposals, motions and
resolutions, and the actions of the Convention thereon.
The secretary shall furnish each delegate a copy of the
Journal of the previous day. A Convention reporter shall
keep a verbatim record of Convention proceedings and shall,
within the time prescribed in his appointment by the Con-
vention, provide a verbatim transcript of all proceedings
of the sessions of the Convention and of the Committee of
the Whole.

Rule 14. Calendar of Business . The secretary, under
the direction of the Rules Committee, shall maintain a
calendar of the business of the Convention and he shall
furnish each delegate daily with a copy of the calendar
for that day and a list of committee meetings scheduled
for the following day.

Rule 15. Delegate Proposals and Committee Proposals .

The secretary shall attend to the reproduction of all
delegate proposals, committee proposals, resolutions and
documents as ordered by the Convention. The secretary
shall give a number to each delegate proposal when intro-
duced, and the numbers shall be in numerical order. When
proposals are reported favorably from committees, they
shall be called "Committee Proposals," and shall be num-
bered in numerical order. The secretary shall cause to
be placed at the head of the committee proposal the name
of the committee that reported the same and the character
and number of any report of the committee respecting the
proposal. The secretary shall be responsible to the Con-
vention for the care and preservation of all delegate and
committee proposals. Committee proposals shall be kept
on file in numerical order, unless otherwise ordered by
the Convention.
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Rule 16. Responsibility for Convention Hall . The secre-
tary shall exercise supervisory care and control of the hall
of the Convention and all Convention rooms and equipment.
The secretary, subject to the supervision of the Administra-
tive Coiranittee, shall purchase or rent all necessary equip-
ment, supplies and postage, and arrange for postal, tele-
phone and telegraph service.

Rule 17. Acting Secretary . In case of the temporary
inability of the secretary, from sickness or other cause,
to perform the duties of his office, the Administrative
Committee shall designate another employee to act as secre-
tary until the secretary is able to resume his duties. The
secretary may at any time designate any employee of the Con-
vention to perform any of the duties of the secretary.

Rule 18. Sergeant at Arms . The sergeant at arms shall
be designated by the secretary. He shall be the chief
police officer of the Convention.

Rule 19. Appointment of Staff Members . The Administra-
tive Committee shall designate staff and employee positions
and job descriptions, establish salary scales and provide
for the appointment of employees

.

CHAPTER III

DELEGATES

Rule 20. Conduct in Debate . Wlien any delegate is about
to speak in debate or present any matter to the Convention,
he shall rise and address himself to "Mr. President;" he
shall not speak until recognized and when recognized, he
shall confine himself to the question under debate, and
avoid personalities.

Rule 21. Delegates Called to Order . If any delegate in
speaking transgresses the rules of the Convention, the
President shall call him to order; in which case that dele-
gate shall immediately sit down and shall not rise unless
to explain or proceed in order.

Rule 22. Times Delegates May Speak . No delegate may
speak more than once on the same question without leave of
the President or of a majority of those present and voting,
unless he be the mover of the matter pending or chairman of
the committee that reported it; in which case he shall be
privileged to speak twice.

Rule 23. Conduct on the Floor . While the President is
puttiiig any question, or while the roll is being called or
taken by the secretary, no delegate shall walk out; nor
shall any delegate engage in discourteous conduct at any time,
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Rule 24. Contest of Elections . No protest or peti-
tion contesting the election of any delegate shall be re-
ceived or considered unless filed within ten days after
the adoption of this rule.

Rule 25. Vacancies . When a delecrate shall fail to
answer roll call at opening sessions for fifteen consecu-
tive sessions, the position may be declared vacant by the
Convention and the vacancy filled as provided in Section 3
of Act 42 of the First Extraordinary Session of the 65th
General Assembly of Arkansas, 196 8. The person so appointed
shall serve for the remainder of the Convention, or until
such time as the originally elected delegate shall appear
before the Convention and be reinstated by the Convention.

CHAPTER IV

COMMITTEES

Rule 26. Establishment . The Convention shall have
the follov/ing committees:

Substantive Committees

1. Declaration of Rights and Preamble.
2. Executive Branch.
3. Legislative Branch,
4. Judicial Branch.
5. General Provisions.
6

.

County Government

.

7. Municipal Government.
8. Finance and Taxation.
9. Suffrage, Elections, Initiative and Referendum.

10. Education.
11. Schedule and Transitional Provisions.

Procedural Committees

1. Administrative. 12 members.
2. Rules and Resolutions.
3. Public Information.
4. Style and Drafting. 5 members.

Members of substantive committees may also be members of
procedural committees.

Rule 27. Meetings . A committee shall meet at the
call of the committee chairman, or upon written request of
a majority of the members, or at the direction of the Con-
vention.

A recorded roll call vote on any matter before a com-
mittee shall be taken on demand by any member of the com-
mittee .
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Each committee shall maintain an action journal of all
its proceedings and a calendar, both of which shall be
available to news media and interested members of the
public.

Rule 28. Administrative Committees . The Administra-
tive Committee shall be composed of the President, four
vice-presidents and two delegates from each of the four
Congressional Districts of the state, who have been elected
by a majority of the delegates whose districts, or a
greater part thereof, are in such Congressional District,
except that if the President and a vice-president be from
the same district, only one additional member shall be
elected to the Administrative Committee from such district.

The President of the Convention shall be chairman of the
Administrative Committee. The Administrative Committee
shall have such duties as shall be assigned by the temporary
and/or permanent rules adopted by this Convention. This
committee shall have the responsibility of appointment of
all personnel of the Convention including a secretary, who
shall be subject to confirmation by the Convention.

The President and vice-presidents shall be nominated
and elected by the Convention, and after said election, the
Convention shall recess for the purpose of caucus by Con-
gressional Districts for the election of members to the
Administrative Committee.

Rule 29. Additional Conmiittees . Additional committees
of the Convention and their functions and number of members
may be provided for by resolution of the Convention adopted
by a majority of the delegates elected. Such additional
committees may be created to consider matters not within
the province of the regular standing committees, such as
the submission of parts of a proposed constitution separ-
ately, or in the form of alternatives, to the voters of
the state.

Rule 30. Designation of Committee Members . The Presi-
dent and the Administrative Committee shall nominate, sub-
ject to Convention approval, the membership of all commit-
tees except where the Convention shall otherwise order.
The designation of delegates to committees shall be subject
to the control of the Convention, and any delegate may ask
the Convention for a change in his or any other delegate's
committee assignments.

Rule 31. Chairmen of Committees . The first named
member of any committee shall be the chairman, and the
second named member shall be vice-chairman. In case of a
vacancy or absence of the chairman and vice-chairman, the
members of the committee who are present shall appoint a
chairmian to act until the chairman or vice-chairman shall
return.
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Rule 32. Sitting of Committees During Sessions of the
Convention . No committee shall sit during the sessions of
the Convention without special leave of the Convention by a
majority vote of those voting.

Rule 33. Power to Incur Expenses . No committee or
delegate shall incur any expenses chargeable to the Conven-
tion unless authorized to do so by resolution of the Con-
vention.

Rule 34. Subcommittees of Committees . A committee, by a
majority vote of its number, may provide for the appointment
by the committee chairman of subcommittees composed of dele-
gates named to the committee. Reports of subcommittees
shall be considered by the entire committee before recommend-
ing any action thereon by the Convention.

Rule 35. Notice of Reports . All committees before
reporting on any proposal shall notify delegates who have
introduced proposals on the same subject matter when and
where they may meet with that committee to explain such
proposals before the committee reports

.

Rule 36. Reports of Committees . A majority of the mem-
bers appointed to a committee shall be necessary to report
a proposal out of committee. The report or reports of a
minority of any committee shall be received in the same
manner as the majority report, and treated as an amendment
or substitute offered to or for the report of the committee
if offered as such on the floor. One or more members of a
committee may make a minority report.

Rule 37. Powers of Committees . Committees may hold
public hearings at any place in the state. A committee may
grant the powers here authorized to any subcommittee. A
committee may direct that a verbatim record be kept of any
portion of its proceedings

.

Rule 38. Consideration of Proposals Without Committee
RecommendationT After one day's notice a majority of the
delegates voting may by motion require a committee to
report immediately any proposal without recommendation.

CHAPTER V

COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE

Rule 39. Consideration of Committee Reports . When the
Convention deems it necessary, it may by a majority vote
of those voting resolve itself into Committee of the Whole
to consider committee reports, or any other Convention busi-
ness, and no business shall be in order until the whole of
the reports or other Convention business is considered or
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passed over, or the committee rise. Unless a particular
proposal is ordered up, the Committee of the Whole shall
consider, act upon or pass over all matters referred to
it by the Convention in the order of their reference.

Rule 40. Readings: Debate; Amendment . In the Com-
mittee of the Whole proposals shall be read through, de-
bated and acted upon by clauses. All amendments shall be
in writing as provided in Rule 51, and shall be reported
to the Convention by the chairman.

Rule 41. Motion that Committee of the Whole Rise . A
motion that the Committee of the Whole rise shall always
be in order unless a member of the committee is speaking
or a vote is being taken, and shall be decided without
debate by a majority vote of those present and voting.

Rule 42. Reconsideration . A motion to reconsider
shall be in order m the Conunittee of the Whole and may
be adopted by a majority vote of those present and voting,
at any time before the committee shall vote to rise.

Rule 43. Application of Convention Rules . The rules
of the Convention shall be observed in the Committee of
the WTiole, so far as they may be applicable, except that
it cannot adjourn the Convention; a majority of those
present and voting shall govern its action; it cannot
refer matters to any other committee, except the Commit-
tee on Style and Drafting; and a motion to postpone in-
definitely or for a call of the Convention shall not be
in order. A delegate may speak more than once in the
Committee of the Whole. A Journal of the proceedings
in the Committee of the Whole shall be kept as in Con-
vention .

CHAPTER VI

TRANSACTION OF BUSINESS

Rule 44. Order of Business . The order of business of
the Convention shall be as follows:

1. Call to order
2

.

Invocation
3. Roll call
4. Reading and approval of Journal
5. Reports of standing committees
6

.

Reports of special committees
7. Communications from State Officers
8. Introduction and first reading and reference of

proposals
9

.

Second reading of proposals
10. Third reading of proposals
11. Motions and resolutions
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12

.

Unfinished business
13. Special orders of the day
14. General orders of the day

Rule 45. Stating Motions and Resolutions . When a motion
is made, it shall be stated by the President; or, if in
writing, it shall be handed to and read aloud by the secre-
tary before being debated.

Every resolution, other than a proposal, shall be read
by title, and shall be referred to the appropriate commit-
tee. If the rules are suspended to permit immediate con-
sideration of a resolution, the resolution shall be read
in full before it is considered.

Rule 46. Reduced to Writing . Every motion shall be
reduced to writing if the President or a majority of those
voting shall request it, and all motions, oral or written,
shall be entered upon the Journal, together with the name
of the delegate making it, unless withdrawn by the maker or
ruled out of order by the President.

Rule 47. Withdrawal of Motions . After a motion has been
stated by the President or read by the secretary, it shall
be deemed to be in the possession of the Convention, but
may be withdrawn by the maker at any time before being
amended or put to a vote

.

Rule 48. Precedence of Motions . When a question is
under debate, no motion shall be received but

—

1. To fix the time to which to adjourn.
2. To adjourn.
3. To take a recess.
4. To reconsider.
5. To lay on the table.
6. For a quorum call of the Convention.
7. To limit debate.
8. For the previous question.
9. To postpone to a day certain.

10. To commit.
11. To amend.
12. To postpone indefinitely.

Such motions shall take precedence in the order in which
they are here listed, and shall be decided by a majority
vote of those voting, except the motion to postpone in-
definitely, which shall be passed only by a majority vote
of all the delegates elected. When a recess is taken while
any question is pending, consideration of such question
shall be resumed upon reassembling unless otherwise deter-
mined. Whenever a proposal is being considered at any stage
of procedure and a motion is made to postpone indefinitely
or to commit, amendments to the proposal shall first be in
order before taking a vote on any such motion.
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Rule 49. Motions Not Debatable . A motion to adjourn
shall always be in order except when a motion to fix the
time to which to adjourn is pending. A motion to adjourn,
a motion to lay on the table and all matters relating to
questions of order shall be decided without debate. A
motion for a recess, pending the consideration of other
business, shall not be debatable.

Rule 50. AiTiendments to be Germane . No motion or
proposition on a subject different from that under con-
sideration shall be admitted under color of an amendment
or substitute.

Rule 51. Amendments to be Printed . No amendment to
any delegate or committee proposal shall be considered
unless it is submitted in writing and a copy thereof
delivered to the floor desk of each delegate prior to
the time the amendment is offered.

Rule 52. Division of Question . Any delegate may call
for a division of the question, which shall be divided
if it comprehends propositions in substance so distinct
that when one is removed or deferred, a substantive
proposition remains for the decision of the Convention.
A motion to strike out and insert shall be deemed indi-
visible .

Rule 53. Motions for the Previous Question . The
method of ordering the previous question shall be as
follows: Any delegate may move the previous question
and unless otherwise stated the motion shall apply to
the pending question only. This being seconded by at
least five delegates, the presiding officer shall put
the question, "Shall the main question now be put?"
This shall be ordered only by two-thirds (2/3) of the
delegates voting. After the seconding of the motion
for the previous question and prior to ordering the same,
a Call of the Convention may be moved and ordered; but
after ordering the previous question nothing shall be in
order prior to the decision of the pending question, ex-
cept demands for the yeas and nays, points of order,
appeals from the decision of the Chair, and a motion to
adjourn or to take a recess, all of which shall be de-
cided without debate. The effect of the previous quest-
ion shall be to put an end to all debate and bring the
Convention to a direct vote upon the pending question.
When a motion to reconsider is taken under the previous
question and is decided in the affirmative, the previous
question shall have no operation upon the question to be
reconsidered. If the Convention shall refuse to order
the previous question, the consideration on the subject
shall be resumed as though no motion for the previous
question had been made.
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Rule 54. Motion for Reconsideration . Any delegate may
move for a reconsideration of any question at the same or
next succeeding session of the Convention; or the Commit-
tee on Style and Drafting may move for reconsideration on
any subsequent day if notice of its intention to do so is
given in writing to the secretary, who shall enter this
notice in the Journal.

Rule 55. Sine Die Adjournment . A motion to adjourn the
Convention sine die shall not be voted upon until at least
forty-eight hours after notice is given to the delegates;
and to pass this motion requires an affirmative vote of a
majority of all the delegates to the Convention.

CHAPTER VII

PROPOSALS

Rule 56. Introduction . All matters intended to become
a part of any revised constitution or constitutional amend-
ment shall be introduced by a delegate or delegates in the
form of a proposal and endorsed by the delegate or dele-
gates introducing them, or shall originate as committee
proposals. All proposals shall be introduced by delivery
to the secretary on a form precribed by him. Proposals
shall be reproduced and distributed under the direction of
the secretary.

Rule 57. Order of Consideration . The regular order to
be taken by proposals introduced in the Convention shall be
as follows:

1. Introduction, first reading by title, reference to
a committee or committees by the President, and reproduction
and distribution unless otherwise ordered by a majority of
the delegates voting.

2. Report of committee and placing on the calendar of
the Convention under General Order of the Day.

3. Consideration by the Convention in order of report
from committee

.

4. Reference to the Committee on Style and Drafting.

5. Report of Committee on Style and Drafting to the
Convention.

6. Second reading, vote on passage.

7

.

Re-reference to Committee on Style and Drafting for
incorporation in final draft.
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8. Report by Committee on Style and Drafting of any
complete revision of, or proposed amendment to the Consti-
tution .

9. Consideration by the Convention on third reading
and passage of any complete revision by article and as a
whole, or in the case of any amendment by sections as a
whole

.

The Convention at any time may refer any proposal or
other matter to any committee including Committee of the
Whole

.

Rule 58. Majority Vote on Proposals . On the passage
on third readxng of every proposal, section, article and
any complete revision of or amendment to the Constitution,
the vote shall be taken by yeas and nays, and entered on
the Journal, and no proposal, section, article or any such
amendment or complete revision shall be declared passed
unless a majority of all the delegates elected to the
Convention shall have voted in favor of the passage of
the same. No proposal shall be finally voted upon by
the Convention except after the expiration of 72 hours
from its introduction.

Rule 59. Proposals Introduced During Final Sessions .

All delegate proposals introduced more than 90 days after
the Convention first convenes in April, 1969, shall be
reported back to the Convention before it adjourns sine
die by the substantive committee assigned primary respon-
sibility for that proposal and this report shall be made
within 10 days after the proposal is referred to that
committee

.

Rule 60. Unfinished Special Orders . Any subject
matter made the special order for a particular day, not
having been reached on that day, shall come up for con-
sideration under the order of "Unfinished Business" at
the next succeeding session of the Convention.

Rule 61. Limitation on Debate and Control of Dila -

tory Procedure . The Convention may limit the time of
debate on any subject matter before the Convention, desig-
nate a method of allocating the period allowed for debate
among delegates and take appropriate action to control
dilatory procedure.

CHAPTER VIII

MISCELLANEOUS

Rule 62. Presentation and Endorsement of Petitions .

Petitions received by any officer of the Convention or by
any delegate may be initialed by the recipient, and handed
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directly to the chairman or clerk of the coiranittee which
has the subject matter of the petition under consideration.
The chairman of the committee, on behalf of the Convention,
shall give appropriate notice of the receipt of the petition,

Rule 63. Putting the Question . The President shall put
all questions in this form: "As many as are in favor of
(as the question may be), say 'aye'" and after the affirma-
tive vote is expressed, "As many as are opposed, say 'no'."
If the President is in doubt as to the vote, he may order a
division of the Convention.

A division of the Convention may be had on the demand of
five delegates, or a roll call of the Convention may be
demanded by a vote of one-fifth (1/5) of the delegates
voting on any pending question. When a division of the
Convention is ordered, a rising vote or a show of hands
may be taken or the voting machine may be used, if provided,
and the President shall declare the result. On a tie vote
the question shall be deemed lost.

Rule 64. Amendment or Suspension of Rules . The rules
of the Convention may be amended by a majority vote of the
delegates elected, but no rules shall be amended unless
such amendment is in writing, has been considered by the
Committee on Rules and Resolutions and is in the possession
of the Convention two days prior to its consideration. A
rule may be suspended by a vote of two-thirds (2/3) of the
delegates voting, provided that no less than 51 votes are
case in favor of the suspension.

Rule 65. Form of Question on Appeals . On all appeals
from decisions of the Chair, the question shall be "Shall
the ruling of the Chair stand?" which question shall be
decided by a majority vote of those voting.

Rule 66. Debate on Appeals . No delegate shall speak
on the question of an appeal more than once without leave
of the Convention by a majority vote of those voting.

Rule 67 . Tabling Appeals . An appeal may be laid on
th6 table but shall not carry with it the subject matter
before the Convention at the time such appeal is taken.

Rule 68. Practice in Unprovided Cases . In all cases
not provided by these rules, the authority shall be ROBERT'S
RULES OF ORDER REVISED (75th Anniversary Edition, 1951).

Rule 69. Voting by the Electrical Roll Call System .

When taking the yeas and nays on any question to be voted
upon, the electrical roll call system may be used, and
when so used shall have the same force and effect as a
roll call taken as otherwise provided in these rules.
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When the Convention is ready to vote upon any question
requxrmg a roll call, and the vote is to be taken by the
electrical roll call system, the presiding officer shall
announce: "The question is on the passage of (designating
the raatter to be voted upon) . All in favor of such quest-
ion shall vote 'yea,' all opposed shall vote 'nay'." The
Convention will now proceed to vote."

When sufficient time has been allowed the delegates to
vote, the presiding officer shall announce: "Have all
voted?" And after a short pause shall say: "The secretary
shall proceed to record the vote

The secretary shall immediately start the vote recording
equipment, and when completely recorded, shall announce
the result to the Convention. The secretary shall enter
upon the Journal the result in the manner provided by the
rules of the Convention.

Any delegate shall be privileged to vote or change his
vote after the vote recording equipment has started to
operate, by rising and announcing his vote before the
result of the vote has been announced by the secretary.

No delegate shall cast a vote for another delegate,
nor shall any person not a delegate cast a vote for a
delegate. In addition to such penalties as may be pre-
scribed by law, any delegate who shall vote for another
delegate may be punished in such manner as the Convention
may determine. If a person not a delegate shall vote or
attempt to vote for any delegate, he shall be barred from
the floor of the Convention for the remainder of the ses-
sion and may be further punished in such manner as the
Convention may deem proper, in addition to such punishment
as may be precribed by law.

Rule 70. Presence of Delegates . Any delegate, having
answered roll call at the opening of any session, or hav-
ing entered upon the floor of the Convention after roll
call and made his presence known to the secretary, shall
thereafter be deemed as present for that session for pur-
poses of determining the right of compensation.
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CHAPTER III
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CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION OF }!AVMII OF l'^6^

RULES

OFFICERS

RULE 1. The officers of the Convention shall be a

President, five Vice-Presidents (one each from the Counties

of Hawaii , Maui and Kauai and two from the City and County

of Honolulu), a Secretary and an Assistant Secretary who
shall be elected from the delegates by the vote of at least

forty-two delegates and such election shall be by ballot.

EMPLOYEES

RULE 2. A Chief Clerk and an Assistant Clerk shall be

elected by the vote of at least forty-two delegates and such
election shall be by ballot.

All other employees shall be appointed by the President,

subject to the approval of the Convention.

THE PRESIDENT AND VICE-PRESIDENT

RULE 3, The President shall take the chair each day at

the hour to which the Convention shall have adjourned. He

shall call the Convention to order, and, except in the
absence of a quorum, shall proceed to business in the manner
prescribed by these rules.

RULE 4. The President shall possess the powers and
perform the duties herein prescribed, viz:

(a) He shall preserve order and decorum, and,
in debate, shall prevent personal reflections, and
confine members to the question under discussion.
When two or more members arise at the same time, he

shall name the one entitled to the floor.

(b) He shall decide all questions of order,
subject to appeal to the Convention. On every appeal
he shall have the right, in his place, to assign his
reason for his decision. In case of such appeal no
member shall speak more than once.

(c) He shall appoint all committees, except
where the Convention shall otherwise order.

(d) He may substitute any member to perform
the duties of the chair while he is present, but
for no longer period than that day, except by special
consent of the Convention.
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(e) When the Convention shall be ready to go

into Committee of the Whole, he shall name a chairman
to preside therein.

(f) When necessary or required, he shall, with
the Secretary, certify all official acts andall
vouchers for payment of expenditures of the Convention.

(g) He shall designate and assign to seats or

authorize the designation and seating of the persons
who shall act as reporters for the public press, tele-

vision and radio within the Convention Hall.

(h) He shall be a member ex-officio without vote

of the several committees to which he is not specif-
ically appointed.

(i) He shall declare the vote and announce the

result according to the fact on all questions and
divisions.

(.j) He shall not engage in any debate, or propose
his opinion on any question, except the assigning of
his reasons for his decision on appeal therefrom, with-
out first calling some delegate to occupy the chair.

RULE 5. In the event of a vacancy in the office of

President, by death, resignation or otherwise, the Convention
shall, by the vote of at least forty-two delegates, elect a

President to fill such vacancy.

In case of the temporary absence of the President, his

duties shall devolve from day to day upon the Vice-President
present in alphabetical rotation.

RULE 6. In the event of a vacancy in the office of a

Vice-President by death, resignation or otherwise, the Con-
vention shall, by the vote of at least forty-two delegates,
elect a new Vice-President.

In the case of the temporary absence of all Vice-
Presidents to discharge the duties of their offices, the
Convention shall have the power to designate and appoint
some other delegate to discharge the duties of the office
during such temporary absence.

SECRETARY AND ASSISTANT SECRETARY

RULE 7. The Secretary shall keep a journal of the
proceedings of the Convention and, under the direction of
the President, shall prepare and place on the desk of the
President each day a calendar of the business of the Con-
vention, as provided by those rules.
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RUI.F. 8. Thie Hecrotary shall prejiai-e for printinp,

all proposals and other documents which are required to

be printed under these rules under the direction of the
Committee on Accounts and Pri ntinr, and shoJl see to it

that they are properly and correctly printed.

RULE 9. The Secretary shall number "consecutive]

y

each proposal of subject matter to be incorporated into
the Constitution v<hen introduced. When a proposal is

introduced by a Committee, the Secretary shall number
such proposal consecutively in a separate series.

RULE 10. The Secretary shall preserve all proposals,
reports of Committees and all other records, books,
documents and papers of the Convention and after the
adjournment of the Convention shall deliver them to the
Archives Division, Department of Accounting and General
Services, State of Hawaii, or shall make such other dis-
posal of them as the Convention shall direct.

RULE 11. When necessary or required, the Secretary
shall, with the President, certify all official acts and
all vouchers for payment of expenditures of the Convention,
and he shall perform such other duties as are required of
him by these rules and as from tine to time shall be

required of him by the Convention.

RULE 12. One copy of the final draft of any proposal
or committee report- presented to or prepared by the Conven-
tion shall be delivered by the Secretary to the Archives of

the State of Hawaii.

RULE 13. He may delegate his duties to the Assistant
Secretary, and other than certification of official acts,
documents and vouchers by the Secretary, he may also dele-
gate his duties to the Chief Clerk.

In the event of a vacancy in the office of Secretary
by death, resignation or otherwise, the Convention shall,

by the vote of at least forty-two delegates, elect a new
Secretary.

In the case of the temporary absence of the Secretary
to discharge the duties of his office, the Assistant Secre-
tary shall discharge the duties of the office during such
temporary absence.

In the case of the temporary absence of the Secretary
and Assistant Secretary to discharge the duties of the
office, the Convention shall have the power to designate
and appoint some other delegate to discharge the duties of

the office during such temporary absence.
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QUORUM ArCi ^4AJ0RITY

.!ULE 14. The prcsonce of at least forty-two delegates
.-.li iJ 1 ijt necessary to constitute a quorum of the Convention
i.i'i ,1 lesser number way meet and adjourn the Convention from
-'ay to day when necessary and may require the attendance of
absent members.

RULE 15. A quorum beiny present, a majority of deleyates
present shall be sufficient for the adoption ot any motion or
resolution or the taking of any action except wlirre the
a''lrmative vote of a greater number shall be required by
t host' rules .

STANDING COMMITTEES

kULE 16. The Standing Committees of the Convention
slial) be appointed by the President unless the Convention
snail otherwise order.

The person first named shall be the chairman, and the
person next named shall be the Vice-chairman, of the Committee.

RULE 17. The Standing Committees of the Convention and
the iiunibcr of members thereof, respectively, shall be as
fol lows:

General Standing Comri'ttees

1. Committee on Bill of Rights, Suffrage and Elections,
Twenty-three members.

2. Commit', f. on Legislative Powers and Functions,
Twenty- three members.

J. Committee on Legislative Apportionment and District-
ing, Twenty-three members.

'1. Commii. V ce on Executive, Twenty-three members.

). ComiTi)' ee on Judiciary, Twenty-throe members.

(. Committee on Taxation and Finance, Twenty-throe
membi s

.

/. Committee on Local Government, Twenty-tliree members.

<:!. Committee on Public Health, Education and Welfare;
Labor and Industry, Twenty-three members.

'). Committoe on Agriculture, Conservation, Land and
Hawaiian Homes, Twenty- three members.

IM. Committoe on Revision, Amondmcnt and Other Provi-
sions, Twenty-throe members.
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11. t.winini I I f'O on lityl'-, S'-vci.lctjii mcinljcrs.

12. rominitLiG on Gul >mi r;;; i on find Inforn. i . • <n, Sixtcon

iii'Mnlier:., -imi in adclilion, Lin- V i re ProMcJcntr ,

Socrotiity, AssisLant Secretary ami the Cliairman of the

Standing ''Jommitteos shall bo members ex-officio.

Aciininistrative Standing Committees

1. Committoo on Accounts ancl Printing, Fifteen momberr

.

2. Committee on Rules, Fifteen member?.

RVW. 1 !> . Functions cjf Standing C .)mmi tteer :

(<i) It stialJ bo the duty cj I tlie Slanojii'j C-jmmittees

to consider all matters whicli may be refei'rec' to them.

Each Standing Committee shall submit to the Conven-

tion a report or reports, in v;riting, setting forth the

resnlts of its deliberations and its recommendations on

all matters referred to it, in the same number and form

as prescribed in these rules for proposals.

(b) The Committee on Style shall examine and

correct the proposals which are referred to it for the

purpose of avoiding inaccuracies, repetit:ions and incon-
sistencies and shall arrange the same in the proper order

in the Courtitution and shall rqa ort thereon to the

Convention.

The Coimnittee shall have the authority to rephrase

but shall have no authority to change the sense or

purpose of any proposal referred to iL.

Where i' proposal referred to the Committee appears
inconsistent or in conflict with a proposal already acted

on favorably by the Convention at second reading, the

Committee shall so notify the Convention and wait upon
its inst r lotions

.

(c) The Committoo on Submission and Information
shall coiisider and report to the Convention the method
and mann-r of subiritting the Revised Constitution or

proposeii amendments to the Constitution to the people;

sJiall pn^pare and present to the Convention for its

approval the plan or metliod of informing the people of

the changes in tlie Constitution or the proposed amend-

ments to the Constitution; shall prepare and present to

the Convention for its approval a report to the people

(jut lining the results of the Convention's work, and

shall make such <jther reports at; may bo roqviirod by law

and by I he i ns Li net LOUs of L\\r- Conv/iti on .

(d) The Committee on Ruler, shall consider and

refjort upon such changes in tl)o rules of tic Convention

and clianges in its organization as shall be referred to

il liy the ConviMil ic>n I I oiii I inn I i I i mi •

.
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(e) The Committee on Accounts and Printin/^ shall

be in charge of the business affairs of the Convention

and shall supervise all printing for the Convention.

(f) No public hearing shall be had by any Stand-

ing Committee except after reasonable notice' is given

to the Secretary, in writing, who shall give public

notice thereof.

(g) All committee meetings shall be open to the

public.

RULE 19. All resolutions for the printing of an extra

number of documents shall be referred, as of course, to the

Committee on Accounts and Printing for its report thereon

before final action by the Convention.

RULE 20. All resolutions authorizing or contemplating
the expenditure of money shall be referred, as of course, to

the Committee on Accounts and Printing for its report therecn
before final action by the Convention.

RULE 21. No Committee shall sit during the sessions of

the Convention without special leave.

COMMITTEE OF THE mOLE

RULE 22. The Convention may upon motion resolve itself

into a Committee of the Whole for the consideration of any
matter. In forming the Committee of the liHiole, the President

of the Convention shall appoint a chairman to preside.

RULE 23. Upon consideration of the report or proposal
of any standing committee by the Committee of the Whole,

consideration of all matters on the same subject shall be

in order. All amendments made to proposals, reports, reso-
lutions and other matters submitted to the Committee of th'i

Whole shall be noted and reported.

RULE 24. The rules of the Convention shall be observed
in the Committee of the Whole so far as they may be appli-
cable except that the Committee of the Whole cannot adjourn
the Convention; no question may be laid on the table; the

previous qusstion shall not be ordered; and the motion to

postpone indefinitely shall not be in order.

RULE 25. Forty- two delegates shall be a quorum for the

Committee of the Whole to do business.

RULE 26. A motion for tne rising of the Committee of

the Whole shall always be in order unless a member of the
Committee is speaking or a vote is being taken, and shall
be decided without debate.
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ORDRR OF DUSINES:;, MOTION:;,
DKCOiniM AND DEBATli

RULE 27. At .meetings of the Convention the order of

business shall be as follows (except at times set apart for

the consideration of special orders):

1. Calling Convention to order.

2. Invocation.

3. Determination of quorum.

k. Reading of journal.

5. Presentation of petitions, memorials and
communications.

6. Reports of standing committees.

7. Reports of select committees.

i. Introduction and first readings of proposals.

9. Reference of proposals.

10. Motions and resolutions.

11. Unfinished business.

12. Special orders of the day.

13. General orders of the day.

RULE 28. Consideration of the general orders of the

day shall be in the following order:

1. Consideration by Committee of the lifhole.

2. Reports of the Committee of the Whole.

3. Committee reports and proposals reported from
committees.

U, Second Reading.

5. Action on reports of the Committee on Style,

as to arrangement and phraseology only.

6. Third Reading and agreement.

If the matter is not. considered in its order, it shall

lose its precedence for the day, but shall appear on the

calendar on the following day in its regular order. Any

matter may be made a special order of business for any

particular day or time by a majority vote of the delegates

present.
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RULE 29, Any cubject matter having been made the
special order for a particular day, and not having been
reached on that day, shall be upon the order of "Unfinished
Business" on the next succeeding Convention day.

RULE 30. Upon calls of the Convention, the names of

the delegates shall be called alphabetically.

In case of the absence of delegates, the delegates
present shall take such measures as they shall deem neces-
sary to secure the presence of absentees.

RULE 31. After a question has been stated by the
President, and the calling of the roll has begun, the
President shall not recognize a delegate for any purpose
whatever until the call is completed; but nothing in this
rule shall abridge the right of any delegate to change or
record his vote on any question previous to the announce-
ment of the result.

RULE 32. The vote upon any question shall be tak.en by
the ayes and noes and entered on the journal, on motion made
and seconded before the question is put and upon the request
of at least ten delegates.

A delegate may pass the first time his name is called
by the clerk on any vote, but if he remains silent on the
next call of his name, his vote shall be recorded as voting
in the affirmative.

RULE 33. The rules of parliamentary practice comprised
in Robert's Rules of Order, Revised, shall govern in all
cases in which they are not inconsistent with the standing
rules and orders of the Convention.

RULE 34. Any rule of the Convention may be suspended
by a vote of at least two-thirds of the delegates present
or repealed or amended by a vote of at least forty-two
delegates and any repeal or amendment offered shall lie on
the table one day before being voted upon.

RULE 35. When a motion is made it shall be stated by
the President, or being in writing, it shall be read aloud
before being debated.

RULE 36. A motion may be withdrawn at any time before
decision or amendment.

RULE 37. When a question is under consideration by the
Convention only the following motions shall be received;
which motions shail have precedence in the order stated, viz.
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Motions to, or for:

1. Adjourn,

2. Recess.

3. Call of the Convention.

Lay on the table.

Previous question.

12.

Postpone indefinitely,
debatable.

Not amendable or

debatable except as

hiereinaft'jr provided,

'Jot amendable, but

7. Postpone to a certain time. Debatable and
amendable.

8. Go into Committee of the '.Vhole. Debatable and
amendable.

9. Commit (or recommit) to Committee of the V/hol'e,

Debatable and amendable.

10. Commit (or recommit) to a Standinij Committee.
Debatable and amendable.

11. Commit (or recommit) to a Select Committee.
Debatable and amendable.

Close debate at a specified time. Not debatable
but amendable.

13. Amend. Debatable and amendable.

(Numbers 7 to 12, both inclusive, preclude debate
on main question).

The motion to adjourn, to take a recess, and to adjour;:
for a longer period than one day, shall always be in order,
and the last motion shall be amendable and debatable.

Calls for information, for reading a paper, for division
of a divisible question, for division of the house, for the
ayes and noes, and a motion for reconsideration shall always
be in order, but shall not be amendable or debatable.

An appeal from the decision of the chair may be taken
at any stage of the proceedings.

Uni.E 3'^. The previous question shall be put in this
form, "Shall the main question be now put?" It shall be
admitted when demanded by *d two-third vote of the delegates
present, and its effect shall be, if decided affirmatively
to end debate and bring the Convention to a vote upon pending
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amendmento, if any, to the main question,, and then upon the
main question. All incidental questions of order arising
after a motion is made for the previous question, and pending
such motion, shall be decided whether on appeal or otherwise,
without debate.

RULE 39. A motion to reconsider any vote must be made
before the end of the second Convention day after the day on
which the vote proposed to be reconsidered was taken, and by
a delegate who voted in the majority and the same majority
shall be required to adopt a motion to reconsider as was
required to take the action to be reconsidered. V/hon a

motion for reconsideration is decided, that decision shall
not be reconsidered, and no question shall be twice recon-
sidered; nor shall any vote be reconsidered upon either of
the following motions:

To adjourn.

To lay on the table.

To take from the table; or

For the previous question.

RULE kO. Any delegate may call for the division of a
question which is in its nature divisible. A motion to
strike out and insert shall be deemed indivisible; but a
motion to strike out being lost, shall neither preclude
amendment nor a motion to strike out and insert.

RULE 41. No delegate shall speak more than twice on
one question, or longer than ten minutes the first, or longer
than five minutes the second time, or more than once until
other delegates who have not spoken shall speak if they so
desire, without first obtaining leave of the Convention; and
the mover of the proposition shall have the right to close
the debate, provided that the person in charge of a proposal
on third reading and final agreement shall have the right,
if he desires, to close the debate and he may announce such
desire at any time before the taking of the vote on the
question.

RULE 42. No delegate rising to speak shall proceed
until he shall have addressed the President and been recog-
nized by him as entitled to the floor.

RULE 43. While the President is putting a question or
a count is being had no delegate shall speak or leave his
place, and while a member is speaking no delegate shall
engage in any private discourse or pass between him and the
chair.

RULE 44. When a motion to adjourn, or for recess,
shall be carried, no delegate or officer shall leave his
place until the adjournment or recess shall be declared by
the President.
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nill.R ^5. A proponaL may be recalled iroin a Committ.f>e
by the affirmat:ive vote of twenty-five deleratec, provided
that the Committee hai: reported on the subject mjtttor of
such proposal for passage on second rcadinfr;.

RULE k6. Any delegate may at any time rise and sneak
to a question of personal privilep.e.

FROronALS, SUBMISSION AMD INFORMATIOK

RULE 47. Each proposal shall receive three separate
readings in the Convention previous to being a/^reed uDon
but no proposal shall be read twice on the same day or be
considered on third reading until after at least forty-eight
hours notice of the day upon which it is to be so considered
has been given by announcement made in open session.

All proposals may be read by their titles but on third
reading all proposals shall be read throurhout. No amend-
ment shall be received to any proposal on its third reading
unless by unanimous consent of the delegates present.

All proposals shall, after the first reading, be printed
for the use of the members. Printed copies of proposals
shall be used on their second and third readings.

RULE Ufi. The regular order to be taken bv proposals
shall be as follows:

(a) Introduction, first reading, and printing of
sufficient copies of each proposal.

(b) Reference to a General Standing ComnJtTP h"
the President. '

•'

(c) Report by Committee and printing of sufficien'
copies thereof.

Four Convention days after the printing of said
report it shall be placed on the general orders.

(d) Second reading: Consideration by the Com-
mittee of the Whole and by the Convention and action
on amendments offered by delegates.

(e) Reference to the Committee on Style for report
within five Convention days.

(f) Report of the Committee on Style and printing
of sufficient copies, if necessary.

(g) Action on report of Committee on Style:
Consideration and action on amendments as to phraseology
only; action on the report, as amended and printing of
sufficient copies, if necessary.
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(h) Third Hcaeiinf^ and ar;reeiiioii.,

.

(i) Reference to the ComnJttee on Style for

arranr^ement of sections and article or articD'^-: and

for form.

(j) Report of Committee on Style as to arrange-

ment of sections and article or articler. and printin;;

of sufficient copies, if necessary.

RULE 49. Any subject mitter to be incorporated in '..ne

Constitution shall be by proposal. A proposal sha]] be

introduced by one or more delegates or by a Committee.

RULE 50. Each proposal shall be typewritten on white

paper which is 8 l/2" wide and 11" long with one original

copy and seven copies thereof, and shall be dated and signed

by the introducer or by the Chairman of th>? Committee intro-

ducing it.

RULE 51. The caption of each proposal shall be

Constitutional Convention of Hawaii

of 1968

PROPOSAL

Introduced by
TWame of delegate cr
Chairman of Committee)

RULE 52. Kach proposal shall contain a sh^-^rt t, ,t]e

stating concisely the general nature of its subjec ma*-ter.

RULE 53. Each proposal shall be in the form of a

resolution as follov/s:

"RESOLVED, that the following be agreed upon as

(amending Article(s)
,

o^"'

(adding a new Article to) the State Constitution.

RULE 54. Each proposal shall be delivered to the

Secretary for introduction. The Secretary shall number and

list all proposals as presented. At each session of the

Convention the Secretary shall read the number and title of

each proposal so delivered to him for introduction, which

shall be taken as the first reading of the proposal and as

the ordering thereof to a second reading, and the President

shall thereupon refer it to a General Standing Committee.

RULF, 55. The President shall refer each proposal
introduced to the appropriate Committee, '/h'^re a proposal
embraces subject matter which falls within the proper con-
sideration of several Committees, the President, where
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practicable, shall divide the proposal and refer the parts
to the appropriate Committees; but if it is not subject to
such division, the President shall refer it to an appro-
priate Committee with instructions to consult with other
Committees on related matters.

Any proposal which does not comply with the provisions
of these rules as to form shall be referred to the appro-
priate Committee as a petition.

RULE 56. A copy of each proposal introduced shall be
delivered by the Secretary to the Committee on Accounts and
Printing. The original shall be retained by the Secretary
and one copy shall be delivered to the chairman of the
Committee to which the proposal has been referred.

Each successive reprint of a proposal differing from
the previous print or reprint of the same proposal, which
is presented to the Convention for consideration, shall
bear a consecutive redraft number on the top of the first
or title page thereof, as follows:

"Redraft No. 1," or "RD. 1"

"Redraft No. 2," or "RD. 2" etc.

RULE 57. The Convention may set a date after which no
proposal shall be introduced, except by a Committee.

RULE 5S. Each General Standinp; Committee may originate
and report without specific reference, any Committee pro-
posal, the subject matter of which properly falls within the
consideration of such Committee under the se rules.

RULE 59. Each Committee Report recommending, any matter
for incorporation in the Constitution shall be accompanied
by a Committee proposal containing a complete article or
other appropriate subdivision or group of articles or sub-
divisions of the Constitution. Such Committee proposal need
not be referred to the Committee introducing the same.

RULE 60. Each amendment offered to a proposal shall
be in writins; and delivered to the Secretary and shall be
entered on the journal. A copy of such amendment shall be
delivered by the Secretary to the Committee on Accounts and
Printing, the original shall be retained by the Secretary.
One copy shall be delivered to the Chairman of the Committee
to which the proposal concerned has been referred.

RULE 61. Any proposal which has passed its second
reading shall be referred to the Committee on Style for
consideration as provided by these rules and when reported
by said Committee shall be subject to consideration and
amendment as to arrangement and phraseology only, and, if
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any such amendment be adopted, shall be ap;ain referred to

the Committee on :3tyle for similar consideration and report

thereof, and if said Committee's report shall be adopted,

it shall be ordered to be printed and to third reading.

RULE 62. Proposals which liave passed two readinr;s

shall be prepared by the Secretary in proper form for

printing for third reading and when the Secretary receives

from the Committee on Accounts and Printing any proposal

ordered to a third reading and the same shall be found

correct, he shall affix his signature to each page of the

copy to be used as the official copy.

RULE 63. On the question of the agreement upon any
proposal on third reading, the vote shall be taken by ayes

and noes and entered on the journal, and no proposal shall

be declared adopted unless at least forty-two delegates to

the Convention shall have voted in favor of the adoption of

the same.

RULE 64. After the Revised Constitution or proposed
amendments to the Constitution have been framed and before

final agreement thereon, the Convention shall refer the same

to the Committee on Style for proper form and, if necessary,

for arrangement in proper order in the Constitution and
report thereon, and, upon receipt of the report, the Conven-

tion shall by the affirmative vote of at least forty-two
delegates agree upon the final form of the Constitution or

proposed amendments to the Constitution.

RULE 65. The final form of the Revised Constitution
or proposed amendments to the Constitution as agreed upon
by the Convention shall be referred to the Committee on

Submission and Information. Such Committee shall consider
and report to the Convention recommending the method and

manner of submitting them to the people in accordance with

law, and shall give such notices and make such reports as

may be required by law and the instructions of the Conven-

tion. The manner of submission to the people of the fina"!

form of the Revised Constitution or proposed amendments to

the Constitution shall be agreed upon by resolution of the

Convention by the affirmative vote of at least forty-two
delegates.

RULE 66. When the Convention shall have agreed upon

the final form of the Revised Constitution or proposed amend-

ments to the Constitution and the manner of submission to

the people according to law, the original thereof shall be

prepared and signed by the President and Secretary and by

the concurring delegates desiring to do so. Photostatic
copies thereof (white prints) shall be prepared and then be

certified by the' Presiden; and Secretary of the Convention
and delivered to the Governor, each delegate, each House o*-

the Legislature and to any other officers designated by law

or the instructions of the Convention.
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CHAPTER IV

ILLINOIS CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION

1970

CONVENTION RULES
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DRAFT OF CONVENTION RULES

196 9 ILLINOIS CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION

Chapter 1. General Provisions

Rule 1. Quorum and Majority

A majority of members, as hereinafter defined, shall

constitute a quorum for the transaction of business, but a

smaller number may adjourn the Convention from day to day

and may also compel the attendance of absent members by the

means approved by a majority, but not less than 12, of the

members present and voting. A majority of members may pre-

scribe penalties for the nonattendance of members.

When a quorum is obtained, the affirmative vote of a

majority of the members present and votina is sufficient for

the adoption of any motion or resolution or the taking of

any action, except in those cases where the affirmative vote

of a different number is required by these rules.

The term "majority of members", unless otherwise speci-

fied, means a majority of the number of members elected and

for which no vacancy exists by resianation, expulsion under

Rule 60 or death.

Rule 2. Admission to Floor •- Defined

Only nembers, officers and onpioyee<^ and such

persons as rray be authorized by the r.re-^.ident r.hai'i '.^o
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admitted to the floor of the Convention during the session.

The phrase "floor of the Convention" means the room or

chamber where the Convention sits in session, excluding

the space designated for visitors and for the press.

Rule 3. Bar of the Convention - Defined

Any member, having answered the roll call at the opening

of any session of the Convention or of a committee meeting,

or having entered upon the floor of the Convention or com-

mittee room after roll call, shall thereafter remain within

the bar of the Convention unless excused by the president

of the Convention or by the committee chairman. The phrase

"within the bar of the Convention" means the space occupied

or used by the Convention or by any committee conducting

the business of the Convention,

Rule 4. Seat of the Convention

The initial seat of the Convention is the hall of the

House of Representatives in the state capitol building in

the City of Springfield, Illinois. Sessions of the Conven-

tion and of the Committee of the Whole may be held at any

other place in the state when authorized by the Convention.

Hearings of the standing committees of the Convention may be

held throughout the state as provided in Rule 25 of these

rules.
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Rule 5. Meetings of the Convention

All meetings of the Convention shall be open to the

public and the news media.

Rule 6. Assignment of Seats

The permanent seats of the members shall be assigned

by the president in the following order: alphabetically,

from right to left, while facing the chair and from the

front to the rear. Variations in this seating nay be

authorized by the president for the officers of the Con-

vention. The seune alphabetical procedure shall be followed

for seating the members in sessions held at locations other

than the seat of the Convention.
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.. !?,: I ^'/trficers -xnc F.mDioyoH;---:

Rule j_. y,L I icer: . le convention

The permanent officers of the Convention shall be a presi-

denr "' '"Ice presidents of coequal power and compensation, and a

secj^L . The president and the 3 vice presidents shall be com-

pensate ._ ^-ates not to exceed those established by Section 8

of PuJ:)lic Act 76-40. The secretary shall receive no additional

salary- Each permanent officer shall be a member and shall be

elected by the Convention by a majority of the \/otes cast.

Rule 8 , Duties of the Fresident

The president shall be the presiding officer and chief

executive officer of the Convention. He shall preside at

sessions of the Convention and of the Committee of the Whole,

and exercise ti-ie usual powers and perform the usual duties of a

presidinq officer. He shall preserve order and decorum. He may

speak to points oC order and, subject to an appeal to the Con-

vention or to the Committee of the Whole, shall decide points of

order.

He shall cause to be prepared and furnished to each member

a daily calendar and agenda of business for each session of the

Convention.

Together with the secretary of the Convention, he shall

authenticate by signature all proposals, resolutions, or other

formal acts adopted by the Convention.

He shall, within 30 days after his election, prepare a

budget and submit it to the Convention for its approval.

No later than the 15th day of each month he shall submit to the

Convention a report of the expendi ures of the Convention for the

preceding calendar month. _.-
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He ?;hail let bids and award cor.trscts for niare>:ials and

services

.

He shall have general charge and supervisior over the

executive, research, and clerical staff- and all other employees

of the Convention.

He may vote in all elections, on all divisicr.. called I'oi

by any member, and on all questions taken by ayes and nays,

including appeals from his decisions, except that the president

may not vote twice, once to cause a tie vote and tnen again to

break it.

He may designate any member to preside over the Convention

in case of his absence or temporary disability for not more than

2 consecutive convention days

.

Rule 9

.

Duties of the Vice Presidents

The vice presidents J5hall carry out such powers and duties as

are assigned by the president. If the president i., temporarily

absent or temporarily unable to preside and has not designated

another member to preside, tJie secretary shall preside. If r.he

president is temporarily eibsent or disabled for more than 2 con-

vention days, one of the vice presidents shall be :;elected by the

Convention to exercise the powers and perform the duties of the

president. The Secretary shall preside tem.porarilv while such

selection i'.: made.

Rule 10 . Dutiesof the Secretary

The SHicretary shall have custody and preser-'.>'i- = i I proposals,

resolutions, committee reports, and all other records, books.,

documents and papers of the Convention. He sha.1 -rnit
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them to be taken out of his custody except in the regular course

of the business of the Convention.

He shall certify and deliver to the Secretary of State

the revisions or alteration of or amendments to the constitution

as approved by the Convention for submission to the electorate.

He shall cause to be kept and furnish to each member a

printed journal of the proceedings of the Convention for the

previous day which, when approved by the Convention, shall be

the official journal of the Convention. He shall also cause

to be kept and to be submitted to the Convention for approval

a verbatim record of the proceedings of sessions of the Convention

and meetings of the Committee of the VJhole.

He shall have such other duties as stipulated in these

rules, but, after consultation with the president, he may

delegate part of his duties to the executive director, or

another employee designated by the president. He may not,

however, delegate the duty of certifying the revision or altera-

tion of or amendment to the constitution approved by the Convention

for submission to the electorate.

Rule 11. Vacancies

If a permanent vacancy occurs in the office of president,

the secretary shall temporarily preside until the Convention

elerts a president to fill the office in the same manner in

which the officer was first elected.

If a permanent vacancy occurs in the office of any of the vice

presidents or in the office of the secretary, the president shall
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appoint a member to exercise the powers of that vacant office

until the Convention fills the vacancy in the same manner in

which the officer was first elected.

Rule 12. Employees of the Convention

There shall be an executive director of the Convention,

and such other employees as may be necessary for the effective

operation of the Convention, all of whom shall be appointed by

the president. All employees shall be persons who are not members

and their compensation shall be fixed in such manner as may be

determined by resolution of the Convention.

Rule 13. Duties of the Executive Director

The executive director shall be primarily resDonsible for

th^ administration of the Convention, under the authority and

supervision of the president. In this capacity he shall be

responsible for the employment, assignment and direction of

all personnel, the supervision of the payroll, and he shall

b6 director of the Convention's budget. He shall also supervise

the acquisition and care of the facilities, services and supplies

needed by the Convention. He shall have such other duties and

responsibilities as may be delegated to him by the president

or the secretary of the Convention.
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Chapter III. Committees

Rule 14. Substantive Standing Committees

The substantive standing committees of the Convention

and the initial number of members thereof, exclusive of those

ex officio, respectively, shall be as follows:

1. Committee on Bill of Rights, 15 members.

2. Committee on the Legislature, 11 members.

3. Committee on the Executive, 11 members.

4. Committee on the Judiciary, 11 members.

5. Committee on Revenue and Finance, 18 members.

6. Committee on Suffrage and Constitutional Amendment,

9 members.

7. Committee on Local Government, 15 members.

8. Committee on Education, 11 members.

9. Committee on General Government, 11 members.

The president shall be, ex officio, a member of all

substantive standing committees, but shall have no vote and

shall not be counted for the purpose of determing a quorum.

Each vice president shall be, ex officio, a member of those sub-

stantive standing committees to which he is assigned by the

president, but shall have no vote and shall not be counted for

the purpose of determining a quorum.

Rule 15. Procedural Standing Committees

The procedural standing committees of the Convention shall

be as follows

:
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1. Committee on Rules and Credentials;

2. Committee on Style, Drafting and Submission;

3. Committee on Public Information.

The Committee on Rules and Credentials shall consist of

11 members and the president and the 3 vice presidents of the

Convention. The president shall be chairman of the Committee

on Rules and Credentials. The Committee on Style, Drafting

and Submission shall consist of at least one member from each

substantive standing committee, and the president and the 3

vice presidents of the Convention. The Chairman of the Com-

mittee on Style, Drafting and Submission may be excused by

the President from work in the substantive committee to which

he is assigned. The Committee on Public Information shall

consist of such members as the president may designate and

the president and such of the vice presidents as he may

designate

.

Rule 16. Select Committees

The president may on his own initiative or at the direction

of the Convention appoint such select committees as may be nec-

essary to perform special functions.

Rule 17. Appointment of Committee Membe rs

The president, after consultation with the vice presidents,

shall appoint the committee members, but any appointment, on

announcement thereof, may be rejected by a majority of the
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memiiers of the Co..-' r.tiori on the first session day following

such announcement. Each member, except the president and

the 3 vice presidents shall be appointed to serve on one

substantive standing committee.

Rule 18. Appointment of Committee Chairmen and Vice Chairmen

Except as otherwise provided in Rule 15, the president,

after consultation with the vice presidents, shall designate

the chairman and vice chairman of every committee, and his

designees shall be subject to the approval by a majority of

the members of the Convention. In case of a vacancy or the

prolonged absence of the chairman and vice chairman, the

president of the Convention shall appoint a chairman to act

until the chairman or vice chairman shall return.

Rule 19 . Quorum and Rules of Committees

A majority of any committee constitutes a quorum, but

the question of the presence of a quorum of a committee may

not be raised on the consideration of a proposal before the

Convention, unless the question has been raised before the

committee. The rules of the Convention shall be observed in

all standing committees as far as may be applicable, and, if

applicable, may not be suspended.

Rule 20. Calling of Committees and Agenda

Each committee shall meet at the call of its chairman,

who shall also set its agenda. .\ny 3 members of a committee
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inay in writing request the chaiinnan to call a meeting of that

committee, and upon his failure to do so within 48 hours not

including Saturdays, Sundays amd legal holidays, a majority

of the members of the committee shall have the right to call

a meeting of the committee and set its agenda and place of

meeting under the appropriate notice requirements. Each pro-

posal referred to a committee must appear on the committee's

agenda at least once, but the committee shall not be required

to report to the Convention thereon except as provided in

Rule 26.

Rule 21. Notice of Committee Meetings and Hearings

No committee meetings or hearings may be held unless

notice thereof is posted in the following manner: The secretary

of the Convention shall be furnished an original and 2 copies

of a written notice, signed by the chairman or members of the

committee calling the meeting. The notice shall state the

date, hour, and the place of the proposed meeting and the

proposal number or subject matter to be considered. The secre-

tary shall post one copy thereof on a designated bulletin

board with cin endorsement thereon by time stamp of the exact

hour and date of the posting, which may not be less than 48

hours before the time of the meeting. The original notice

shall be retained by the secretary. The other copy shall be

returned to the chairman of the committee with the endorsement

of the secretary. The secretary shall mail or deliver a copy

of the notice to all members of the committee and to all members

of the Convention who have introduced proposals on the subject

matter to be considered.
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Rule 22. Sitting of Committees During Sessions of the Convention

No conutiittee shall sit during the sessions of the Convention

or of the Committee of the Whole, without having first obtained

special leave of the Convention.

Rule 23. Subcommittees

A committee, by the affirmative vote of a majority of its

members , may provide for the appointment by the committee chairman

of subcommittees composed of members of the committee. Reports

of subcommittees shall be considered by the entire committee

before the committee recommends any action thereon by the Con-

vention. All rules applicable to committees shall be applicable

to subcommittees.

Rule 24. Report of Committees

The affirmative vote of a majority of the members of a

committee shall be necessary to report a proposal out of a

committee. A committee by a majority of its members may submit

alternative proposals to the Convention and may report proposals

with or without a recommendation for action. The report of a

minority of at least 3 of the members of any committee shall

be received, printed in the same manner as the majority report,

and treated as an amendment or substitute offered to or for

the report of the committee if offered as such on the floor.

All proposals reported by a committee to the Convention

shall be reported as committee proposals and shall be referred

to the Committee of the Whole.
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Rule 25 . Committee Meetings and Hearings

All committee and subcommittee meetings and hearings shall

be open to the public cind the news media. Committees and sub-

committees shall hold meetings at which action may be taken on

proposals in the city of Springfield or any other place which

may be temporarily the seat of the Convention, and, upon the

affirmative vote of a majority of the members of the committee

and after consultation with and approval by the president, may

hold hearings at any other place in the State . Committees and

subcommittees may take testimony under oath or affirmation. The

chairman of a committee or subcommittee may request the president

of the convention to subpoena documents and witnesses. A witness

shall have the right to be represented by counsel of his own

choosing. A recorded roll call vote on any matter on the agenda

of a committee and on which a vote is to be taken shall be taken

on demand of ciny member of the committee. A committee, after

consultation with and approval by the president, may direct

that a verbatim record be kept of any portion of its proceedings.

Committees may meet jointly with the consent of their

respective chairmen.

Rule 26 . Consideration of Proposals Without Committee

Recommendation

After one day's notice the Convention, on motion passed

by the affirmative vote of a majority of members , may require

a committee to return, with or without a recommendation, any

proposal referred to the committee.
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Chapter IV, Committee of the Whole

Rule 27. General Orders of the Day

All proposals reported by any committee of the Convention

shall be referred to the Committee of the Whole emd become general

orders to be placed upon the calendar and agenda of the Committee

of the Whole by the President. No committee proposal shall be

considered by the Committee of the Whole until the third day after

it has been referred to the Committee of the Whole nor iintil the

day after the printed proposal has been placed on the members'

desks, unless the Convention, agrees to its earlier consideration.

Rule 28. Consideration of Proposals

When the Convention reaches consideration of the General

Orders of the Day, it shall then sit as the Committee of the Whole

to consider such orders, or to consider a particular order designated

by the Convention by the affirmative vote of a majority of those pre-

sent and voting. No business shall be in order tintil all pending

General Orders of the Day have been considered or passed over, or the

Committee of the Whole has risen. Unless a particular proposal has

been specially designated by a majority of those present and voting

or by the president for consideration out of turn, the Committee

of the Whole shall consider, act upon, or pass over the General

Orders of the Day in the order in which they were referred to

the Committee of the Whole.

Rule 29. Reading? Debate; Amendment

In the Committee of the Whole, proposals shall, at the request

of any member, be read by the clerk before being debated or acted
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upon. All amendments shall be entered on separate paper eind

stated to the members by the presiding officer.

Rule 30 « Motion that Committee of the Whole Rise

A motion that the Committee of the Whole rise shall always

be in order unless a member of the Committee is speaking or a

vote is being taken, and such motion shall be decided without

debate by the vote of a majority of those present cind voting.

Rule 31. Reconsideration

A motion to reconsider shall be in order in the Committee

of the Whole and may be presented no later than the next session

day of the Committee of the Whole following the session at which

the action to be reconsidered was taken.

Rule 32. Application of Convention Rules

The rules of the Convention shall be observed in the Committee

of the Whole so far as they may be applicable except that: the

Committee of the Whole cannot adjourn the Convention; the previous

question shall not be ordered; the vote of a majority of members is

necessary to approve a proposal and refer it to the Committee on

Style, Drafting and Submission; the Committee may re-refer euiy pro-

posal back to the substemtive committee from which it came or may

refer it to any other substantive committee; and a motion to post-

pone indefinitely or a motion to table or for a Call of the Con-

vention shall not be in order. A member may speak more than once

in the Committee of the Whole, A verbatim journal of its pro-

ceedings and a transcript of its debates shall be kept by the

Committee of the Whole.
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Chapter V. Transaction of Business

Rule 33. Order of Business

The order of business of the Convention shall be as follows:

1. Call to order and preliminary matters.

2. Invocation.

3. Roll call.

4. Reading of Journal.

5. Reports of standing committees.

6. Reports of select committees.

7

.

Communications

.

8. Introduction and first consideration and reference of

proposals.

9. Second and final consideration of proposals.

10. Motions and resolutions.

11. Unfinished business.

12. General orders of the day.

Rule 34. Roll Call

The secretary shall call the roll at the opening of each session

of the Convention and the president shall announce whether a quorum

is present. The president shall announce, and the secretary shall

enter in the Journal, the names of the members absent with leave of

the Convention, and the names of members absent without such leave.
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If a voting machine is provided, vote by machine shall be taken when-

ever a roll call or a vote by ayes and nays is directed by or in ac-

cordance with these rules.

Rule 35. Petitions; Printing in Journal

No memorial, remonstrance, or petition shall be read or be

printed in full in the Journal unless ordered read or printed by the

Convention

.

Rule 36 Motions and Resolutions

When a motion is made, it shall be stated to the Convention by

the president; or, if in writing, it shall be handed to the secretary

and read aloud to the Convention before being debated.

Every resolution, other than a proposal, shall be submitted in

quintuplicate and shall be referred to the appropriate committee.

If the rules are suspended to permit immediate consideration of a

resolution, the resolution shall be read in full to the Convention

before it is considered.

Rule 37. Reduced to Writing

Every motion or amendment shall be reduced to writing if the

president or any 10 members request it, and shall be entered upon

the Journal, together with the name of the member making it, unless

the motion is withdrawn by the maker or is ruled out of order by

the president.
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Rule 38. Withdrawal of Motions

After a motion has been stated by the president or read by the

secretary, it shall be deemed to be in the possession of the Conven-

tion, but it may be withdrawn by the member at any time before being

amended or put to vote

.

Rule 39. Privileged Motions

When a question is under debate, no motion shall be received

except

—

1. To amend the calendar and agenda.

2. To fix the nime to which to adjourn.

3. To adjourn.

4

.

To take a recess

.

5. To reconsider.

6. To call for the Orders of the Day.

7. To lay on the table.

8. For a Call of the Convention.

9. To move the previous question.

10. To limit debate.

11. To postpone to a day certain.

12. To commit.

13. To amend.

14. To postpone indefinitely.

The motions listed in this rule shall take precedence in the

order which they stand arranged. All of them shall be decided by
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tJie affirmative vote of a majority of those present and voting,

except that a motion for the previous question requires the affirma-

tive vote of 2/3 of those present and voting and a motion to post-

pone indefinitely requires the affirmative vote of a majority of

members and a motion to limit debate requires the vote prescribed

in Rule 53. When a recess is taken while a question is pending,

consideration of such question shall be resiimed when the Convention

reasseirtbles , unless it determines otherwise. No motion to postpone

to a day certain, or to commit, having been decided by the Convention,

shall again be in order on the same day or at the Seime stage of the

question. Whenever a proposal is being considered and a motion is

then made, either to postpone indefinitely or to commit, cunendments

to the pending proposal shall first be in order before any vote is

taken on any such motion.

Rule 40. Motions not Debateible

A motion to adjourn is always in order except when a motion to

fix the time to which to adjourn, or a motion to amend the calendar

and agenda, is pending. A motion to adjourn, a motion to lay on the

table, a motion for recess pending the consideration of other business

and all matters relating to questions of order, shall be decided with-

out debate.

Rule 41. Order of Putting Questions

All questions shall be put in the order in which they are moved,

except in the case of privileged motions.

Rule 42. Amendment must be Germane

No motion or proposition relating to a subject different from
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that under consideration shall be admitted under color of an amend-

ment or substitute.

Rule 43. Division of Question

Any member may call for a division of the question, which shall

be divided if it includes propositions which are so distinct in sub-

stance that when one is removed or deferred, a substantive proposi-

tion remains for the decision of the Convention. A motion to strike

out and insert shall not be subject to division within the meaning

of this rule.

Rule 44. Previous Question

The method of ordering the previous question shall be as follows:

Any member may move the previous question and, unless otheirwise stated,

the motion shall apply to the immediately pending question only. When

such motion is seconded, the presiding officer shall put the question,

"Shall the main question now be put?" This shall be ordered only by the

affirmative vote of 2/3 of the members present and voting. After the

seconding of a motion for the previous question and prior to the order-

ing of the same, a Call of the Convention may be moved and ordered, but

after ordering the previous question nothing shall be in order prior

to the decision of the pending question or questions , except demands

for the ayes and nays, points of order, appeals from the decision of

the Chair, and a motion to adjourn or to take a recess, all of which

shall be decided without debate. The effect of ordering the previous
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question is to put an end to all debate and bring the Convention to

a direct vote upon the immediately pending question , and such other

pending questions as were specified in the motion in their order

down to and including the main question; provided, however, that

when the previous question is ordered, amendments then on the

secretary's desk shall be acted upon. When a motion to reconsider

has been taken under the previous question and decided in the af-

firmative, the fact that the previous question had been ordered shall

have no operation or effect with respect to the question for which

reconsideration has been ordered. If the Convention refuses

to order the previous question, it shall resvune consideration of the

pending subject as though no motion for the previous question had

been made.

Rule 45. Motion for Reconsideration

Any member who voted on the prevailing side may move for a

reconsideration of any question at the same session day of the

Convention or may give notice that he will make such a motion not

later than the next succeeding session day. If the member who gave

the notice does not make the motion at the next succeeding session

day, any member may do so. The Committee on Style, Drafting

and Submission may rove for reconsideration on any subsequent day if

one session day's notice of its intention to do so is given in writing

to the secretary and entered upon the Journal. A motion to reconsider

shall take precedence over all other questions , except a motion to

amend the -calendar and agenda, a motion to fix the time to which to

adjourn, a motion to adjourn and a motion to recess. A motion to re-

consider shall not be renewed on the same day.
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Rule 46. Ordering Calls of the Convention

Calls of the Convention may be ordered upon motion by the

affirmative vote of a majority of the members present and voting,

but the total vote in favor of such Call shall not be less than 12.

Rule 47. Procedure on Call of Convention

After a Call of the Convention is ordered the doors shall be

closed euid the members shall not be permitted to leave the floor of

the Convention without permission of the president or the Convention.

The sergeant at arms shall notify all members within the bar of the

Convention of the Call. The roll of the Convention shall be called

cind the eUasentees noted. The sergeant at arms may, upon motion, be

dispatched after the absentees. In such case, a list of the absentees

shall be furnished by the secretary to the sergeant at arms, who

shall bring such absentees to the floor of the Convention with all

possible speed. In case the sergeant at arms requires assistance in

addition to the regularly appointed assistant sergeants at arms of the

Convention, the president, upon motion, may deputize as a special

assistant sergeant at arms any person properly qualified. The Con-

vention may proceed to business under a Call of the Convention pending

the arrival of any absentees.

Rule 48 « Proposals; Introduction

Any suggestion, proposition or draft intended to become a part

of any revised constitution or amendment or alteration of the existing
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constitution, or schedule to be attached thereto, or recoimnendation

for no change therein, shall be called a proposal. A proposal

introduced by a member shall be designated a member proposal and

a proposal submitted by a committee shall be designated a committee

proposal. A member proposal shall be endorsed by the member or

members introducing it cmd a committee proposal shall be presented

by the chairman of the committee s\jbmitting it. No member proposal

may be introduced later than March 3, 1970.

Each proposal shall be introduced or submitted in quadruplicate.

All proposals must be typed, double spaced on 8 1/2 x 14 inch paper

in a type face with excellent reproduction qualities. A margin of

one inch on the left and right side and at the top and bottom shall

be preserved. The lines on each page shall be niimbered consecutively

from top to bottom at the left margin, and the left typing margin

shall be two spaces to the right of the line numbers. Pages com-

mencing with page 2 shall be numbered at the top center of the page.

Each proposal shall have a cover page on which shall be placed the

numerical designation of the proposal, a synopsis of the proposal,

the name of the proposer and the date offered and the words: Be it

proposed. The proposals shall be reproduced. The original of all

proposals shall remain in the custody of the Convention. The

secretary shall, as soon as any proposal is reproduced, place it on

the desks of the members

.

All proposals must be approved as to form by some person or

agency designated by the president before being introduced or submitted
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When a nieinber proposal is introduced it shall be referred by the

president to the proper standing committee, except when he refers

it to the Committee on Rules and Credentials to determine whether

its content is on the appropriate order of business. By vote of at

least one-third of the members of the Committee on Rules emd

Credentials any proposal shall be referred to a stcmding committee.

A proposal submitted by a standing committee shall be placed on the

General Orders.

Rule 49 . Order of Consideration of Proposals

The prescribed order in which proposals introduced in the Con-

vention are to be taken up or acted upon shall be as follows:

1. Introduction, first consideration, reference to a

committee by the president, and ordered printed

and distributed unless otherwise ordered by a

majority of the members present.

2. Report of the committee and placing on the General

Orders

.

3. Consideration by the Committee of the Whole in order of

their reference unless otherwise provided under Rule 28.

4

.

Report by the Committee of the Whole and reference to

the Committee on Style, Drafting and Submission.

5. Report of the Committee on Style, Drafting euid Submission.

6. Second consideration, final passage of each proposal.

7. Re-reference to the Committee on Drafting, Style and

Submission for incorporation in final draft.

8. Report by the Committee on Style, Drafting and Submission

of any complete revision of, or proposed amendment to,

the Constitution. -63-
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9 . Tentative adoption of any complete revision of , or proposed

amendment to, the Constitution.

10. Third consideration emd final passage of any complete

revision of, or proposed amendment to, the Constitution.

Rule 50. Majority Vote on Proposals

On the final passage of every proposal, section, article and

of any complete revision of or eunendment to the Constitution, the

vote shall be taken by ayes and nays and entered on the Journal

and no proposal, section, article, or any such amendment or com-

plete revision, shall be declared finally passed unless a majority

of members have voted in favor of the passage of the s^une.

Rule 51. Calendar and Agenda

The president shall cause to be prepared a calendar and agenda

for each session of the Convention. The calendar shall be furnished

to the secretary, who shall distribute it to the members at least

6 hours before the time set for the next session of the Convention,

unless the president waives the time requirement prescribed in this

rule as necessary to the orderly or expeditious conduct of the

business of the Convention, The Convention, at any time or from time

to time during a session, may adopt, reject or modify the daily

calendar and agenda presented to it.

Rule 52. Unfinished Special Orders

Any subject matter which has been made a special order for a
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particular day, but which is not reached on that day, shall then

come up for consideration under the order of "Unfinished Business"

at the next succeeding session of the Convention.

Rule 53. Limitation on Debate and Control of Dilatory Procedure

The Convention by the affirmative vote of a majority of members

may limit the time of debate on any matter before the Convention and

may designate a method of allocating among members the period allowed

for debate, provided that any member who shall not have had an op-

portxinity to speak on the pending matter prior to the completion of

debate which has been limited in accordance with this Rule shall

be entitled, upon request, notwithstanding such limit, to speak for

not more than 5 minutes.
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Chapter VI . Members

Rule 54. Conduct in Debate .

When any member is about to speak in debate or to present

emy matter to the Convention, he shall rise from his seat, and

address himself to "Mr. President;" he shall not speak until

recognized and when recognized he shall confine himself to the

question under consideration and avoid personalities. A member

may not use offensive language during debate.

Rule 55. Members Called to Order

The president or any m.ember may challenge any other member

who, in speaking, violates tjie rules of the Convention. Upon

such challenge, the president may order the speaker to sit down.

The president's order to sit down, or the failure of the president

to order the speeiker to sit down, may be appealed.

Rule 56. Contest of Elections

A question of the election, returns or qualifications of

any member shall be referred to the Committee on Rules and

Credentials for investigation and report. The affirmative vote

of a majority of members is required for the adoption of the

report of the Committee on Rules and Credentials on any election

contest.
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Rule 57. Dissent of Members

Any 2 or more members shall have the liberty to dissent ^

from and protest in respectful language against any action or

resolution relating to the Convention which they think injurious

to the public or to any individual and have the reasons for their

dissent entered upon the Journal.

Rule 58. Times and Length a Member May Speak

No member shall speak longer than 10 minutes at any one time,

nor more than once on the same question, except by leave of the

Convention; except that the person handling a proposal shall

have the right to speak no longer than 5 minutes to close debate

,

even if the previous question has been ordered and even if he has

spoken once before on the issue. Also any member shall have 3

minutes to explain his vote on any roll call vote on proposals

or amendments to proposals any time prior to the cmnouncement of

the vote on the question.

Rule 59. Absence of Member

No member shall absent himself from the sessions of the

Convention unless he have leave or be sick, or his absence be

unavoidable.

Rule 60. Disrespectful or Contemptuous Behavior of Members

The Convention may, by a vote of 2/3 of the members elected
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and serving, hold a person guilty of disrespectful or

contemptuous behavior in its presence

.

If any member is held guilty of disrespectful or contemptuous

behavior in the presence of the Convention, he may be deprived

of his committee assignments, denied specdcing privileges, and

denied secretarial and staff aid, or suspended or expelled.

Such penalties and the duration thereof must be encompassed in

the motion holding guilty.

Rule 61. Constitutional Convention Lobbyist Registration Act

Persons subject to the Constitutional Convention Lobbyist

Registration Act must comply with the provisions of that Act.

?ULE 62. Disclosure of Personal Interest

Any member who has a significant personal or private

interest, economic or otherwise, in a matter before

the Convention shall disclose this Interest to the

Convention.
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RULE 62A

—

Disclosures of Personal Economic Interests
Recommended for inclusion in Rules of the

Sixth Illinois Constitutional Convention
by the Committee on Rules and Credentials

Rule 62A. Each member shall file a Statement of Interest, as of December 8,

1969, on a form prescribed by the Rules Committee with the Secretary of the

Convention on or before February 1, 1970. The Statement shall include:

(1) A list of beneficial economic interests held directly

or indirectly by the member or by members of his im-

mediate family (spouse and minor children living with

him) whether in the form of stocks, bonds, realty, equity

or creditor interests in proprietorships or partnerships,

or otherwise. Exempted from disclosure are: (a) inter-

ests in the form of accounts in banks and savings and

loan associations and, (b) equity interests valued at

less than $5,000 and representing less than 5% of the total

equity interest in the entity;

(2) A list of every remunerative office, directorship and

salaried employment of the member making the disclosure

and of members of his immediate family (spouse and minor

children living with him) in any entity; however, offices,

directorships and salaried employments in political,

religious, charitable and educational entities need not be

reported, if compensation of less than $1,000 per year is

being received;

(3) A list of debts or other economic interests which could

create serious conflicts of interest.
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Page 2 of Rule 62A

Any material changes of interest as described above subsequent to December 8,

1969 shall be reported within 30 days after the occurrence of such change.

The values or amounts of any interest, compensation, or thing of value re-

quired to be reported need not be disclosed. Any person or entity required

to be reported shall be identified by the type of economic activity in which

it engages and if it is the agent or representative for another, that person

or entity's type of economic activity. The Statement shall be signed, dated,

sworn, and notarized. All such Statements shall be on file with the Secretary

of the Convention and open to public inspection. Failure to file, or to

knowingly file a false Statement duly found by the Convention, is disrespectful

and contemptuous behavior in the presence of the Convention.
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Chap Miscellaneous

Reading of Docuingnts

When the reading of a document is called for cind an ob-

jection is raised to such reading, the Convention shall de-

termine without debate whether the document shall be read.

Rule 64. Presentation and Endorsement of Petitions

Petitions received by an officer of the Convention or by

any member may be initialed by the recipient, and referred to the

delegates from the district from viiich the petition ceune.

Rule 65. Putting the Question

The president shall put all questions substantially in this

form: "As many as are in favor of (as the question may be) say
^

'aye';" and after the affirmative vote is expressed, "as many as

are opposed say 'no'." If the president is in doubt as to the

vote, he may order a division or roll call of the Convention.

A division of the Convention may be had upon the demand of

5 members. When a division of the Convention is ordered the

president shall declare the result.

A roll call may be had upon the demand of 10 members.

On a tie vote the question shall be determined as lost.

Rule 66. Recognition during Roll Call

After a question has been stated by the president, and the

call of the roll has been started, the president shall not rec-

ognize a member for any purpose except upon points of order, or
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fcr the purpose of explaining his vote on a proposal or amendment

thereto, xintil after the announcement of the vote. The secretar-y

shall enter upon the Journal the names of those voting "aye" and

the names of those voting "no."

Rule 67. Roll Call

At the roll call to be taken at the opening of each session

and upon Calls of the Convention, the ncimes of the members shall

be called alphabetically or the voting machine shall be used, if

provided, and the absentees noted, after which the names of the

absentees shall be called.

Rule 68. Amendment or Suspension of Rules

These rules may be amended by the affirmative vote of a

majority of members after the proposed cunendment has been

submitted in writing, has been considered by the Committee on

Rules, and has been in the possession of the members not less

than two session days prior to its consideration. The Committee

on Rules may be discharged from further consideration of any

proposed amendment upon the same notice and by the same vote

as is provided in Rule 26 for proposals. One or more rules

may be suspended for a specified purpose by the affirmative

vote of 2/3 of the members present or a majority of all members

of the Convention, whichever constitutes the lesser number.
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Rule 69 » Appeals — Form of Question

On all appeals from decisions of the Chair, the question

shall be "Shall the appeal be sustained?" A favorable vote of a

majority of the members present and voting shall sustain the

appeal. The presiding officer may cast his vote on an appeal

from his decision, and he shall have the right to explain his

decision.

Rule 70. Robert's l^ules of Order

In all cases not covered by these rules the controlling

parliamentary authority shall be the latest edition of Robert's

Rules of Order Revised .

Rule 71. Voting by the Electrical Roll Call System ,-.

When the Convention is ready to vote upon any question re-

quiring a roll call, euid the vote is to be taken by the electrical

roll call system, the presiding officer shall announce: "The

question is on the passage of (designating the matter to be voted

upon). All in favor of such question shall vote 'aye,' all

opposed shall vote 'nay.' The Convention will now proceed to vote.

After affording the members sufficient time in which to vote,

the presiding officer shall annovmce: "Have all voted who wish?"

and after a short pause he shall then say: "The secretary shall

proceed to record the vote,

"

The secretary shall immediately start the vote recording

equipment, and when completely recorded, the president shall
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euuiounce the result. The secretary shall enter upon the Jouimal

the result in the manner provided by the rules of the Convention.

Any member shall be privileged to vote or chzmge his vote

after the vote recording equipment has started to operate, euid

prior to the time the result is emnounced.

No member may cast the vote of another member in any session

of the Convention, Committee of the Whole or committee meeting,

nor shall any person not a member cast a vote for any member.

Any member who votes or attempts to vote for another member may be

ptmished in such manner as the Convention determines. If a person

not a member votes or attempts to vote for any member, he shall be

barred from the floor of the Convention for the remainder of the

session and may be further punished in such manner as the Con-

vention determines proper. Proxy voting is not permitted.

Rule 72. "Present* Votes

Votes cast as "present" shall be recorded in the Journal as

"present," but such votes shall not be counted in determining the

required number of votes on those measures or questions needing

the affirmative vote of those "present and voting.

"

Rule 73. Convention Schedule

The Convention shall have a schedule, which shall be

prepared by the president and submitted to the Convention for

its approval.
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CHAPTER V

MARYLAND CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION

1967

CONVENTION RULES
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CHAPTER VI

NEW JERSEY CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION

1947

CONVENTION RULES
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OFFICIAL PULES

of the

CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION

of the

STATE OF NEW JERSEY

1947

THE PRESIDENT AND VICE-PRESIDENTS

Rule 1. The President shall take the chair each day at the
hour to which the Convention shall have adjourned. He shall
call the Convention to order, and, except in the absence of a
quorum, shall proceed to business in the manner prescribed by
these rules.

Rule 2. He shall possess the powers and perform the
duties herein precribed, viz.:

(a) He shall preserve order and decorum, and, in debate,
shall prevent personal reflections, and confine members
to the question under discussion. When 2 or more mem-
bers arise at the same time, he shall name the one en-
titled to the floor.
(b) He shall decide all questions of order, subject to
appeal to the Convention. On every appeal he shall have
the right, in his place, to assign his reason for his de-
cision. In case of such appeal no member shall speak more
than once.
(c) He shall appoint all committees, except where the
Convention shall otherwise order.
(d) He may sxobstitute any member to perform the duties
of the chair while he is present, but for no longer per-
iod than that day, except by special consent of the Con-
vention.
(e) When the Convention shall be ready to go into Committee
of the Whole, he shall name a Chairman to preside therein.
(f) When necessary or required, he shall, with the Secre-
tary, certify all official acts and all vouchers for pay-
ment of expenditures of the Convention with the date thereof.
(g) He shall designate and assign to seats or authorize
the designation and seating of the persons who shall act
as reporters for the public press within the Convention
Hall. Such reporters, so appointed, shall be entitled
to such seats and shall have the right to pass to and
fro from such seats in entering or leaving the Chamber.
No such reporter shall appear before any committee in
advocacy of, or in opposition to, anything under con-
sideration before such committee. A violation
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of this rule will be sufficient cause for the removal
of such reporter. Power of removal for this cause
shall be vested in the President.
(h) He shall be a consulting member without vote in
the several committees to which he is not specifically
appointed.
(i) He shall declare the vote and announce the result
according to the fact on all questions and divisions,
(j) He shall not engage in any debate, or propose his
opinion on any question, except the assigning of his
reasons for his decision on appeal therefrom, without
first calling some delegate to occupy the chair.

Rule 3. In the event of a vacancy in the office of
President, by death, resignation or otherwise, the Conven-
tion shall, by vote of not less than 41 of the delegates,
elect a President to fill such vacancy.

In the temporary absence of the President, or in event
of his temporary inability to preside, his duties shall
devolve upon the First Vice-President, or if he also be
absent, upon the Second Vice-President. For the purpose
of this rule, the terms "temporary absence" and "temporary
inability" shall mean an absence or inability not to exceed
5 consecutive Convention days.

In the event of the continued absence or inability of
the President to preside for more than 5 consecutive Con-
vention days the Convention shall, by the affirmative vote
of at least 41 delegates, elect an acting President who
shall have the same power and enjoy the same privileges as
the President and who shall serve as President only during
the absence or inability to preside on the part of the
President.

Rule 4. In the event of a vacancy in the office of
either Vice-President by death, resignation or otherwise,
the Convention shall, by the vote of at least 41 delegates,
elect a new Vice-President.

In the temporary absence of both Vice-Presidents, or in
the event of the temporary inability on the part of both
Vice-Presidents to discharge the duties of their offices,
the Convention shall have the power to designate and appoint
some other delegate to discharge the duties of the office
during such temporary absence, or temporary inability.

SECRETARY

Rule 5. The Secretary shall keep a journal of the pro-
ceedings of the Convention and, under the direction of the
President, shall prepare and place on the desk of the Presi-
dent each day a calendar of the business of the Convention,
as provided by these rules

.
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Rule 6. The Secretary shall prepare for printing all
proposals and other documents which are required to be
printed under these rules under the direction of the
Committee on Printing and Authentication of Documents and
shall see to it that they are properly and correctly printed.

Rule 7. The Secretary shall give to every proposal for
revision, alteration or reformation of subject matter of
the present Constitution, when introduced, a number and the
numbers shall be in numerical order. When a Committee pro-
posal is reported from a Committee, he shall give it a
number, in separate series for each committee, which shall
be known as the Committee proposal number. He shall keep
the several proposals on file in order by their numbers,
unless otherwise ordered by the Convention.

Rule 8. He shall preserve all proposals, reports of
Committees and all other records, books, documents and
papers of the Convention and after the adjournment of the
Convention shall deliver them to the Bureau of Archives
and History in the State Department of Education or shall
make such other disposal of them as the Convention shall
direct.

Rule 9. When necessary or required, he shall, with the
President, certify all official acts and all vouchers for
payment of expenditures of the Convention with the date
thereof, and he shall perform such other duties as are
required of him by these rules and as from time to time
shall be required of him by the Convention.

Rule 10. One copy of the final draft of any material
or proposal presented to or prepared by the Convention, or
any committee thereof, shall be retained by the Secretary
and delivered by him to the Bureau of Archives and History
in the State Department of Education. The Secretary shall
also retain and deliver to the Bureau of Archives and
History a copy of any other material or proposal presented
to or prepared by the Convention, or any committee thereof,
where such a copy is available.

QUORUM AND MAJORITY

Rule 11. The presence of at least 41 delegates shall be
necessary to constitute a quorum of the Convention but a
lesser number may meet and adjourn the Convention from day
to day when necessary.

Rule 12. A majority of delegates present, a quorum being
present, shall be sufficient for the adoption of any motion
or resolution or the taking of any action except where the
affirmative vote of a greater number shall be required by
law or by these rules.
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STANDING COMMITTEES

Rule 13. The Standing Coinmittees of the Convention shall
be 9 in number. They shall be appointed by the President
unless the Convention shall otherwise order.

The person first named shall be the Chairman, and the
person next named shall be the Vice-chairman, of the Com-
mittee.

Rule 14. The Standing Committees of the Convention shall
be as follows:

GENERAL STANDING COMMITTEES

Committee on Rights, Privileges, Amendments and Mis-
cellaneous Provisions, consisting of 11 members.

Committee on the Legislative, consisting of 11 members.
Committee on the Executive, Militia and Civil Officers,

consisting of 11 members.
Committee on the Judiciary, consisting of 11 members.
Committee on Taxation and Finance, consisting of 11

members

.

Committee on Arrangement and Form, consisting of 7
members

.

Committee on Submission and Address to the People,
consisting of 7 members.

ADMINISTRATIVE STANDING COMMITTEES

Committee on Rules, Organization and Business Affairs,
consisting of 7 members.

Committee on Credentials, Printing and Authentication
of Documents, consisting of 7 members.

Rule 15. The following General Standing Committees
shall consider and report upon the following, that is to
say:

Committee on Rights, Privileges, Amendments and Mis-
cellaneous Provisions - The subject matter of the Pre-
amble, Article I, Rights and Privileges, except paragraphs
19 and 20, Article II, Right of Suffrage, Article III,

Distribution of the Powers of Government, Article VIII,
General Provisions, and Article IX, Amendments, of the

present New Jersey Constitution, and all proposals em-
bracing subject matter which does not fall within the
proper consideration of any other General Standing Commit-
tee, including all provisions of the Proposed Schedule
relating thereto.

Committee on the Legislative - The subject matter of
Article IV, Legislative, except Section VI, paragraphs 2,
3, and 4 and Section VII, paragraphs 6, 10 and 12, of the
present New Jersey Constitution, including all provisions
of the Proposed Schedule relating thereto.
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Committee on the Executive, Militia and Civil Officers -

The subject matter of Article V, Executive, Article VII,
Appointing Power and Tenure of Office, excepting Section II,
paragraph 1, paragraph (2) , paragraph 3 so far as it relates
to the clerk of the Supreme Court and the clerk of the
Court of Chancery, paragraph 4 and paragraph 7, of the
present New Jersey Constitution, including all provisions
of the Proposed Schedule relating thereto.

Committee on the Judiciary - The subject matter of
Article VI, Judiciary, and of Article IV, Legislative,
Section VII, paragraph 10, and of Article VII, Appointing
Power and Tenure of Office, Section II, paragraph 1, para-
graph (2) , paragraph 3 so far as it relates to the clerk
of the Supreme Court and the clerk of the Court of Chan-
cery, paragraph 4 and paragraph 7, of the present New Jer-
sey Constitution, including all provisions of the Proposed
Schedule relating thereto.

Committee on Taxation and Finance - The subject matter
of Article I, Rights and Privileges, paragraphs 19 and 20,
Article IV, Legislative, Section VI, paragraphs 2, 3, and
4 and Section VII, paragraphs 6 and 12, of the present New
Jersey Constitution, including all provisions of the Pro-
posed Schedule relating thereto.

Rule 16 . The Committee on Arrangement and Form shall
examine and correct the proposals which are referred to it
for the purpose of avoiding inaccuracies, repetitions and
inconsistencies and shall arrange the same in the proper
order in the proposed new Constitution or the part or parts
thereof to be siobmitted and shall report thereon to the
Convention, but the Committee shall have no authority to
change the sense or purpose of any proposal referred to it
and if any 5 delegates shall object to any report of said
Committee on the ground that said report has changed the
sense or purpose of any such proposal, the proposal shall
be referred to a Special Committee on Arrangement and Form
consisting of 10 delegates included in which shall be not
less than 3 of the 5 delegates objecting to said report.

Rule 17. The Committee on Submission and Address to
the People shall consider and make recommendations to
the Convention as to the matters and things provided by
these rules to be referred to it and as to such other
matters and things as may be referred to it by order of
the Convention.

Rule 18. The Committee on Rules, Organization and Busi-
ness Affairs shall, subject to the directions of the Con-
vention:

(a) Consider and report upon such changes in the rules
of the Convention and changes in its organization as
shall be referred to it by the Convention from time to
time :
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(b) Be in charge of the business affairs of the Con-
vention, the checking and auditing of its expendi-
tures, the supervision and control of the Convention
Hall and other quarters available to the Convention,
the supervision and control of the employees of the
Convention, the contracting for and the purchase of
such furniture, equipment, supplies and services as
the Convention may require and the provision for the
proper distribution of the same, and shall make rules
and regulations in connection therewith;
(c) Examine and certify to the President and Secretary
the correctness of all bills rendered to the Convention;
(d) Perform such other duties as the Convention may,
from time to time, direct, and report to the Convention,
from time to time, as it may deem desirable or as the
Convention may require, as to the performance of its
duties

.

Rule 19. The Committee on Credentials, Printing and
Authentication of Documents shall supervise the prepara-
tion for printing and the printing of all proposals, Com-
mittee proposals, reports and other documents, with their
amendments, ordered to be printed by the Convention, and
shall ascertain that they are accurately and correctly
printed. The Committee shall, subject to the approval
of the Committee on Rules, Organization and Business
Affairs of the Convention, contract for all printing for
the Convention and supervise the carrying out of any con-
tract so made and certify to the Committee on Rules, Or-
ganization and Business Affairs the correctness of all
bills rendered for printing.

Rule 20. All resolutions for the printing of an extra
number of documents shall be referred, as of course, to
the Committee on Credentials, Printing and Authentication
of Documents, for its report thereon before final action
by the Convention.

Rule 21. All resolutions authorizing or contemplating
the expenditure of money shall be referred to the Commit-
tee on Rules, Organization and Business Affairs, for its
report thereon before final action by the Convention.

Rule 22. No Committee shall sit during the sessions of
the Convention without special leave.

Rule 23. The report of a minority of any Committee shall
be received and printed and on motion of any delegate, the
Convention, by an affirmative vote of at least 41 dele-
gates, may substitute such minority report and any proposal
submitted therewith for the majority report and for any
proposal submitted therewith. In the event any Committee
is evenly divided on any matter pending before it, the
Chairman shall refer such matter back to the Convention
without recommendations.
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Rule 24. Public hearings before each of the General
Standing Committees addressed to the subject matter, lying
within its consideration in accordance with these rules
or referred to it, shall be held as and when ordered by
the Convention, by general or special order, and accord-
ing to uniform rules to be made by the Committee on Rules,
Organization and Business Affairs governing the notice to
be given to the public of such hearings, and the method
of conducting the same.

COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE

Rule 25. The Convention may upon motion resolve itself
into a Committee of the Whole for consideration of pro-
posals for the revision, alteration or reformation of the
subject matter of the present Constitution. In forming
the Committee of the Whole, the President of the Conven-
tion shall appoint a chairman to preside.

Rule 26. Before a proposal shall be considered by the
Committee of the Whole, any delegate (the chairman of the
General Standing Committee in charge of the proposal hav-
ing prior right) shall be privileged to move a limitation
upon the time of debate and consideration by the Committee,
and the Convention may fix in advance of consideration,
a time for the Committee to rise and report.

Rule 27. Upon a proposal being submitted to the Commit-
tee of the Whole, the same shall be read by the Secretary
and then read and debated as may be determined by the
Committee. All amendments made to reports, resolutions
and other matters submitted to the Committee of the Whole
shall be noted and reported. After the report by the
Committee of the Whole the proposal shall be subject to be
debated and amended on the floor of the Convention.

Rule 28. The rules of the Convention shall be observed
in the Committee of the Whole so far as they are appli-
cable. Where there are no provisions, the proceedings
shall be controlled by Gushing 's Manual of Parliamentary
Practice

.

Rule 29. Forty-one delegates shall be a quorum for the
Committee of the Whole to do business; and if the Commit-
tee finds itself without a quorum, the Chairman shall
cause the roll of the Convention to be called and there-
upon the Committee shall rise, the President resume the
chair and the Chairman report to the Convention the cause
of the rising of the Committee.

Rule 30. A motion for the rising of the Committee of
the Whole shall always be in order unless a member of the
Committee is speaking or a vote is being taken, and shall
be decided without debate.
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ORDER OF BUSINESS, MOTIONS, DECORUM AND DEBATE

Rule 31. At meetings of the Convention the order of busi-
ness shall be as follows (except at times set apart for the
consideration of special orders)

:

1. Calling Convention to order.
2. Prayer.
3. Reading of Journal.
4. Roll Call.
5. Presentation of petitions, memorials and remonstrances.
6. Reports of standing committees.
7. Reports of select committees.
8. Introduction and first reading of proposals.
9. Reference of proposals.

10. Motions and resolutions.
11. Unfinished business.
12. Special orders of the day.
13. General orders of the day.

Rule 32. Consideration of the general orders of the day
shall be in the following order:

1. Consideration by Committee of the Whole.
2. Reports of the Committee of the Whole.
3. Committee Reports and Proposals reported from Com-
mittees.
4. Second reading and action on reports of the Commit-
tee on Arrangement and Form, as to arrangement and
phraseology only.
5. Third reading and agreement.

If the matter is not considered in its order, it shall
lose its precedence for the day, but shall appear on the
calendar on the following day in its regular order. Any
matter may be made a special order of business for any
particular day or time by a majority vote of the delegates
present.

Rule 33. Any subject matter having been made the special
order for a particular day, and not having been reached on
that day, shall be upon the order of "Unfinished Business"
on the next succeeding Convention day.

Rule 34. Upon calls of the Convention, tne names of the
delegates shall be called alphabetically.

In case of the absence of delegates, the delegates pres-
ent shall take such measures as they shall deem necessary
to secure the presence of absentees.

Any delegate requesting to be excused from voting may
make, when his name is called, a brief statement of the
reasons for making such request, not exceeding three min-
utes in time, and the Convention, without debate, shall
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decide if it will grant such request; or any delegate may
explain his vote, for not exceeding three minutes; but
nothing in this rule shall abridge the right of any dele-
gate to record his vote on any question previous to the
announcement of the result.

Rule 35. After a question has been stated by the Presi-
dent, and the calling of the roll has begun by the Secre-
tary, the President shall not recognize a delegate for any
purpose whatever until the call shall have been completed.

Rule 36. The vote upon any question shall be taken by
the yeas and nays and entered upon the journal of the Con-
vention, on motion made and seconded before the question
is put and upon the request of at least 5 delegates.

Rule 37. The rules of Parliamentary Practice comprised
in Gushing 's Manual of Parliamentary Practice shall govern
in all cases in which they are not inconsistent with the
standing rules and orders of the Convention.

Rule 38. Any rule of the Convention may be suspended or
repealed, altered or amended by a vote of at least 41
delegates and any amendments offered shall lie on the
table one day before being voted upon.

Rule 39. When a motion is made it shall be stated by
the President, or being in writing, it shall be handed to
the Secretary and read aloud by him before being debated.

Rule 40. Every motion shall be reduced to writing if
the President or any delegate shall request it and shall
be entered upon the Journal, together with the name of
the delegate making it, unless withdrawn or ruled out of
order by the President before discussion.

Rule 41. After a motion has been stated by the Presi-
dent, or read by the Secretary and seconded by a dele-
gate, it shall be deemed to be in the possession of the
Convention, but may be withdrawn at any time before
decision or amendment.

Rule 42. When a question is under consideration by
the Convention only the following motions shall be re-
ceived; which motions shall have precedence in the order
stated, viz .

:

Motions to, or for;

1. Adjourn.
2 . Re ce s s .

Not amendable
or debatable

3. Call of the Convention. > except as
4. Lay on the table,
5. Previous question,

hereinafter
provided

.
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6. Postpone indefinitely. Not amendable, but debatable.
7. Postpone to a certain time. Debatable and amendable.
8. Go into Committee of the Whole. Debatable and amend-
able.
9. Commit (or recommit) to Committee of the Whole. Debat-
able and amendable.

10. Commit (or recommit) to a standing committee. Debat-
able and amendable.

11. Commit (or recommit) to a select committee. Debatable
and amendable.

12. Close debate at a specified time. Not debatable,
but amendable.

13. Amend. Debatable and amendable.
(Numbers 7 to 12, both inclusive, preclude debate on
Main Question)

.

The motion to adjourn, to take a recess, and to adjourn
for a longer period than one day, shall always be in order,
and the last motion shall be amendable and debatable.

Calls for information, for reading a paper, for division
of a divisible question, for division of the house, for
the yeas and nays, and a motion for reconsideration shall
always be in order, but shall not be amendable or debatable.

An appeal from the decision of the chair may be taken at
any stage of the proceedings.

Rule 43. The previous question shall be put in this form,
"Shall the main question be now put?" It shall be admitted
when demanded by a majority of the delegates present, a
quorum being present, and its effects shall be, if decided
affirmatively, to put an end to all debate and bring the
Convention to a direct vote upon pending amendments, if
any, to the main question, and then upon the main question,
but if decided in the negative, to leave the main question
and amendments, if any, under debate for the remainder of
the sitting, unless sooner disposed of by taking the quest-
ion, or in some other manner. All incidental questions
of order arising after a motion is made for the previous
question, and pending such motion, shall be decided,
whether on appeal or otherwise, without debate.

Rule 44. A motion to reconsider any vote must be made
before the end of the 2nd convention day after the day on
which the vote proposed to be reconsidered was taken, and
by a delegate who voted in the majority and the same maj-
ority shall be required to adopt a motion to reconsider
as was required to take the action to be reconsidered.
When a motion for reconsideration is decided, that deci-
sion shall not be reconsidered, and no question shall be
twice reconsidered; nor shall any vote be reconsidered
upon either of the following motions:

To adjourn.
To lay on the table.
To take from the table; or
For the Previous Question.
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Rule 45. Any delegate may call for the division of a
question which is in its nature divisible. A motion to
strike out and insert shall be deemed indivisible; but a
motion to strike out being lost, shall neither preclude
amendment nor a motion to strike out and insert.

Rule 46. No delegate shall speak more than twice on
1 question, or longer than 15 minutes the first, or
longer than 5 minutes the second time, or more than once
until other delegates who have not spoken shall speak if
they so desire, without first obtaining leave of the Con-
vention; and the mover of the proposition shall have the
right to close the debate, provided that the person in
charge of a proposal on third reading and final agreement
shall have the right, if he desires, to close the debate
an,d he may announce such desire at any time before the
taking of the vote on the question.

Rule 47. No delegate rising to debate, to give a
notice, make a motion, or present a paper of any kind,
shall proceed until he shall have addressed the Presi-
dent and been recognized by him as entitled to the floor.

Rule 48. While the President is putting a question or
a count is being had no delegate shall speak or leave his
place; and while a member is speaking no delegate shall
entertain any private discourse or pass between him and
the chair.

Rule 49. When a motion to adjourn, or for recess,
shall be carried, no delegate or officer shall leave his
place until the adjournment or recess shall be declared
by the President.

Rule 50. Any delegate may at any time rise and speak
to a question of personal privilege. No delegate speak-
ing to a question of personal privilege shall be subject
to any rule of the Convention limiting the time a dele-
gate may speak.

PROPOSALS, SUBMISSION AND ADDRESS TO THE PEOPLE

Rule 51. No proposal for revision, alteration or re-
formation of the present Constitution which does not
comply with the Convention's instructions as voted by
the people shall be introduced in, reported by any
Committee to, or agreed upon by, the Convention.

Rule 52. Each proposal shall receive 3 separate read-
ings in the Convention previous to being agreed upon,
but no proposal shall be read twice on the same day or
be considered on third reading until after at least 48
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hours notice, of the day upon which it is to be so con-
sidered, has been given by mail to each delegate or by
announcement made in open session of the Convention.

All proposals may be read by their titles but no
proposal shall be read the third time by its title unless
copies thereof have been distributed and are on the dele-
gates' desks before such reading. No amendment shall be
received to any proposal on its third reading unless by
unanimous consent of the delegates present.

All proposals shall, after the first reading, be
printed for the use of the members. Printed copies of
proposals shall be used on their second and third read-
ings .

Rule 53. The regular order to be taken by proposals,
introduced in the Convention and Committee Proposals re-
ported to the Convention shall be as follows:

(a) Introduction, first reading, and printing of 300
copies of each proposal.
(b) Reference to a General Standing Committee by the
President.
(c) Report by Committee of a Report and Committee
Proposal, and printing of 500 copies thereof.

Four Convention days after the filing of said Report,
the Report shall be placed on the general orders.

(d) Second Reading: Consideration by the Convention
and action on amendments offered by delegates to the
Convention.

If consideration in the Committee of the Whole is
moved and adopted, then such Committee, after considera-
tion, shall make its Report to the Convention, which
Report shall be disposed of before amendments are offered
by delegates to the Convention.

(e) Reference to the Committee on Arrangement and Form
for report within 3 Convention days.
(f) Report of the Committee on Arrangement and Form,
and printing of 500 copies.
(g) Action on Report of Committee on Arrangement and
Form; consideration and action on amendments as to
arrangement and phraseology only, offered by delegates
to the Convention; action on the Report as amended and
printing of 500 copies.
(h) Third reading and agreement, without amendment.
(i) Reference to Committee on Submission and Address
to the People as to manner of submission to the people.
(j) Report of Committee on Submission and Address to
the People as to manner of submission.
(k) Action on Report of Committee on Submission and
Address to the People as to manner of submission only.
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(1) Reference to the Committee on Arrangement and Form
for arrangement of Sections and Article or Articles and
for form.
(m) Report of Committee on Arrangement and Form as to
arrangement of Sections and Article or Articles and
printing of 500 copies.
(n) Agreement upon manner of submission without amend-
ment and printing of 500 copies.

Rule 54. A proposal revising, altering or reforming the
present Constitution or any part thereof in any manner
shall be introduced by one or more delegates or by a
Committee of the Convention or reported to the Convention
by a General Standing Committee as a Committee proposal.

Rule 55. Each proposal shall be in quadruplicate, shall
be typewritten with 1 original copy and 3 carbon copies
thereof, or printed, shall be endorsed on the back with
the caption and the signature of all delegates or of the
Chairman of the General Standing Committee introducing or
reporting it.

Rule 56. The caption of each proposal shall be
"Constitutional Convention of New Jersey of 194 7

Proposal
Introduced by

(Name of delegate or Chairman of
Committee)

"

Rule 57. Each proposal shall contain a short title stat-
ing concisely the general nature of its subject matter and
it shall be indicated there in the Article, Section and
paragraph of the present Constitution intended to be re-
vised, altered or reformed thereby. If any proposal is
intended to revise, alter or reform the present Constitu-
tion by the addition of any Article, Section or paragraph,
the title shall state the place in the present Constitution
at which the new Article, Section or paragraph logically
belongs

.

Rule 58. Each proposal shall be in the form of a reso-
lution as follows:

"RESOLVED, that the following be agreed upon as part of
the proposed new State Constitution.

"

Rule 59. Each proposal introduced shall be presented in
quadruplicate to the Secretary for introduction. The Sec-
retary shall number all proposals as they are presented
and make a list of them. At each Session of the Convention
the Secretary shall read the nvunber and title of each
proposal so presented to him for introduction after the
last session of the Convention, which shall be taken as
the first reading of the proposal and as the ordering
thereof to a second reading, and the President shall there-
upon refer it to a General Standing Committee.
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Rule 60. It shall be the duty of the President to con-
sider each proposal for revision, alteration or reforma-
tion of the subject matter of the present New Jersey Con-
stitution, introduced in the Convention or submitted to
the Convention and to refer it to the General Standing
Committee whose duty it is under these rules to consider
proposals dealing with the subject matter therein dealt
with, and where a proposal embraces subject matter which
falls within the proper consideration of several commit-
tees, the President, where practicable, shall divide the
proposals and refer them to the appropriate committees;
but if they are not subject to such division, the Presi-
dent shall have authority to refer them to an appropriate
committee with instruction to consult with other commit-
tees on related matters.

Any proposal which does not comply with the provisions
of these rules relating to its form shall be referred to
the appropriate Committee as a petition.

Rule 61. The original of each proposal introduced
shall be delivered by the Secretary to the printer for
printing, 1 copy shall be retained by the Secretary until
the original is returned to him, 1 copy shall be made
available to the Press and 1 copy shall be delivered to
the Chairman of the General Standing Committee to which
the proposal has been referred. The original of each
proposal introduced, after being printed, shall be re-
turned to the Secretary and be retained in his files and
the copy retained by him shall be delivered to the Bur-
eau of Archives and History, in the State Department of
Education.

Rule 62. After July 7, 1947, no proposal shall be
introduced, except on the report or recommendation of a
General Standing or Select Committee, or by unanimous
consent

.

Rule 63. At such dates as may be convenient after
July 7, 1947, and not later than July 31, 1947, each
General Standing Committee shall submit to the Conven-
tion a report or reports in writing of the result of its
deliberations in connection with the sxibject matters
within its consideration under these rules and the pro-
posals referred to it.

Rule 64. Each Committee Report shall be accompanied
by a Committee proposal containing a complete Article or
other appropriate siabdivision or group of Articles or
subdivisions of the proposed new Constitution recommended
for consideration and agreement upon by the Convention
and the Report shall state as to each Proposal referred
to the Committee and relating to the subject matter of
the Report and Committee Proposal, whether it (1) has
been adopted in whole in the Committee Proposal, or
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or (2) has been adopted in part in the Committee Pro-
posal, or (3) has been disapproved, or (4) has been dis-
posed of in such manner as may be indicated.

Rule 65. Each General Standing Committee may origin-
ate and report without specific reference, any Committee
proposal the subject matter of which properly falls
within the consideration of such Committee under these
rules.

Rule 66. The report by any General Standing Committee
of a Committee Proposal shall be taken as the first read-
ing of such Committee Proposal and it shall be ordered to
a second reading without reference. No proposal other
than a Committee Proposal shall have a second reading
except by a vote of at least 41 delegates to the Conven-
tion.

Rule 67. Each amendment offered to a proposal before
being read, shall be presented to the Secretary, in
quadruplicate, either typewritten, with 1 original and
3 carbon copies thereof, or printed, and shall be entered
in the Journal. The Secretary shall forward the original
to the printer for printing, shall retain 1 copy until
the original is returned to him, 1 copy shall be made
available to the Press and 1 copy shall be delivered to
the Chairman of the General Standing Committee in charge
of the proposal intended to be amended. The original of
each amendment, after being printed, shall be returned to
the Secretary and shall be retained in his files and the
copy, retained by him, shall be delivered to the Bureau
of Archives and History in the State Department of Educa-
tion.

Rule 68. Any proposal which has passed its second read-
ing together with all amendments thereto, shall be re-
ferred to the Committee on Arrangement and Form for con-
sideration as provided by these rules and when reported
by said Committee shall be subject to consideration and
amendment as to arrangement and phraseology only and if
any such amendment be adopted, shall be again referred
to the Committee on Arrangement and Form for similar con-
sideration and report thereof, and if said Committee's
report shall be adopted, it shall be ordered to be
printed and to third reading.

Rule 69. Proposals which have passed two readings
together with all amendments thereto shall be prepared
by the Secretary in proper form for printing for third
reading and when the Secretary receives from the printer
any proposal ordered to a third reading and the same
shall be found correct, he shall affix an official stamp
to each page of the copy to be used as the official copy.
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Rule 70. On the question of the agreement upon any
proposal on third reading, the vote shall be taken by
yeas and nays and entered on the Journal, and no proposal
shall be declared adopted unless at least 41 delegates to
the Convention shall have voted in favor of the adoption
of the same.

Rule 71. All proposals agreed upon by the Convention
shall be referred to the Committee on Submission and
Address to the People and such Committee shall consider
and report to the Convention recommending the method and
manner of submitting them to the people in accordance
with law and particularly as to whether such proposals,
and all provisions of the present Constitution, if any,
which have not been revised, altered or reformed by the
Convention shall be submitted by framing a Constitution
to be submitted as a whole to the people for adoption or
rejection, or whether the proposals revising, altering
or reforming the present Constitution shall be submitted
by framing 1 or more parts of a Constitution, each to be
so submitted to the people that they may adopt or reject
in any part, designating and describing in its report
the part or parts of a Constitution so to be submitted,
and whether they or any one of them shall be submitted
by framing 1 or more parts, designating the describing
in its report the part or parts, to be submitted in the
alternative in order that the people may adopt any of
the alternatives or reject any or all of them.

Rule 72. The manner of submission to the People of
the Convention's Proposal shall be agreed upon by reso-
lution of the Convention by the affirmative vote of at
least 41 delegates but after a Constitution or part or
parts of a Constitution have been framed and before
final agreement thereon, the Convention shall refer to
the Committee on Arrangement and Form, the Constitution
or part or parts of a Constitution so framed, for sub-
mission for arrangement in proper order and form and
report thereon, and upon the coming in of said Report,
the Convention shall by the affirmative vote of at
least 41 delegates agree upon the final form of the
Constitution or part or parts of a Constitution so to
be submitted and the manner of submission thereof.

Rule 73. When the Convention by the affirmative vote
of not less than 41 delegates shall have agreed upon its
proposals and shall have agreed upon and framed the final
form of the Constitution or part or parts of a Constitution
and the manner of submission to the people according to law,
an original and 2 true copies thereof shall be prepared and
signed by the President and Secretary of the Convention and
delivered to the Governor and a printed copy of the proposed
Constitution or the part or parts thereof shall be delivered
by the Secretary to each member of the Legislature.
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Rule 74. When the Convention shall have agreed upon
its proposals and the manner of their submission it shall
refer to the Committee on Siobmission and Address to the
People, and such Committee shall consider and report to
the Convention, in what manner the question or questions,
to be placed upon the ballot submitting to the people the
proposed Constitution or the part or parts thereof agreed
upon, shall be framed and whether it is deemed appropriate
that an interpretative statement shall be placed thereon
or should be dispensed with and in what form such inter-
pretative statement should be framed.

Rule 75. There shall also be referred to the Committee
on Submission and Address to the People the preparation
of an Address to the People consisting of a summary and
explanation of the proposed Constitution or the part or
parts agreed upon and the making of such directions, if
any, to officials and others for submission to the people
of the Constitution or the part or parts agreed upon and
for notice and publication of the same and of the Address
and for the distribution of copies thereof to such persons,
places and institutions through the office of the Secretary
of State or other persons and at such times and in such
manner as may seem desirable and proper and the said Com-
mittee shall prepare such an Address and report the same
and shall report also as to the other matters so referred
to it to the Convention for its action thereon.

Rule 76. The Convention may act upon the matters so
referred to said committee by Resolution adopted by the
affirmative vote of at least 41 delegates but it shall
proceed to arrange for submission of the Constitution
or part or parts thereof to the people or make any direct-
ion in connection therewith only after certification by
the Secretary of State to it that the proposed document
and part or parts thereof comply with the instructions
as voted by the people.

Rule 77. In framing, adopting and agreeing upon:

(1) a Constitution to be submitted as a whole, to the
people for adoption or rejection, or in framing one
or more parts of a Constitution, each to be submitted
to the people in accordance with law; and
(2) the Question or Questions, to be placed upon the
ballot, submitting to the people for adoption or re-
jection the proposed Constitution or the part or
parts agreed upon; and
(3) any Interpretative Statement to be placed upon said
ballot; and
(4) an Address to the People; and
(5) any Determinations as to directions to officials and
others for the submission to the people of the Consti-
tution or the part or parts agreed upon and for notice
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and publication of the same and of the Address and as
to the distribution of copies thereof to such persons,
places and institutions through the office of the
Secretary of State or other persons and at such times
and in such manner as it shall determine and any
direction that its provisions or any of them for notice
and publication and distribution shall be in lieu of
any other provisions of law relating to public quest-
ions and any requirement and determination of the
method of submission of the question or questions,
which it may frame, by the use of voting machines or
with paper ballots or with the use of voting machines
and paper ballots;

the vote shall be taken by the yeas and nays and entered
upon the Journal.
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1

2

3 CHAPTER I - GENERAL PROV I SIMONS

4

5 1. QuQ/Luin - A majority of all the delegates elected to the con-

6 vention constitutes a quorum for the transaction of business, but a

7 smaller number may adjourn the convention from day to day and may also

8 compel the attendance of absent delegates by means provided in these

9 rules. A majority of the delegates elected may prescribe penalties for

10 the non-attendance of delegates.

11

12 2. Adoption 0^ Motioni) - When a quorum is obtained, the affirma-

13J tive vote of a majority of the delegates present and voting Is suffi-

cient for the adoption of any motion or the taking of any action, except

as provided elsewhere in these rules.

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

3.

A. Admi66-lon to TtooH. - No person shall be admitted to the

floor of the convention, other than a delegate, officer or employee of

the convention, accredited news correspondent or person invited by the

president to si t wi th him. As used in these rules, "floor of the con-

vention" means the chamber of the New Mexico house of representatives,

excluding the gallery.

B. RQ.cjofid oj Pnx)ce.zdcng& - A taped recording will be made of

all sessions and proceedings of the committee of the whole and of the

convention sessions and will be filed in the state archives.
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CHAPTER II - OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES

k. 0^{ticeA& oj thz Convention - The officers of the convention are

the president, the first vice president, the second vice president, the

third vice president and the fourth vice president. The president shall

be elected from among the delegates by a secret vote of a majority of

all the delegates elected to the convention. The president shall appoint

a first, second, third and fourth vice president from among the delegates

and such vice presidents shall not serve as committee chairmen. The

officers of the convention shall receive no additional compensation for

their duties.

5. EmptoLfze^ oj thz Convejition - The employees of the convention

consist of the chief clerk, the sergeant at arms, the parliamentarian,

the journal clerks and such other employees as may be necessary to aid

the convention in its work. The number, classification and compensation

of employees shall be determined by the president.

6. Sta£{) ki>i>li)tayicQ. to tkz Convzyition - Staff assistance to the

convention provided by the legislative council service and the attorney

general shall be coordinated by the president and the agency head. A

staff member of the assisting agency may be permitted on the floor of

the convention upon request of the president, if the convention business

under consideration at that time requires his presence.
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7. Vatiz^ o{i tko. ?KeM<Aznt - The president shall:

A. preside at all sessions of the convention and perform all

duties usually possessed and performed by presiding officers of con-

stituent assemblies;

B. preserve order and decorum;

C. speak to points of order and, subject to an appeal to the

convention, decide all points of order;

D. in consultation with the vice presidents, appoint the

chairman, vice chairman and members of all committees;

E. appoint and assign duties to all employees of the con-

vention where vacancies or need occurs;

F. be the chief executive of the convention and have general

supervision of all officers and employees; and

G. assign the use of committee rooms and other facilities of

the convention.

8. TemponoAy Vfia^iciinQ Oj^iicdAi) - The president may appoint any

delegate to preside temporarily at any session of the convention, but

for not longer than one day without leave of the convention. The presi-

dent shall name a delegate to serve as chairman of the committee of the

whole but for not longer than one day.

9. Va.CM.nCil - In the event of a vacancy in the office of president by

death, resignation or otherwise, the convention shall, by majority vote of

those delegates elected to the convention, elect a president to fill the

vacancy. -115-



10. VotJYiQ by P/iU-idzyU. - The president shall vote on all roll

calls, and his name shall be called last by the chief clerk.

11. V^cz ?Ke/>'ideJvt6 - The vice presidents shall assist the presi-

dent in the performance of his duties. In the temporary absence of the

president, or in the event of his temporary inability to preside, his

duties shall devolve upon the first vice president, or if the first

vice president is also absent or unable to preside, upon the second vice

president, or if the second vice president is also absent or unable to

preside, upon the third vice president, or if the third vice president

is also absent or unable to preside, upon the fourth vice president.

As used in this rule, "temporary inability" means an absence or inability

not to exceed five consecutive days.

12. Chlzf, Clank -

A. The chief clerk is the chief administrative officer of the

convention and is primarily responsible for its administration under the

direction of the president. The chief clerk, under the supervision and

authority of the president, is responsible for the employment and assign-

ment of personnel and supervision of the payroll and accounting. He

shall also prepare the convention's budget and supervise the acquisition

and care of facilities, services and supplies needed by the convention.

B. The chief clerk shall also:

(1) call the roll at the opening of each session of the

convention, after which the president shall announce whether or not a

continued
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quorum is present;

(2) prepare and place on the desk of each delegate a

calendar of the business of the convention for each day, as provided in

these rules;

(3) prepare for reproduction all reports and committee

proposals and other documents which are required to be reproduced by

the convention;

(h) preserve all proposals, reports of committees and

all other records, books, documents and papers of the convention, and

after the adjournment of the convention, deliver them for deposit and

preservation in the state archives; and

(5) cause and supervise the keeping and preparation of

a journal of the proceedings of the convention.

13. SeAgejOyit cut hmi, - The sergeant at arms shall perform his

duties subject to the supervision of the chief clerk. He and his author-

ized assistants shall be in constant attendance upon the sessions of the

convention and in the lobbies, gallery and passages and rooms connected

therewith, and in the coiT>mittee rooms when a committee is in session.

The sergeant at arms shall see that no person is admitted to or remains

on the floor of the convention unless entitled to the privileges thereof.

He shall execute the orders of the president and of the convention to-

gether with all processes issued by the convention.
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]k. PaAiMxymntaAAjan - The parliamentarian of the convention Is

the advisor to the presiding officer and to each committee chairman on

all matters of parliamentary law. The parliamentarian shall not be a

delegate of the convention and shall be a person learned in parliamen-

tary law. All parliamentary rulings, however, are the responsibility

of, and shall be made by, the presiding officer.
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CHAPTER III - DELEGATES

15. Seating - Delegates shall be seated in the convention
chamber by alphabetical order, beginning with the first row
from right to left as they face the president's chair. Varia-
tions in this seating may be authorized for the vice presidents
and coordinator.

16. Conduct in Debate - When any delegate desires to speak
in debate or to present any matter to the convention, he shall
rise from his seat and shall not speak until recognized by the
presiding officer. A delegate may rise and address the Presi-
dent without waiting for recognition when he rises to: a point
of order requiring an immediate ruling, a parliamentary inquiry
requiring an immediate reply, an objection to consideration, or
an appeal of the decision of the President. The delegate should
state his reason for rising then wait for the President to rec-
ognize him to state his point. When recognized, he shall acti-
vate his microphone and shall confine himself to the question
under consideration and avoid personalities. He shall address
all of his remarks to "Mr. President".

17. Delegates Called to Order - The president or any dele-
gate may challenge any other delegate who, on speaking, vio-
lates the rules of the convention. Upon such challenge, the
president may order the speaker to sit down. The president's
order to sit down, or the failure of the president to order the
speaker to sit down, may be appealed to the convention and
sustained or overruled by a majority of the delegates present.

18. Delegates Speaking - Except for explanation, no dele-
gate shall speak more than once in any one day at the same stage
of the question without permission of the president as long as
any delegate who has not debated the matter desires to speak.
No person, other than a delegate, shall address the convention,
with the following exception: the parliamentarian may address
the convention on matters of parliamentary law when requested
to do so by the president.
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19. Interruption of a Delegate - No delegate shall be
interrupted when speaking except for a point of order re-
quiring an immediate ruling, a parliamentary inquiry requir-
ing an immediate reply, an objection to consideration, or an
appeal of the decision of the President. No motion shall be
in order until the delegate has concluded and no question
shall be asked of him except that which is asked through the
president and with the consent of the delegate.

20. Closing Debate - The primary sponsor of a motion
has the right to close debate. The chairman of any committee
or any member of his committee designated by him is deemed the
primary sponsor of any report or proposal recommended by his
committee.

21. Attendance of Delegates - Each delegate shall be
present on the floor of the convention during each session,
unless prevented by sickness or excused by the president in
writing; the excuse shall be filed with the chief clerk.

22

.

Voting -

A. Each delegate shall vote on each question or
motion coming up before the convention when requested to do
so by the president, unless excused by a majority vote.

B. Any delegate desiring to be excused from voting
may, when his name is called, make a brief statement, not
occupying more than three minutes, of the reasons for making
such a request, and the question of excusing him shall be
decided without debate.
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C. No delegate, upon a roll call vote, shall be allowed to

explain his vote; provided, however, that any delegate shall be allowed

one minute at the conclusion of the roll call to explain his vote.

0. Upon a motion, seconded by at least five delegates, a roll

call shall be entered upon the journal of the convention.

E. When his name is called on a roll call vote, a delegate

shall be permitted to pass only once. Upon completion of calling the

roll the first time, the chief clerk shall call in order the names of

those delegates having passed and they shall be required to vote "aye"

or "nay'' the second time their names are called.

23. VtcoA.uim - During a session of the convention, no person shall

speal< to another, read a newspaper while matters are being presented to

the convention, walk out of or across the floor of the convention while

the president is putting a question, pass between a delegate who is

speaking and the chair, or otherwise interrupt the business of the con-

vention.

24. Smoking, EcutLng and VAA.nkA.ng - Smoking, eating and drinking

on the floor of the convention or in the galleries while the convention

is in session shall be at the pleasure of the president.

25. Quzitioyiing VeXzgciteJ> - No delegate shall be questioned in any

other forum for any speech or debate or for any vote cast in the conven-

tion.
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26. Content oj EtzctLon - No protest or petition contesting the

election or selection of any delegate shall be received or considered

unless filed within ten days after the adoption of these rules or within

ten days after the appointment of any delegate.
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CHAPTER IV - COMMIHEES

27. StandinQ CommcttzOyb - The standing conmittees of the convention

are:

A. oormittee on bill of rights , which shall consider the pre-

amble, boundaries, bill of rights and distribution of powers;

B. oowmittee on legislature, which shall consider the legis-

lature, referendum and apportionment;

C. oorwnittee on executive, which shall consider the executive

and public institutions;

D. oormrtttee on judioiary , which shall consider the judiciary;

E. oormtittee on elections, whic.h shall consider elections,

suffrage, amendments, miscellaneous and other provisions assigned by the

president;

F. comrrittee on education^ which shall consider education;

G. oormtittee on revenue, which shall consider finance, tax-

ation and public lands;

H. oommittee on natural resources, which shall consider water

and compacts, wildlife, minerals and environment;

I. comnlttee an local government, which shall consider local

government.
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28. SpzclaZ Comnittzu -

A. There shall be a special committee of the convention

which shall be known as the oamrittee an publio infoiwnaHon. This

committee shall be appointed as standing committees are appointed.

The oamnittee on public infomation shall consider and Implement mea-

sures to constantly Inform the people of this state on the actions,

procedures, recommendations and activities of the convention. It shall

also prepare and present to the convention for Its approval a report

to the people outlining the results of the convention's work and the

proposed changes recommended In the constitution.

B. There shall be a committee an style, which shall include

drafting, arrangement and transitions.

C. There shall be a committee on rules , which shall consider

rules, credentials and business of the convention.

29. Slzz ol ComnUttU - No standing committee shall have more

than twenty members.

30. Comnctte.li SeA.vX.cz - No delegate may serve on more than two

standing committees; provided, that the president shall be automatically

a member, without vote, on all committees of the convention. No chair-

man of any standing committee shall be a member of any other committee

except .that all committee chairmen shall be ex officio members of the

oormtittee on rules.
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31. SubconmiXXteJ) - A committee, by affirmative vote of a majority

of Its members present, may authorize the committee chairman to appoint

subcommittees composed of delegates who are members of the committee.

Reports of subcommittees shall be made only to the parent committee and

shall be adopted by a majority vote of the parent committee before being

recommended to the convention.

32. RuZti oj ComncttzeJi - The rules and orders of the convention,

where applicable, shall govern the parliamentary procedures of all com-

mittees of the convention.

33. HzeX^ngi - Each committee shall meet at the call of its chair-

man or by written request of a majority of its members.

3^. SAXZing VuAJng Sey66^oyK, - No committee, except the aommittee

on rules, shall sit during the sessions of the convention or of the

committee of the whole, without having first obtained permission from

the president.

35. ComnlttZQ. H&£iAln^6 and UtuZin^i, - All committee hearings and

meetings shall be open to the public. All committee hearings and meet-

ings shall be conducted at the seat of the convention. A committee

chairman, with the approval of the president, may direct that a verbatim

record be kept of a specified portion of its proceedings. No committee

hearing or meeting shall be held without a quorum being present.
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36. ?ouO£.fL to IncuA Expend fc6 - No delegate, committee or employee

shall incur any expense chargeable to the convention unless such expense

Is approved by the president or is authorized by the convention. No

motion calling for an expenditure of money shall be acted upon by the

convention without first being referred to the cormrittee on rules for

its consideration and recommendation.

37. VdizQcUtz ?fu)poi>al6 -

A. A proposal for revising, altering or reforming the present

constitution in any manner may be filed by one or more delegates in the

office of the chief clerk and referred by the president, in consultation

with the vice presidents, to the standing committee considering the arti-

cle to which the proposal pertains subject to appeal to the convention.

B. The committee shall permit each delegate who sponsors a

proposal to appear and testify on behalf of his proposal.
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38. ConmUXze. ?fio^06aJLi> and Re.ponX6 -

A. Each convnittee proposal and report shall be adopted- by an

affirmative vote of a majority of the committee members present and

vot 1 ng

.

B. Each committee proposal recommending any matter for In-

corporation in the constitution shall contain a complete article, other

subdivision or groups of articles or subdivisions of the constitution.

In the discretion of the committee, the proposed article or articles

recommended to the convention may contain controversial sections stated

in the alternative for presentation to the voters of the state.

C. Each committee proposal shall be accompanied by a report

which shall state the committee's recommendation and disposition of

each delegate proposal filed with the committee as follows: whether It

(1) has been adopted in whole in the committee proposal, (2) has been

adopted in part in the committee proposal, (3) has been disapproved,

or (S) has been disposed of in such other manner as may be indicated.

D. The report of the committee shall contain enough detailed

Information as to the disposition by the committee of its assignment so

as to enable the president to determine that all subjects which should

be considered by the committee have been covered.

E. Nothing in this rule shall be construed to prevent the sub-

mission of a minority report by members of a standing committee.
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39. Fo-^ 0^ Pfiopoioti, -

A. Each proposal shall be submitted In an original and five

copies.

B. Each proposal shall be typewritten on 8 1/2" x 11" white

paper, double-spaced and with lines numbered from 1 to 25.

C. Each proposal shall be endorsed on the first page by the

signature of the delegate filing it, or by the chairman of the commit-

tee reporting i t as a committee proposal to the convention.

D. Delegate proposals may be informal and need only contain

sufficient information to enable the committees to consider its merits.

All delegates' proposals shall contain footnote references to the gen-

eral part of the constitution to which It applies, such as executive,

legislative, or other appropriate designation, and the article and sec-

tion of the existing constitution which will be amended or replaced by

the adoption of the proposal.

E. The caption of each proposal shall be:

"STATE OF NEW MEXICO

CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION OF 1969

Proposal (to) (from) Conmittee On

No.

(Delegate) (Chairman)
Date
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Ao. Vyii>po6AJtion oft Copies -

A. Copies of delegate proposals shall be distributed as fol-

lows:

(1) two copies shall be filed in the office of the chief

clerk of the convention;

(2) one copy shall be for the press secretary of the con-

vention, who shall provide additional copies for the press as needed;

(3) one copy shall be filed in the convention library;

and

(k) the original and one copy shall be placed in the

cocnmlttee's files; provided the committee secretary shall have sufficient

copies of the delegate proposal reproduced for the use of the committee

members.

B. Copies of committee proposals shall be distributed by the

committee secretary as follows:

(1) the original and one copy shall be filed with the

chief clerk, the original to be retained by the chief clerk and sent to

the oormdttee on style together with any amendments made by the committee

of the whole;

(2) one copy shall be for the press secretary;

(3) one copy shall be filed in the convention library;

Ct) one copy shall be for reproduction purposes; and

(5) one copy shall be retained in the committee's files.
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41. Time Limit on Filing Proposals With Committee - No
delegate proposal shall be filed with or accepted by any
standing committee of the voncention later than August 25, 1969.

42. Committee Report Deadline - At such dates as may be
convenient and no later than September 13, 1969, each standing
committee shall submit to the convention its report and pro-
posals .
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CHAPTER V - COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE

k}. ChcuAman - When the convention resolves itself into the com-

mittee of the whole, the president may designate a delegate as chair-

man thereof, and the chief clerk of the convention shall be the chief

clerk of the committee of the whole.

Ait. GgjieAol OideJik oj tko. Day - All proposals reported by any com-

mittee of the convention shall be referred to the committee of the whole

and kept In the file called "General Orders of the Day". No committee

proposal shall be considered by the committee of the whole until the

third day after it has been referred to the committee of the whole and

has been reproduced for each delegate as provided in these rules, unless

the convention, by the affirmative vote of a majority of the delegates

present and voting, agrees to its earlier consideration.

kS' Coni>idQjuvU.OYi o/j PH^poiaZ6 - When the convention, In the order

of Its business, reaches consideration of the "General Orders of the Day",

it shall then resolve itself into the committee of the whole to consider

such orders, or to consider a particular order designated by the conven-

tion by the affirmative vote of a majority of those present and voting.

No business shall be In order until all pending "General Orders of the Day"

have been considered or passed over, or the committee of the whole has

risen. Unless a particular proposal has been specially designated by the

convention out of turn, the committee of the whole shall consider, act upon

or pass over the "General Orders of the Day" In the order in which they were

referred to the committee.
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if6. ReAciiyig, Vzbate. and hntndxnojiit - In the committee of the whole,

proposals shall, at the request of any ten delegates, be read before being

debated or acted upon. All amendments proposed in the comnlttee of the

whole shall be submitted in writing, and if adopted, shall be noted on

a separate sheet of paper by the chief clerk and made a part of the re-

port to the convention.

47. Motion to Rc&e - A motion that the committee of the whole rise

shall always be in order unless a member of the committee is speaking or

a vote is being taken, and such motion shall be decided without debate

by the affirmative vote of a majority of those present and voting.

48. '^tCon&AjJQJuvtion - A motion to reconsider shall be in order in

the comnlttee of the whole and may be adopted before the committee rises

by an affirmative vote of a majority of those present and voting; provi-

ded, however, that once a motion to reconsider has been made and failedi

no further motion to reconsider on that vote shall be in order.

49. Kppticjcuiion oj Coni>e>tt^on Ru£eA - The rules of the convention

shall be observed in the committee of the whole so far as they may be ap-

plicable except that: the committee of the whole cannot adjourn the con-

vention; the vote of a majority of the committee present and voting shall

govern Its action; and a motion to postpone Indefinitely or for a call of

the convention shall not be in order, A delegate may speak more than

once In the committee of the whole. The previous question shall not be

ordered. -132-



CHAPTER VI - TRANSACTION OF BUSINESS

50. QfcdeA oj VcuJ.y Bu6inej>i - The order of a session day of the

convention shall be:

A. cal 1 to order;

B. invocation;

C. roll call;

D. report of sormrittee on rules;

E. communications, announcements and petitions;

F. reports of other standing committees, first reading and

placing on general orders of the day;

G. reports of special committees;

H. second reading, tentative adoption of the committee of the

whole report and referral to oommittee on style;

I. unfinished business;

J. special orders of the day; and

K. general orders of the day.
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51. Ohdzn. oj Con&idtncubioYL oj Pfiopo6atl) - The prescribed order in

which proposals pending before the convention are to be tal<en up or

acted upon shall be as follows:

A. Filing of delegate proposals with the chief clerk.

B. Conduct of committee hearings and meetings.

C. Report of the committee proposals by the committee, accept-

ance and placing on General Orders of the Day and reproduction by chief

clerk.

D. Consideration, debate and amendment by committee of the

whole In the order placed on General Orders of the Day.

E. Report by the committee of the whole and reference to the

oomnittee on style for recommendations as to drafting, style and phrase-

ology only.

F. Report by the aorrmittee on style as to drafting, style and

phraseology only, second reading and tentative adoption of the proposal.

G. Re-reference to the aormittee on style for arrangement and

incorporation in final recommendation or recommendations of the convention.

H. Report by the aorrmittee on style of final recommendation

or recommendations of the convention, third reading and final passage.

I. Reference to oommittee on style for engrossing and enrolling.

J. Report of committee en style of engrossed and enrolled recom-

mendations, official signing of typed or printed document or documents by

the president, delegates of the convention and chief clerk, and the

affixing of the great seal of the state by the secretary of state.
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52. PfiA.nting in louJinaJL - No memorial, petition or remonstrance

addressed to the convention shall be read or printed in full in the

journal unless ordered read or printed in full by the affirmative vote

of a majority of those present and voting.

53. ?fu\)4JiQ.Qild Motioni) - When a question is under consideration

by the convention, only the following motions shall be received, which

motions shall have precedence in the order listed:

1

.

adjourn;

2. recess;

3. reconsider;

4. call of the convention;

5. lay on the table;

6. previous question;

7. postpone to a certain time;

8. go into committee of the whole (call for General Orders of

the Day)

;

9. recommit to the committee of the whole;

10. recommit to a standing committee;

11. 1 imi t debate;

12. to amend; and

13. to postpone indefinitely.

Motions 1 through 6 are not amendable or debatable, and motions to

adjourn and to recess are always in order. Motions 7 through 10, and

motion 12 are both debatable and amendable, and preclude debate on the
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the main issue. Motion 11 Is not debatable but Is amendable. Motion 13

is not amendable but is debatable.

^k, OhdzA oj PuXZing Qu^tionii - All questions shall be put in

the order in which they are trioved, except In the case of privileged

questions.

55. Aimndmznt Ma&t B^ GeAwione - No motion or proposition relating

to a subject different from that under consideration shall be admitted

under color of an amendment or substitute.

56. Px-U/CA-con 0^ QueJition - Any delegate may call for a division

of the question, which shall be divided if it includes propositions

which are so distinct in substance that when one Is removed or deferred,

a substantive proposition remains for the decision of the convention. A

motion to strike out and insert shall not be subject to division within

the meaning of this rule.
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57. T^e P-TCuxloaA Question - The method of ordering the previous

question shall be as follows: any delegate may move the previous ques-

tion and, unless otherwise stated, the motion shall apply to the pending

question only. When such motion is seconded, the presiding officer

shall put the question, "Shall the main question now be put?" This

shall be ordered only by a two-thirds (2/3) majority of the delegates

present and voting. After the seconding of a motion for the previous

question and prior to the ordering of the same, a call of the convention

may be moved and ordered, but after ordering the previous question noth-

ing shall be in order prior to the decision of the pending question or

questions, except demands for ayes and nays, points of order, appeals

from a decision of the chair and a motion to adjourn or to recess.

The effect of ordering the previous question shall be to put an

end to all debate and to bring the convention to a direct vote upon the

pending question or questions in their order down to and including the

main question; provided, however, that when the previous question is

ordered, amendments then on the chief clerk's desk shall be acted upon.

if the convention refuses to order the previous question, the con-

vention shall resume consideration of the pending subject as thought no

motion for the previous question had been made.
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58. Mo-tcon to KdCjonit-idQA - Any delegate may move for a reconsider-

ation of any question at the same or next succeeding session day of the

convention but not thereafter. The committee on styles through its

chairman, may move for a reconsideration on any subsequent session day

If the chairman gives one session day's notice in writing of its inten-

tion to do so to the chief clerk, and such notice is announced in open

session and entered in the journal. A motion to reconsider takes prece-

dence over all other motions, except a motion to adjourn or a motion to

recess. When a delegate's motion to reconsider is decided, that deci-

sion shall not be reconsidered except by a motion of the aomcnittee on

style to reconsider. No vote upon any of the following motions Is sub-

ject to reconsideration:

A. to adjourn;

B. to lay on the table;

C. to take from the table; or

D. for the previous question.
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59. Colt 0^ thz Convention -

A. A call of the convention for a specific purpose may be

ordered upon the adoption of a motion by the affirmative vote of a

majority of the delegates present and voting, the total vote in favor

of such call shall not be less than fifteen.

B. After a call of the convention is ordered the doors shall

be closed and the delegates shall not be permitted to leave the floor

of the convention without permission of the president or the convention.

C. The sergeant at arms shall notify all delegates of the

call. The roll of the convention shall be called by the chief clerk

and the absent delegates noted. The sergeant at arms may, upon motion,

be dispatched after the absent delegates, and they shall be brought to

the floor of the convention with all possible speed.

D. The convention may proceed to other business under a call

of the convention pending the arrival of absent delegates.

60. UcLJofuXy \Jote. on PHx)po^CLi6 - On the third reading and final

passage of a proposal, the vote shall be taken by ayes and- nays and

entered on the journal; it shall not be declared finally passed unless

a majority of all the delegates elected to the convention shall have

voted in favor of its passage.
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CHAPTER VII - RULES

61. Ame.ndment on. SaApeJiA-con - These rules may be amended by the

affirmative vote of a majority of all the delegates, after the proposed

amendment has been submitted in writing, has been considered by the

ocmmittee on rules and has been In the possession of the delegates in

written form not less than two session days prior to its consideration.

A rule may be suspended by the affirmative vote of two-thirds of the

delegates present and voting, or by a majority of all the delegates

elected to the convention, whichever constitutes the lesser number.

62. Sappieimtnta/ii^ RuXe^d - The rules and parliamentary practice as

set forth in Mason's Manual of Legislative PT>ooedure shall govern the

convention In all cases not inconsistent with these rules.

CHAPTER VIII - TERM OF THE CONVENTION

- It is the sense of this convention that

every reasonable effort be used to complete the work of this convention

and cause final adjournment on or before October 3, 1969.
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CHAPTER VIII

NEW YORK CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION

1967

CONVENTION RULES
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RULES OF THE 1967 CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION

RULE I ELECTION OF OFFICERS

RULE II PRESIDENT

RULE III SECRETARY

RULE IV SERGEANT-AT-ARMS

RULE V OFFICIAL REPORTER

RULE VI QUORUM AND VOTING

RULE VII RIGHTS AND DUTIES OF DELEGATES

RULE VIII ELECTION CONTESTS AND
FILLING OF VACANCIES

RULE IX COMMITTEES AND THEIR DUTIES

RULE X COMMITTEE ON RULES

RULE XI ORDER OF BUSINESS

RULE XII INTRODUCTION OF PROPOSITIONS

RULE XIII ACTION ON PROPOSITIONS

RULE XIV RESOLUTIONS

RULE XV MOTIONS

RULE XVI SUSPENSION OF THE RULES

RULE XVII LOBBYING

RULE XVIII CONVENTION CHAMBER

RULE XIX CONTEMPTS
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Constitutional Convention

RULE I

ELECTION OF OFFICERS

Section 1. The Convention shall elect a President from anion}; its

members.
§ 2. In case of a vacancy in the office of President, by death, resig-

nation or other cause, such vacancy shall be filled by the Convention
in the manner prescribed in section one hereof.

§ 3. The Convention shall also elect a Secretary, Sergeant-at-

Arms and Official Reporter, none of vkfhom shall be Delegates.

RULE II

PRESIDENT

Section 1. The President shall be the Presiding Officer of the

Convention and Chairman of the Committee on Rules.

§ 2. The President shall take the chair and call the Convention
to order each day at the hour to which the Convention shall have
adjourned and, except in the absence of a quorum, shall proceed to

business in the manner prescribed by these Rules.

§ 3. The President shall preserve order and decorum, and, in

debate, shall prevent personal reflections and confine Delegates to

the question under di.scussion.

§ 4. The President shall decide all questions of order, subject to

appeal to the Convention. On every appeal he shall have the right, in

his place, to assign his rea.son for his decision. In case of such appeal

no Delegate shall speak more than once.

§ 5. The President shall appoint from among the Delegates, the

following

:

a. A 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th Vice-President

;

b. A Majority Leader and an .Xssistant Majority Leader
;

c. A Minority Leader and an Assistant Minority Leader, upon the

recommendation of the Minority
;

d. The chairman, secretary and majority members of each com-
mittee ; and

e. The vice-chairman and minority members of each committee,
upon the recommendation of the Minority.

§ 6. The President shall appoint, fix the compen.sation of, and
assign duties to all employees of the Convention, and shall consult

with the chairman and vice-chairman of each standing committee with
respect to the staffing of such committee.

§ 7. a. The President may orally designate any other Delegate

to serve as Presiding Officer for less than one day.

b. The President may designate in a writing, filed with the Secre-

tary, any Vice-President to act as temporary President, with such

powers and duties of the President as shall be prescribed by such
written designation.
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New York State

§ 8. The President shall certify accredited representatives of the
public news media. Subject to the limitations of space, he shall assign
such representatives to places in the Convention Chamber.

§ 9. The President shall not be required to vote, except where his
vote would be decisive.

§ 10. The President shall have power, in the event of any disturb-
ance or disorderly conduct in the Chamber or the galleries, corridors
or passages, to order the same to be cleared, and may cause any person
guilty of such disturbance or disorderly conduct to be brought before
the bar of the Convention. In all such cases, the Convention may find
the offending person guilty of a contempt of the Convention and im-
pose such punishment as may be prescribed by these Rules.

§ 11. a. The President shall certify to the Secretary of State the
full text of the proposed Constitution and/or proposed constitutional
amendments and the form thereof to be submitted to the People, as
approved by the Convention.

b. The President shall further certify to the Secretary of State,
pursuant to Chapter 169 of the Laws of 1967,* an abstract of the
text of such proposed Constitution and/or proposed constitutional
amendments and a brief statement of the form in which the same is to
be submitted to the People, as approved by the Convention.

RULE III
'"

SECRETARY
Section 1. It shall be the duty of the Secretary to cause a daily

Journal of proceedings of the Convention to be kept.

§ 2. Such daily Journal shall be filed in duplicate, on the day fol-

lowing its approval by the Convention, in the office of the Secretary
who shall forward one such copy to the office of the Librarian of the
Convention, to be available for public inspection.

§ 3. The Secretary shall also cause to be prepared a daily calendar
or calendars of all propositions on the order of second reading or
on the order of third reading, and shall cause copies of such calendars
and propositions to be placed on the desk of each Delegate.

§ 4. The Secretary, or other person designated by the President,
shall, whenever a vote of the Delegates is required, call the roll

thereof and announce the result of such vote.

RULE IV

SERGEANT-AT-ARMS
Section 1. Subject to the direction of the President, the Sergeant-

at-Arnis shall enforce the Rules of the Convention, enforce order in

the Convention Chamber, galleries, lobbies, corridors and rooms, and
exclude all persons from the floor of the Chamber, except such as are
entitled to the privileges of the same.

*For provi.sioiis of Chapter 169, Laws of 1967, src Appendix C
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Con STnu lit)NAL Convkntion

RULE V
OFFICIAL REPORTER

Section 1. The Official Reporter shall be present at every session

of the Convention, and shall make a verbatim stenographic record of

the proceedings thereof.

§ 2. The transcript of such proceedings shall be filed in quadrupli-

cate in the office of the Secretary on the day following such pro-

ceedings.

§ 3. Each Delegate shall have the right, within two Convention

days next succeeding, to edit his remarks.

§ 4. One copy of such edited transcript shall be delivered to the

Committee on Style and Arrangement, and one copy shall be deposited

in the office of the Librarian of the Convention to be available for

public inspection.

RULE VI

QUORUM AND VOTING
Section 1. A majority of all the Delegates elected to the Conven-

tion:

a. shall constitute a quorum to do business ; and
b. shall be the number of votes required to advance a proposition

from the order of second reading and for the final passage of a

proposition.

§ 2. In case a lesser number than a quorum of the Convention

shall convene, those Delegates present are authorized to send the

Sergeant-at-Arms, or any other person, for the absent Delegates.

§ 3. If, at any time during the session of the Convention, a question

shall be raised by any Delegate as to the presence of a quorum, the

President shall forthwith direct the Secretary to call the roll of

Delegates, anfl shall announce the result thereof, and such proceeding

shall be without debate ; but no Delegate while speaking shall be in-

terrupted by any other Delegate raising the question of a lack of a

quorum, and the question as to the presence of a quorum shall not

be raised more often than once in every hour unless the lack of a

quorum shall be disclosed upon a roll call of the ayes and noes.

§ 4. Whenever, upon a quorum call, any Delegate who is upon
the floor of the Convention Chamber refuses to make response when
his name is called, it shall be the duty of the President, either upon
his own motion or upon the suggestion of any Delegate, to request

the Delegate so remaining silent to respond to his name, and if such

Delegate fails to do so, the fact of such request and refusal shall be

entered in the Journal, and such Delegate shall be counted as present

for the ]nirpose of constituting a quorum.

RULE VII

RIGHTS AND DUTIES OF DELEGATES
Section 1. Kvery Delegate who shall be within the Convention

Chamber when a ciuestion is stated by the President shall vote thereon,

unless he is excused by the Convention, or unless he be directly inter-
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New York State

ested in the question; nor shall the roll of absentees be called more
than once. The roll call may be taken by a system of electronic voting.

§ 2. The ayes and noes may be taken on any question, whenever
so required by any twenty Delegates, and when so taken shall be
entered on the Journal.

§ 3. a. Any Delegate requesting to be excused from voting may,
when his name is called, make a brief statement of the reason for

making such request, not exceeding two minutes in time, and the

Convention, without debate, shall decide if it will grant such request

;

but nothing in this Rule contained shall abridge the right of any
Delegate to record his vote on any question previous to the announce-
ment of the result.

b. Any Delegate desiring to explain his vote may, when his name
is called, be allowed two minutes for such purpose.

§ 4. When less than a quorum vote on any subject under the

consideration of the Convention, it shall be in order, on motion, to

close the Convention Chamber, whereupon the roll of Delegates shall

be called by the Secretary and if it is ascertained that a quorum is

present, either by answering to their names, or by their presence in

the Convention Chamber, the ayes and noes shall again be ordered

by the President, and if any Delegate present refuses to vote unless

excused by the Convention, such refusal shall be deemed a contempt
and, unless purged, the Convention may order the Sergeant-at-Arms
to remove such Delegate or Delegates from the Convention Chamber,
and all privileges of membership shall be refused the Delegate or

Delegates so offending until the contempt be duly purged.

§ 5. In all cases of the absence of Delegates during a session of

the Convention, the Delegates present may take such measures as they

shall deem necessary to secure their presence, and in addition to

suspending them from the Convention for a given period, may impose
such censure or pecuniary penalty as they may deem just on those

who, on being called on for that purpose, shall not render a sufficient

excuse for their absence. For the purpose of securing the attendance

of members, a call of the Convention may be made, but such call

shall not be in order after the main question has been ordered, nor

after the voting on the question has commenced, nor after the second

or third reading of a proposition has been completed. While a call

of the Convention is in progress, no other business shall be trans-

acted except by order of the Convention.

§ 6. a. No Delegate rising to debate, to give notice, to make a

motion or report, or to present a petition or other paper, shall pro-

ceed until he shall have addressed the President from his place and
has been recognized by him. While a Delegate is speaking, no Dele-

gate shall entertain any private discourse or pass between him and
the President.

b. No Delegate shall speak except in his place, nor more than twice

on any question on the same day without leave of the Convention.

No Delegate shall speak for more than fifteen minutes on any ques-

tion except by consent of a majority of the Delegates present.
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Constitutional Convention

c. If any Ueleyate, in speaking, transgresses the Rules of the

Convention, the President may call him to order, in which case the

Delegate so called to order shall immediately be seated, and shall

not rise unless to explain or proceed in order.

d. When a motion to adjourn is adopted, the Delegates shall keep

their seats and places until the President declares the Convention

adjourned.

§ 7. While the President is putting a question, or a roll call is

in progress or a count is being had, no Delegate shall speak or leave

his place. When the Convention is equally divided on any question,

including the President's vote, the question shall be deemed to be

lost. All questions relating to the priority of one question or subject-

matter over another, under the same order of business, shall be

decided without debate.

§ 8. a. The provisions of section seventy-four* of the Public

Ofificers I^w, as supplemented by subdivision b of this section, re-

specting the establishment of a code of ethics, are hereby adopted and

promulgated as section eight of Rule VII of the Rules of the Con-

vention, with the same force and efTect as if fully set forth herein.

b. I-'or the purposes of this section, the terms "member of the

legislature" and "legislative employee" as contained in section seventy-

four of the Public Officers Law shall mean and include Delegate to

the Convention and Convention employee, respectively.

RULE VIII

ELECTION CONTESTS AND FILLING OF VACANCIES

Section 1. The Convention shall be the judge of the election,

returns and qualifications of its members.

§ 2. a. In case of a vacancy, by death, resignation or other cause,

of any District Delegate elected to the Convention, such vacancy

shall be filled by a vote of the remaining Delegates representing the

district in which such vacancy occurs. If such vacancy occurs in the

office of a Delegate-at-large, such vacancy shall be filled by a vote of

the remaining Delegates-at-large.

b. In case of any such vacancy, it shall be the duty of the President

forthwith to cause the fact thereof to be entered upon the Journal

and to call the remaining District Delegates or Delegates-at-large, as

the case may be, into session for the purpose of filling such vacancy

and to preside thereat. The President shall have only a casting vote

but shall cast such vote only for a candidate of the same political

party as the Delegate whose place has become vacant.

c. The Convention shall be the sole judge of the election, returns

and qualifications of Delegates elected pursuant to this section.

§ 3. A question of the election, returns or qualifications of any

Delegate shall be referred to the Committee on the Judiciary for

investigation and rc])ort.

'For provisions of § 74 of Public Officers Law, sec Api>endix D.
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RULE IX

COMMITTEES AND THEIR DUTIES

Section 1. The standing committees of the Convention and the

general area of the subject matter assigned thereto shall be as follows

:

Name



Constitutional Convention

Intergovernmental Relations

Judiciary

Labor, Civil Service and
Public Pensions

Legislature

a. State public authorities

b. Interstate compacts

c. Regional authorities

d. Federal, state and local

relationships

a. Judiciary

b. Non-judicial aspects of

administration

c. Privileges and elections

of Delegates

a. Labor
b. Civil Service

c. Industrial relations

d. Workmen's compensation

e. Public pension systems

a. The Legislature, its organiza-

tion, powers, limitations and
duties

b. The number, apportionment,

election and tenure of

members of the Legislature

c. Local apportionment and
Congressional districting

d. Future amendments to the

Constitution

Local Government and
Home Rule

Natural Resources and
Agriculture

Presentation of Proposed
Constitution

Rules

a. Local governments, their

organization, home rule

and powers

b. Public districts

c. Local public authorities

d. Local finance

a. Agriculture

b. Canals and waterways

c. Conservation and natural

resources

d. Air and water pollution

e. Recreation

a. Form and manner of

presentation of proposed
Constitution to the People

a. Subject matter of all

other committees
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State Finances, Taxation a. State finances
and Expenditures b. State taxation

c. State expenditures

Style and Arrangement a. Edit, arrange, harmonize and
conform all provisions of

proposed Constitution

§ 2. a. Each standing committee, except the Committee on Rules,
the Committee on Style and Arrangement and the Committee on the
Presentation of Proposed Constitution, shall be composed of twenty-
seven members, fifteen of whom shall be of the Majority and twelve
of whom shall be of the Minority.

b. The Committee on Rules shall consist of the following:

1. The President
j

2. All Vice-Presidents

3. The Majority leader
j

4. The Assistant Majority Leader

5. The Minority Leader

6. The Assistant Minority Leader

7. The chairmen of all other standing committees

8. Ten Minority members, upon the recommendation
of the Minority

For each of the Vice-Presidents appointed as chairman of a stand-
ing committee, the President shall appoint another Delegate as an
additional member of the Committee on Rules.

c. The Committee on Style and Arrangement and the Committee
on Presentation of Proposed Constitution each shall consist of ten
members; one-half of the membership of each committee shall be
appomted upon the recommendation of the Minority

; provided, how-
ever, that the membership of the Committee on Presentation of Pro-
posed Constitution shall not be appointed prior to August 1st, 1967.
The President shall be an ex-officio member of both such committees
and shall be entitled to the same rights and privileges as all other
members of such committees, except that he shall have only a casting
vote.

§ 3. a. Each standing committee shall hold regular meetings upon
the call of the chairman thereof, who shall cause the date, time and
place of each such meeting to be <lelivered to each member of such
committee, announced by the Secretary and posted on the Convention
committee board. Each such committee shall hold special meetings
upon the call of the chairman or upon the call of a majority of all the
members thereof, entry of which fact shall be made on the records of
the committee. No committee shall vote upon any proposition or reso-
lution unless a majority of all the members thereof is actually present,
and no proposition or resolution shall be reported from any such
committee except upon the assent of a majority of the members
thereof. No proxy vote shall be valid.
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b. The report of a committee, upon any matter referred to it, may
include a statement of the opinion of any member or members of the

committee voting in either the majority or minority.

§ 4. Not less than seven days' notice shall be given of all public

hearings before committees. The clerk of each standing committee

shall file with the President and the Secretary a notice of all hear-

ings, which notice shall contain the titles and numbers of the propo-

sitions, the names of the introducers, and the date and place of such

hearing. No such public hearing may be held outside the city of

Albany without the prior written consent of the President.

§ 5. a. A standing committee may report a proposition for the

consideration of the Convention upon the order of second reading,

fl) favorably, with or without amendments, or (2) adversely, or

(?>) without recommendation,

b. A standing committee may refer any proposition to the Com-
mittee on Rules.

§ 6. a. No standing committee shall be discharged from the con-

sideration of a proposition until ten days after the printed proposition

has been assigned to the committee by the Index Clerk.

b. A standing committee shall not be discharged from the con-

sideration of a proposition except upon a three convention days' notice

in writing and by a vote of a majority of all the Delegates elected to

the Convention.

c. Except with the unanimous consent of the Convention, no motion

shall be in order on and after August 22nd, 1967, to discharge the

Committee on Rules from the consideration of a proposition.

§ 7. a. Each committee, except the Committee on Rules, the

Committee on Style and Arrangement and the Committee on Presen-

tation of Proposed Constitution, shall make its final report upon mat-

ters referred to it on or before August 14th, 1967, unless the President

extends the time of any such committee therefor.

b. .'Xfter August 14th, 1967. each such committee may report only

upon those pro|)()sitions recommitted to it from the order of second

reading, or referred to it by the Committee on Rules, pursuant to

paragraph b of section five of Rule XII.

§ 8. a. The chairman of any committee may establish sub-com-

mittees thereof, subject to the approval of the Committee on Rules.

Each such sub-committee shall be composed, insofar as practicable, of

Majority and Minority members in the same proportion prescribed

for the respective full committee in section two hereof.

b. The chairman of each such committee shall appoint the chairman

and Majority members of each sub-committee so established.

c. The vice-chairman of each such committee shall appoint the

vice-chairman and Minority members of each sub-committee so

established.

§ 9. a. The secretary of each committee shall coordinate all the

activities of such committee and its subcominittees, under the direction

of the committee chairman.
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b. When requested by the chairman of such committee, such secre-
tary sliall act as liaison among such committee, the Committee on Style
and Arrangement, and all other committees as may be required to
integrate the activities of his committee with those of the Convention.

§ 10. The President shall appoint ex-officio members of such com-
mittees as he may determine from among the Vice-Presidents, Major-
ity Leader and Minority Leader. Such ex-ofificio members shall be
entitled to the same rights and privileges as all other members, except
the right to vote.

RULE X
COMMITTEE ON RULES

Section L The Committee on Rules may sit at any time, but may
not report a proposition to the order of second reading or to the
special order of second and third reading prior to August ISth, 1967.

§ 2. The reception and consideration of a report of the Committee
on Rules by the Convention shall always be in order.

§ 3. a. In addition to all other powers of a standing committee,
the Committee on Rules shall have power to report a proposition
directly to the special order of second and third re.;!ing, without
submission to the Committee on Style and Arrangement prior to final

passage.

b. Such report to the special order of second and third reading
shall be subject to the approval of a majority of the Delegates present.

c. Debate on the adoption of such report shall not exceed one hour,
one-half hour for and one-half hour against, such time to be allotted
by the Majority and Minority Leaders.

d. Until the vote of the Convention is had thereon, no other motion,
except a motion by the Majority Leader for a quorum call of the
Convention, or to adjourn or to recess, shall be in order.

RULE XI

ORDER OF BUSINESS

Section 1. The first business of each day's session shall be the
reading of the Journal of the preceding day, and the correction of
any errors that may be found to exist therein. Immediately thereafter,
except on days and at times set apart for the consideration of special
orders, the order of business, which shall not be departed from except

'

by a vote of two-thirds of the Delegates present, to be determined by
a call of the roll, shall be as follows

:

1. Messages from the Governor
2. Introduction of propositions and references to committee
3. Reports of committees
4. Propositions on second reading
5. Propositions on special order of second and third reading
6. Propositions on special order of third reading
7. Proj)ositions on tliird reading
8. Introduction of resolutions

9. Committee notices
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§ 2. Notwithstanding the foregoing, reports from the Committee

on Rules shall be received at any time, subject to the limitation con-

tained in section one of Rule X.

§ 3. When consideration of the orders of the day is not completed,

those not acted upon shall be the orders for the next and each suc-

ceeding day until disposed of, and shall be entered first in the calendar

without change in their order.

§ 4. In all cases where unanimous consent is asked for advanc-

ing a proposition or entertaining a motion or resolution oiit of its

order, it shall be the duty of the President to state such request and

determine if such consent will be granted by the Convention.

§ 5. Any matter may be made a special order for any particular

day by the assent of two-thirds of the Delegates present. When so

made, a similar vote shall be requisite to rescind or postpone.

§ 6. Petitions, memorials and remonstrances may be presented to

the Secretary at the close of each day's session.

RULE XII

INTRODUCTION OF PROPOSITIONS

Section 1. Every proposed amendment to the Constitution shall be

referred to as a proposition.

§ 2. A proposition may be introduced only by a Delegate, or by

a chairman of a standing committee on behalf of a majority of such

committee.

§ 3. The title of each proposition introduced shall state concisely

its subject matter. Matter which is proposed to be eliminated from the

existing Constitution shall be in brackets, and new matter shall be

underscored and when printed shall be in italics.

§ 4. Every proposition shall be introduced in quadruplicate and

shall be deemed to have had its first reading when presented by the

introducer to the Index Clerk and referred as provided in section

five hereof.

§ 5. a. All propositions introduced prior to August 8th, 1967,

shall be referred by the President to a standing committee, except the

Committee on Rules, to consider and report thereon in the manner

provided in section five of Rule IX. The President may change the

reference of any proposition so referred upon the assent of two-thirds

of the Delegates present.

b. All propositions introduced on and after August 8th, 1967,

shall be referred to the Committee on Rules. A proposition so referred

to the Committee on Rules may be further referred by it to a standing

committee and shall he considered and reported by such standing

committee in the manner provided in section five of Rule IX within

the time allowed therefor by the Committee on Rules when making

such further reference.

§ 6. Every proposition upon its introduction shall receive a propo-

sition number, which shall not change. However, a letter of the

alphabet, beginning with "A", shall be added to the proposition num-
ber each time such proposition is amended.
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§ 7. One copy of each proposition shall, on the day of its intro-

duction, be sent by the Index Clerk to the printer, one copy delivered
to the Revision Clerk, which shall be subject to public inspection, one
copy delivered to the Legislative Index Company and the fourth copy
delivered to the office of the President.

§ 8. A proposition may be amended only as follows:

a. By the introducer, at any time prior to report by the standing
committee to which referred.

b. By the standing committee to which referred, when favorably
reporting such proposition to the order of second reading.

c. By the Committee on Rules, when favorably reporting a propo-
sition referred to it to the special order of second and third reading.

d. By the Committee on Style and Arrangement, when transmitting
a proposition to the order of third reading.

e. By any Delegate, when a proposition is on the order of second
or third reading, upon the assent of a majority of all the Delegates
elected.

§ 9. No amendment may be offered to any proposition or to any
amendment to such proposition which is not germane to the original

object or purpose thereof.

§ 10. A Delegate or committee offering an amendment to a propo-
sition in accordance with section eight of this Rule shall submit to
the Journal Clerk four copies of the proposition with the proposed
amendment correctly marked thereon, together with six copies of the
detailed description of the amendment.

§ 11. a. No proposition may be introduced by a Delegate after

June 1st, 1967.

b. No proposition may be introduced by a committee, except the

Committee on Rules, after June 20th, 1967.

RULE XIII

ACTION ON PROPOSITIONS

Section 1. a. Each proposition on the order of second reading may
be debated for four hours, but no Delegate shall speak for more tlian

fifteen minutes without the consent of a majority of the Delegates
present.

b. A proposition on the order of second reading shall be subject
to amendment by any Delegate, and no more than one furtlier amend-
ment may be offered to any such r.mendment.

c. After completion of debate, a roll call vote shall be had on the
question of the advancement of the proposition to the order of third
reading, but when amendments are pending, the question shall first be
taken upon such amendments in their inverse order.

§ 2. a. A proposition ordered advanced to the order of third
reading shall autoi-mtically be first submitted to the Committee on
Style and Arrangement.
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b. The Conmiittee on Style and Arrangement shall have full power

limited only by the substantive content of the proposition and the will

o?the CoivUon as expressed in the debates thereon to ed>t. a-ange

revise simplify, consolidate, cross retcrence. renumber, and to take

any other a'ctio'n it deems necessary and proper to '-n-nize and con-

form such proposition with the other provisions of the Constitution.

c. The Committee on Style and Arrangement shall transmit all such

propositions submitted to it to the order of third reading, with or

without amendment, in accordance with this section.

8 3 a. A proposition on the order of third reading may be debated

for four hours but no person shall speak for more than fifteen minutes

without the consent of a majority of the Delegates present.

b Such proposition on the order of third reading shall be subject

to amendment by any Delegate, and no more than one further amend-

ment shall be offered to any such amendment.

c. After completion of debate, a roll call vote shall be had on the

question of the final passage of the proposition, but when amendmen s

are pending, the question shall first be taken upon such amendments

in their inverse order.

d. In the event that a proposition is amended on the order of third

reading, a vote on final passage shall not be taken thereon hut such

proposition shall automatically be reprinted and submitted to the

Committee on Stvle and Arrangement in the same manner and uitli

the same effect as a proposition advanced from the order of second

reading.

8 4 When a proposition on the order of second or third reading

is under consideration and it appears that no Delegate desires to be

heard further, the President shall put the question: Does any Dele-

gate desire to be heard further?" If no Delegate shall rise to debate.

Se President shall declare the debate closed; -cep. that thereafter

the Minoritv Leader may speak once, or may yield ^e floor to any

Delegate wlio may speak once, and may be followed by ^e Majority

Leafier who may also speak once, or may yield the floor to any

I )elegate who may speak once.

RULE XIV

RESOLUTIONS

Section 1. Resolutions may be introduced only by a Delegate, or

a Chairman of a standing committee on behalf of a majority of such

committee. Each resolution shall be introduced in quadruplicate by

delivering same to the Index Clerk. No resolution may be '"troduced

unless copies thereof first shall have been furnished the President

the MajoHty Leader and the Minority Leader. The President shall

refer such resolutions to an appropriate committee to consider and

report thereon.
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RULE XV
MOTIONS

Section 1. When a question is before the Convention, only the
following motions shall be received, and such motions shall have
precedence in the following order

:

1. For an adjournment
2. For a recess

3. For a quorum call

4. For the previous question

5. To lay on the table

6. To postpone to a certain day
7. To commit to a committee
8. To submit to the committee on Style and Arrangement

from the order of third reading
9. To amend

10. To postpone indefinitely

11. To strike from the calendar

§ 2. A motion for an adjournment, for a recess, for a quorum
call, for the previous question, to lay on the table, or to commit to a
committee from the order of third reading, shall be neither amendable
nor debatable. A motion to postpone indefinitely shall not be amend-
able.

§ 3. The "previous question" shall not be in order until after the
time allowed for debate has elapsed or until debate has been closed,
and shall be put as follows: "Shall the main question now be put?"
and until it is decided, shall preclude all amendments or debate.
When, on taking the previous question, the Convention shall decide
that the main question shall not now be put, the main question shall

be considered as still remaining under debate. The main question
shall be the advancement or passage of the proposition, resolution or
other matter under consideration ; I'.it when amendments are pending,
the question shall first be taken upon such amendments in their
inverse order.

§ 4. a. A motion to reconsider any vote must be made on the
same day on which the vote proposed to be reconsidered was taken, or
within the three convention days next succeeding such day, and ex-
cept in the case of a vote on the final passage of a proposition, by a
member who voted in the majority. Such motion may be made under
any order of business but shall be considered only under the order
of business in which the vote proposed to be reconsidered occurred.
The motion to reconsider the vote on the final passage of any proposi-
tion shall be privileged to any member.

b. When a motion for reconsideration is decided, that decision
shall not be reconsidered, and no question shall be twice recon-
sidered ; nor shall any vote be reconsidered upon any of the following
motions

:

To adjourn
To lay on the table

To take from the table ; or
For the previous question
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RULE XVI

SUSPENSION OF THE RULES

Section 1. a. A Rule of the Convention shall not be temporarily

altered, suspended or rescinded unless one Convention day's notice

shall be given of the motion therefor; provided however, that such

notice shall not be necessary on the last day of the Convention.

b. A vote of two-thirds of the Delegates present shall be required

to effect such alteration, suspension or rescission.

c. Both the notice and the motion shall specify the object of the

temporary alteration, suspension or rescission and in the case of the

adoption of such motion, it shall be held to apply only to the object

specified therein.

d. Such notice shall be given and such motion made under the

order of business in which the matter proposed to be afifected by

such alteration, suspension or rescission stands.

§ 2. Notwithstanding the provisions of section one of this Rule,

a Rule of the Convention may be temporarily altered, suspended or

rescinded by unanimous consent.

§ 3. a. A motion to amend a Rule of the Convention shall not be

made on less than five Convention days' notice.

b. A vote of two-thirds of the Delegates present shall be required

to effect such amendment.

RULE XVII

LOBBYING

Section 1. The provisions of section sixty-six-b* of the Legislative

Law, as supplemented by section two hereof, respecting the registra-

tion and conduct of persons, firms, corporations or associations en-

gaged in lobbying in connection witli the Convention, are hereby

adopted and promulgated as Rule XVII of the Rules of the Conven-

tion, with the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein.

§ 2. For all periods subsequent to April 3rd, 1967, the itemized

statements required by subdivision six of section sixty-six-b of the

Legislative Law shall be filed monthly, not later than the tenth day of

the month following the calendar month during which such expendi-

tures were paid, incurred or promised, directly or indirectly
;
pro-

vided, however, no such statement need be filed if the total of such

itemized expenditures during any such calendar month is less than

one hundred dollars.

RULE XVIII

CONVENTION CHAMBER

Section 1 . The Assembly Chamber in the Capitol shall be the

Convention Chamber, and the Convention shall hold its deliberations

therein. The galleries of such Chamber shall be open to the public at

all times that the Convention is in session.

* For provisions of § 66-b of Legislative Law, see Appendix A.
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§ 2. The President shall have jurisdiction over and control of the
Convention Chamber, and the lobbies, parlor and galleries thereof,

and of the rooms, corridors and passages in that part of the Capitol
assigned to the use of the Convention.

§ 3. a. The following persons shall be entitled to admission to the
floor of the Convention Chamber, as guests, during the sessions of

the Convention:
1. The Governor and Lieutenant-Governor
2. Former Governors and Lieutenant-Governors
3. Judges of the Court of Appeals and Justices

of the Supreme Court
4. The Members of the Legislature
5. Former Temporary Presidents of the Senate and

Speakers of the Assembly
6. State officers and their deputies

7. Regents of the University of the State of New York
8. United States Senators and Congressmen
9. Persons in the exercise of an official duty directly

connected with the business of the Convention
10. Representatives of the public news media, as

provided by section eight of Rule II

b. No other person shall be admitted to the Convention floor

during the session, except upon the permission of the President or
by vote of the Convention ; and persons so admitted shall be allowed
to occupy places -only in the seats in the rear of the Convention
Chamber. Any such permission granted by the President may be
revoked by him at pleasure, or upon the order of the Convention.

c. No lobbyist shall be permitted on the floor of the Convention
Chamber.

§ 4. a. No person shall have access to or be permitted within the
confines of the President's rostrum during the session of the Con-
vention, except employees of the Convention in the discharge of
their official duties.

b. During the sessions of the Convention, no person other than a
Delegate shall occupy the chair of a Delegate.

RULE XIX I

CONTEMPTS !

Section 1. a. A violation of any provision of any Rule of the
Convention shall be deemed a contempt of the Convention.

b. In addition to any other penalty or punishment provided by
law, a person so offending shall be brought before the bar of the
Convention, which may summarily punish such person by imprison-
ment for a term not extending beyond the final adjournment thereof.

§ 2. In addition to any other penalty or punishment thereby pre-
scribed, a violation of any provision of law applicable to the Conven-
tion shall also be deemed to be a contempt of the Convention for
the purposes of this Rule.
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INDEX TO
RULES OF THE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION

RULE SEC.
Absentees

measures to secure presence, and penalties V'll 5

one roll call of VII 1

sending for VI 2

Adjournment
declared by President VII 6d
motion for XVI 1

during reports X 3d
not amendable or debatable XV 2
vote not to be reconsidered XV 4b

Admission to Convention Chamber
by permission of President XVIII 3b
by vote of Convention XVIII 3b
galleries, open to public XVIII 1

lobbyists, restriction XVIII 3c
persons entitled to XVIII 3a

Agriculture, Natural Resources and Agriculture,

Committee on
subject matter assigned to IX 1

Alteration of rules

notice of motion for XVI la

unanimous consent XVI 2
vote on XVI lb

Amendment
motions, certain motions not amendable XV 2

Amendments to propositions

germane to original subject XII 9

identifying letter XII 6

number of copies required XII 10

pending order of question on XV 3

procedure XII 8

second reading, order of XIII lb

third reading, order of XIII 3b
who may make XII 10

Appeals
on questions of order 11 4

Assembly Chamber
Convention Chamber XVIII 1

Assistant Majority Leader
appointment II Sb
member of Rules Committee IX 2b

Assistant Minority Leader
appointment II 5c

member of Rules Committee IX 2b

Attendance of Delegates
call may be made for VII 5

measures to secure presence, and penalties VII 5

sending for VI 2

Ayes and noes roll call

ordered by President VII 4
quorum VI 3
taken when required by 20 Delegates VII 2

Bill of Rights and Suffrage Committee on
subject matter assigned to IX 1
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RULE SEC.
Business •

ca!ltoorc> II 2
none while c~ ' '-: 'i ;irogress VII S

quorum requircf' for VI 1

see also Order of business

Calendars, daily

preparation by Secretary Ill 3

Call of Convention
for attendance of members ' VII S

Call to order
by President II 2

Censure of Delegates VIl S

Chairman of Comml' ~ '
^ II 1

Chairmen of commit:
apDointni^nt ... II Sd

IX 3a
II 6

nae activities IX 9
XII 2
XIV 1

-i IX 2b
sub-comni! , nicnt IX 8a

appoint: 2n and majority members IX 8b
Vice-P--^^ , .^iiutes for on Rules Committee.. IX 2b

Civil Se fee on
subjc igned to IX 1

Oerk
files notice o! public hearings IX 4

Code of ethics VII 8

Committee notices

order of business ' XI 1

Committee reports

date of final report on matters referred to committees.

.

IX 7
in orciir of business XI 1

opinion of members included IX 3b
IX 3a

€:
Df committees

IX 10
•''' those of Convention IX 9b

IX 3a
IX 2

.|,i,wMu..: _.v . >..-=,u..iit II Sd,e
moticJn to commit to, from order of third reading XV 2
officers

_
II S

propositions referred to XII S

amendment
_. XII 8b

cut-off date for introducing and amending XII 10, lib
discharge from consideration of IX 6
may refer to Rules Committee IX Sb
may report to Convention IX Sa

public hearings IX 4

reports, majority and minority statements in IX 3b
staffing II 6
sub-committees ' IX 8

coordination of activities IX 9
titles, and subject matter assigned to IX 1

see also specific uames of
Constitution, proposed, certification of II 11
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RULE SEC.
Constitutional amendments, certification of II H

sir also Propositions for Constitutional Amendment
Contempt of Convention II IQ

defined XIX la
penalty or punishment XIX lb, 2
refusal of Delegate to vote VII 4

Convention
judge of (lualifications of members VIII 1,2c

Convention Chamber
closing for less than quorum VII 4
galleries open to public XVIII 1

lobbyists not permitted on floor of XVIII 3c
order in, enforced by Sergeant-at-Arms IV 1

persons admitted to floor of XVIII 3a
to seats in rear XVIII 3b

President to have jurisdiction over XVIII 2
removal of Delegates from, for contempt VII 4

Corridors
disorderly conduct in II lo
order enforced by Sergeant-at-Arms IV 1

Daily Journal, sec Journal of proceedings

Dates, cut-off

final report of committees on propositions IX 7
introduction of propositions by Delegates XII 11a

by committees XII lib
referral of propositions to committees XII 5
Rules Committee, report of propositions by X 1

consideration of propositions IX 6c
Debate

certain motions not debatable XV 2
close of, before main question XV 3
main question remains under, on taking previous question XV 3
President's duty in II 3
proposition on order of second reading XIII la

on order of third reading XIII 3a
reports, adoption of X 3c
roll call for quorum without VI 3
roll call vote on advancement to order of third reading. . XIII Ic
Rules Committee X 3c

Decorum, preservation of 11 3
see also Order

Delegates
absence, cases of VII 5
absent, to be sent for VI 2
appeals, questions of order n 4
appointments by President to certain offices II S
calendars and propositions, copies on desks of Ill 3
chair of, no other person may occupy XVIII 4b
code of ethics VII 8
contempt, punishment for vil 4
editing of remarks V 3
tUxlion and qualificaiions, Convention judge of VIII ) 2c

qucslion of clerlioii to Judiciary Commiltcc VIII 3'

v:io:incy, filinvr of VIII 2a b
introduction of propositions XII 2

'

introduction of resolutions XIV 1

Presiding Ofliccr jj 7^
propositions, amendments to XII 8e

cut-oflF dates on '.'.'.'.'.'.'.

XII 10, 11a

f'«.''="f
• • XIII la, 3a

mtroduction XII 2
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Delegates (cont.) RULE SEC.

on order of second reading XIII lb

on order of third reading XIII 3b
quorum VI 1,3

refusal to vote, contempt VII 4

roll call, failure to respond VI 4
no speaking or leaving during VII 7

speaking VII 6
confined to question under consideration II 3

limitations on VII 6b
may speak after close of debate XIII 4

not to be interrupted for quorum call VI 3

private discourse, none while Delegate is speaking... VII 6a
roll call, no speaking or leaving during VII 7

suspension and censure VII S

transgression of Rules, called to order for VII 6c
vacancies in ofRce, filling VIII 2
voting VII 1

explanation of Vll 3b
refusal to vote VII 4
request to be excused VII 3a

Del^ates-at-large
filling vacancy in office of VIII 2

Discharge of standing committee IX 6
Disorderly conduct in galleries, corridors or passages II 10

District Delegates
filling vacancy in office of VIlI 2

Economic Development, Committee on
subject matter assigned to IX 1

Education, Committee on
subject matter assigned to IX 1

Election of members
Convention, sole judge of VIII 1, 2c
questions concerning, referred to Judiciary Committee.

.

VIII 3
vacancy, filling of VIII 2a, b

Election of officers I 1, 2,

3

Electronic voting permitted VII 1

Employees
access to President's rostrum on official duties XVIII 4
appointment, compensation and duties II 6
code of ethics Vll 8

Ethics
code, adopted for Delegates and employees VII 8
Legislative Law provisions adopted for VII 8

Ex-officio members of committees
President as IX 2c
Vice-Presidents, Majority Leader, Minority Leader a*.. IX 10

Executive Branch, Committee on
subject matter assigned to IX

Expenditure statement of lobbyists XVIl
Expenditures, Committee on

subject matter assigned to IX

Finances, Committee on
subject matter assigned to IX

Floor
exclusion of persons from IV
persons admitted to XVIII 3
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RULE SEC.
Galleries

disorderly conduct in, power of President concerning. ... II 10

open to public XVIII 1

order in, enforced by Sergeant-at-Arms IV 1

Government matters, committees on
Intergovernmental Relations, Committee on IX 1

Local Government and Home Rule, Committee on IX 1

Governor
messages from, first order of business XI 1

Health, Housing and Social Services, Committee on
subject matter assigned to IX 1

Hearings, public, see Public hearings

Home rule

Local Government and Home Rule, Committee on IX I

Housing, Committee on
subject matter assigned to IX 1

Imprisonment
for contempt of Convention XIX lb

Index Clerk
copy of proposition to XII 7

proposition assigned to committee by IX 6a
proposition presented by introducer to XII 4
resolutions delivered to XIV 1

Intergovernmental Relations, Committee on
subject matter assigned to IX 1

Introduction of propositions XII 2
disposition after introduction XII 5

distribution of copies XII 7

number given to XII 6
title and form XII 3

Journal Clerk
copies of amendment to propositions to XII 10

Journal of proceedings
ayes and noes entered in VII 3a
filed in duplicate Ill 2
kept by Secretary Ill 1

reading of, first business of day XI 1

refusal of Delegate to make response entered in VI 4

vacancy, notice of VIII 2

see also Proceedings

Judiciary, Committee on
election questions referred to VII 3

subject matter assigned to IX 1

Labor, Civil Service and Pensions, Committee on
subject matter assigned to IX 1

Law applicable to Convention
violation deemed contempt XIX 2

Legislative Index Company
copy of propositions delivered to XII 7

Legislative Law
lobbying provisions adopted X\'1I 1

statement of expenditures by lobbyists XVII 2

Legislature, Committee on
subject matter assigned to IX 1
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RULE SEC.

Librarian
copy of daily Journal of proceedings to Ill 2

edited transcript of proceedings to V 4

Lobby i tig

itemized statement of expenditures required XVII 2
Legislative Law provisions adopted for XVII 1

Lobbyists
not permitted on floor of Convention Chamber XVIII 3c

Local Government and Home Rule, Committee on
subject matter assigned to IX 1

Main question, proceedings respecting XV 3

Majority Leader
appointment II 5b

debate time on adoption of reports, allotment of X 3c
ex-officio member of cmmittees IX 10

member of Rules Committee IX 2b
motion for quorum call during reports X 3d
resolutions, copy to be furnished to XIV 1

speaking after close of debate XIII 4

Majority members of committees
appointed by President II Sd
number IX 2a
sub-committees IX 8

Majority opinions

in committee reports IX 3b
Meetings

standing committees IX 3a

Members, see Delegates

Membership of committees
number IX ^ 2
see also Committees

Memorials
time for presentation XI 6

Minority Leader
appointment . . .

'.

II So
as ex-officio member of committees IX 10

debate time on adoption of reports, allotment of X 3c
may speak after close of debate XIIl 4
member of Rules Committee IX 2b
resolutions, copy to XIV 1

Minority members of committees
appomtcd by President II 5e
number IX 2a
Rules Committee :

.

IX 2b
Style and Arrangement and Presentation of Proposed

Constitution committees IX 2c
sub-committees IX 8a, c

Minority opinions
in committee reports IX 3b

Motions
adjournment VII 6d
amendment of Rules of Convention XVI 3
certain, not amendable or debatable XV 2
Delegates to respond in roll call VI 4
main question XV 3
precedence, order of XV 1
"previous question", motion for XV 3
out of its order, unanimous consent to entertain XI 4
reconsideration of vote XV 4
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Motions (com.) RULE SEC.
suspension or alteration of rules XVI la

notice of XVI Ic
under order of business aflfccicd XVI Id

tabled XV 4b
to close Convention Chamber, when less than

quorum votes Vjj 4
when report of Rules Committee pending, limitation upon X 3d

Natural Resources and Agriculture, Committee on
subject matter assigned to jx 1

News media, see Reporters

Notice
motion to amend Rules of Convention XVI 3
motion to suspend, alter or rescind Rules of Convention. ! XVI 1

Officers

election of
j

1 ,

Official Reporter
duties Y ,

election r .,

Order
Delegates out of yjj g^
enforcement by Sergeant-at-Arms .....]... IV 1
preservation

. . .

.

H 310
questions of U 4

Order of business j^t ,

advancing proposition or entertaining motion
out of its order yr .

committee reports yt o
held over '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'..'.

XI 3motion to reconsider vote ....'...." XV 4
petitions, memorials and remonstrances xi fi
special order, procedure xi ?
uncompleted business, carried over

. .

.'

. . .XI 3
Passages to Convention Cliamber

disorderly conduct in jr
,f,

order enforced in, by Sergeant-at-Arms.
.'.".'

iv i

Penalty
^

for absence of Delegates from session. .. . yil ;
for contempt of Convention XIX lb 2

Pensions, Committee on
'

subject matter assigned to
jjj

,

Petitions

time for presentation yj ,

Postponement
motion of, not amendable vy ^

Presentation of Proposed Constitution, Committee on
membership ..^

subject matter assigned to .'

.'

tv
.«„:j X A-^

2c

President
" —-6— >. .^ ^-^

j

adjournment declared by Y'Tir
appeal, questions of order subject to. . . 11 4
appointments, among Delegates jt ;

employees 11
e.K-oincio members of committees iv in

ayes ant! noes ordered bv '"

II 6
IX 10

VII 4calls Delegates to order, for transgressions'of Rules VII tclose of debate viri ^committee reports, extension of time for TV 7
convenes daily sessions of Convention ...

Jj 2
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President (cont.) RULE SEC.
disturbances or disorderly conduct, action on II 10
duty to request Delegate remaining silent during

quorum call to respond VI 4
election I 1

ex-officio member of Committee on Style and Arrange-
ment and Committee on Presentation of Proposed
Constitution IX 2c

jurisdiction over Convention Chamber XVIII 2

permission for admission to convention floor and
revocation of permission XVIII 3b

preserves order and decorum II 3

Presiding Officer

may designate II 7a
to be II 1

propositions, advancing by unanimous consent XI 4

certifies to Secretary of State II 11

copies to be delivered to office of XII 7

referred to committee by XII S

public hearing notice filed with IX 4

recognition by and of speakers VII 6
reporters, certification, and assignment of seats to II 8

resolutions, refers to appropriate committee XIV 1

rostrum, access to , XVIII 4a
Rules Committee, chairman of IX 2b
Sergeant-at-Arms directed by IV 1

temporary President, may orally designate II 7b
vacancy in office of I 2

vacancy in scat of Delegate, notice in Journal VIII 2

vote, required only to break tie II 9

President, temporary
designation II 7b

Presiding Officer, President to be II 1

oral designation by President of temporary 11 7a

Previous question, proceedings respecting XV 3

Proceedings
editing V 3

filed in office of Secretary V 2
public inspection of V 4
verbatim stenographic record of V 1

see also Journal of proceedings

Propositions for Constitution?,! amendment
advancing, by unanimous consent XI 4

quorum required VI lb
amending XII 8. 9, 10

on order of second reading XIII lb

on order of third reading XIII 3d
calendars of Ill 3

certification to Secretary of State II 11

committee voting to report on IX 3a
debate on order of second reading XIII la

on order of third reading XIII 3a
defined XIl 1

discharge of committee from consideration of IX 6
disposition of copies XII 7

first reading XII 4
form XII 3
introduction XII 2

cut-ofT dates XII 11

quadruplicate XII 4
main question XV 3
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Propositions (cent.) RULE SEC.

number, introduction XII 6

order of business XI 1

President to certify, to Secretary of State II U
public hearings IX 4

quorum required to advance VI lb

referred by President to committee XII Sa

referred by Rules Committee to standing committee. ... XII 5b

referred to Rules Committee XII 5b

Rules Committee, powers concerning X 3

report by, date X 1

second reading, order of XIII 1,

2

IX 5

submitted to Committee on Stlye and Arrangement XIII 2a
third reading, order of XIII 3

no call for members after VII 5

speakers after close of debate XIII 4
vote for final passage VI 1

motion to reconsider vote XV 4

Proxy vote
invalid IX 3a

Public
galleries open to XVIII 1

Public hearings before committees IX 4

Public inspection

daily Journal of proceedings Ill 2
propositions XII 7
record of proceedings V 4

Public Officers Law
code of ethics VII 8

Punishment
contempt XIX lb, 2
Delegates refusing to vote VII 4

Qualifications of members
Convention judge of VIII 1, 2c

Question
ayes and noes taken on VII 2
Delegates e<|ually divided on VII 7
Delegates must vote on Vll 1

lost VII 7
main, after debate is closed XV 3

call of Convention not in order after VII 5
remains under debate on taking previous question . . . XV 3

previous, in order only after debate is closed XV 3
motion for, not amendable or debatable XV 2
not in order until close of debate XV 3
vote not to be reconsidered, on motion for XV 4b

priority VII 7
speaking or leaving during, prohibited VII 7
voting on. Delegates must vote VII 1

right of Delegate to record VII 3

Quorum
call for, by Majority Leader, during report X 3d
failure to respond to call for VI 4
less than quorum vote VIj 4
majority shall constitute VI la
motion for quorum call, not amendable or debatable XV 2
question as to presence of vi 3
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Quorum (cont.) RULE SEC.

roll call of ayes and noes VI 3

sending for absent Delegates VI 2

silent Delegate counted present for VI 4

Recess, motion for

not amendable or debatable -^V i

Reconsideration of vote XV 4

Records
ir i •»

verbatim stenographic record of proceedmgs V \,i.

see also Journal of proceedings

Remonstrances
time for presentation ^I "

Reporter, Ofiicial

duties V 1

election ' •'

Reporters
va/^ttt i

admission to Convention Chamber XVIII 3a

certification and fpace assignment II o

Reports of committees
Rules Committee X 2

received at any time XI 2

statement of opinions of members included IX 3b

voting on IX 3a

Rescission of Rules XVI 1

by unanimous consent XVI 2

Resolutions
introduction XIV

.

1

number of copies for XIV 1

order of business XI 1

main question . . .-. XV 3

number for introduction XIV 1

out of its order, unanimous consent for XI 4
voting by committees IX 3a

Resource , Natural Resources and Agriculture,

Committee on
subject matter assigned to IX 1

Revision clerk

copy of proposition to XII 7

Roll call

by Secretary or other designated person Ill 4

departure from order of business XI 1

electronic VII 1

no speaking or leaving during VII 7

quorum VI 3,

4

VII 4

Rules Committee
amendment to proposition XII 8c

committees may refer propositions to IX 5b
date of motion to discharge from consideration

of proposition IX 6c

date of reporting proposition to order of second reading . . X 1

members IX 2b
President is Chairman of II 1

propositions, introduction XII lib
power to report to second or third reading X 3a
referral to committee after cut-oflf date IX 7b
referred to XII 5b
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Rules Committee (coiit.) RULE SEC.
report, always in order X 2

received at any time XI 2
sub-committees, approval of establishment of IX 8a
subject matter referred to IX 1

Rules of tlic Convention
amendment XVI 3
code of ethics established VII 8
enforcement by Sergeant-at-Arms IV 1

suspension XVI 1

by unanimous consent XVI 2
transgression by Delegates VII 6c
violation deemed contempt XIX 1

Second reading, order of
amendment of proposition XII 8

XIII lb
calendar of propositions on Ill 3
call of Convention not in order after VII 5
committee may report proposition for consideration of

Convention upon IX 5a
date for reporting propositions recommitted IX 7b
debate on XIII la, 4
order of business XI 1

Rules Committee, reporting of proposition for X 1

power to report X 3
votes required to advance VI lb

roll call vote XIII Ic
Secretary

announcement of meetings IX 3a
daily calendars, preparation HI 3
election I 3
Journal of proceedings, keeping Ill 1

copy kept in office of HI 2
transcript filed in office of V 2

public hearing notices filed with IX 4
roll call by HI 4
roll call for quorum VI 3

VII 4
temporary President, designation filed with II 7b

Secretary of committees
appointment II 5jj
coordinates activities of committee IX 9a
liaison duties IX 9b

Secretary of State
certification of proposed Constitution to II n
certification of proposed constitutional amendments to. .. II 11

Sergeant-at-Arms
duties IV ]

election I 3
removal of Delegates VII 4
to he sent for absent Delegates VI 2

Sessions
absence of Delegates from VII 5

Social Services, Commiltcc on
subject matter assigned to ix 1

Speaking
Delegates called to order vil 6c
limitations on VII 6b
recognition of and by President VII 6a

Special meetings IX 3a
Staff, see employees
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RULE SEC.
Standing committees, see Committees

State Finances, Taxation and Elxpenditures, Committee on
subject matter assigned to IX 1

Style and Arrangement, Committee on
amendment to proposition XII 8d
edited transcript of proceedings to V 4
members IX 2c
proposition advanced to third order submitted to XIII 2

amended XIII 3d
Rules Committee may bypass X 3a
subject matter referred to IX 1

Sub-committees
appointment and members IX 8
coordinatifii of activities IX 9a

Subject matter, areas of
committee assignments IX 1

Suspension of Delegates VII S

Suspension of Rules
notice required XVI la
object to be specified XVI Ic
order of business, notice made under XVI Id
unanimous consent XVI 2
vote of Delegates to eflfect XVI lb

Taxation, Committee on
subject matter assigned to IX 1

Temporary President
designation . .

.'. II 7b

Third reading, order of XIII 3
amendment of proposition XII 8
calendar of propositions on Ill 3
call of Convention not in order after VII 5
close of debate on XIII 4

date Rules Committee may report proposition for X 1

motion to commit to committee not amendable or debatable XV 2
order of business XI 1

Rules Committee power to report X 3
Styles and Arrangement Committee, submitted to XIII 2

Time limit

for Delegate's speaking VII 6b
final report of committees on propositions IX 7
introduction of propositions by Delegates XII 11a

by committees XII lib
motions, consideration of IX 6c
referral of propositions to committees XII S
Rules Committee report of propositions X 1

Title of proposition XII 3

To lay on table

motion for, not amendable or debatable XV 1

vote not to be reconsidered, on motion for XV 4b

To take from table

vote not to be reconsidered on motion for XV 4b

Transcript of proceedings
distribution of copies of V 4
filed in office of Secretary V 2
see also Journal of proceedings

Unanimous consent
for advancing proposition XI 4
for alteration, suspension or rescission of Rules XVI 2
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KULK SKC.
Vacancies in office

fining VIII 2

V'acancy in Office of President I 2
Vice-Chairmen, of committees

appointment II 55
con5ultctl concerning staff n (,

sub-committees, appointment IX 8c
Vice-Presidents

appointment II 5^
designation as temporary President II 7b
ex-officio members of committees I\ 10
members of Rules Committee IX 2b

Violation of laws applicable to Convention
deemed contempt of Convention XIX 2

Violation of Rules of Convention
deemed contempt of Convention XIX 1,2

Voting
advancement of proposition to order of third reading. . . XIII Ic
ayes and noes VII 2,

4

quorum VI i
by every Delegate VII 1

call of Convention not in order after voting lias

commenced V'll 5
ex-officio members of committees, excluded from IX 10
excused from VII 3
explanation of vote VII 3b
final passage of proposition XIII 3c, d
motion to reconsider any vote XV 4
order of business, departure from XI 1

President 11 9
as ex-officio member of committees IX 2c
in vacancy for Delegate VIII 2b

propositions or resolutions IX 3a
to advance propositions VI lb
discharging committee from consideration of IX 6

proxy vote invalid IX 3a
quorum, less than, proceedings VII 4
refusal to vote, an act of contempt VII 4
right of Delegate to record on questions VII 3
Rules Committee reports X 3d
Rules of Convention, alteration, suspension or rescission XVI lb

amendment XVI 3b
special order, matters of XI 5
vacancy in office of Delegate, filling of VIII 2
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Committee on Ethics and Guidance

STATE OF NEW YORK

IN CONVENTION

Albany, April 5, 1967

Resolution No. 7

By Mr. Scileppi

RESOLUTION OF THE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION
Proposing the creation of the Select Committee on Ethics and
Guidance for the Constitutional Convention, and prescribing

its powers and duties

Whereas, The maintenance of the highest moral and ethical
standards which are worthy and warrant the confidence of the people
IS a matter of utmost concern to the Constitutional Convention ; and

Whereas, The Office of Delegate to this Convention, one of the
highest offices which may be conferred by the people, demands that
It be held as a public trust ; and

Whereas, In return for this trust, the people are entitled to know
that no conflict between private interests and official duties exists
in those who serve them at the Constitutional Convention ; and

Whereas, Legislation has been enacted and rules adopted by the
Convention which establish ethical standards for both Delegates and
employees of the Convention ; now, therefore, be it

Resolved, That a select committee of the Convention, to be known
as the Select Committee on Ethics and Guidance for the Consti-
tutional Convention, be and hereby is created. Such committee shall
consist of four members, to be appointed by the President, two of
whom shall be appointed on recommendation of the Minority: and
be it further

Resolved, That such committee shall receive any complaints or
charges that any Delegate or employee of the Convention has violated
any provision of law or rule of the Convention relating to the con-
duct or activities of Delegates or employees of the Convention, or
has otherwise conducted himself in relation to his official duties so as
to warrant the censure of the Convention ; and be it further

Resolved, That such committee mav conduct such investigations of
complaints or charges and report their findings with appropriate
recommendations to the Convention and to the proper law enforce-
ment officers if criminal prosecution may be warranted; and be it

further

Resolved, That such committee, upon request of any Delegate or
employee of the Convention, may inquire and advise whether a
particular case involving such person comes within the prohibitions
contained in any law or rule of the Convention relating to the conduct
of Delegates or employees of the Convention.

Adopted.
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Committee on Lobbying

STATE OF NEW YORK

IN CONVENTION
Albany, .Ipril 5, 1%7

By Mr. Frokssel Resolution \o. 8

RESOLUTION OF THE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION
Proposing the creation of the Select Committee on Lobbying
for the Constitutional Convention, and prescribing its powers

and duties

Whereas, It is of utmost importance to all the citizens of this

State that the work of the Constitutional Convenion be carried on
with careful deliberation free from interruption and interference; and

Whereas, The decisions made by the Constitutional Convention

will affect the lives and interests of many persons and groups within

the State for many years to come; and
Whereas, It is inevitable that representatives of various groups,

both public and private, will be present to promote and protect the

interest of their members; and
Whereas, This practice of special representation, commonly known

as "lebbying," has long been recognized and accepted on both the

federal and State level ; and
Whereas, Article one of our State Constitution prohibits the pass-

age of any law abridging the right of the people to petition their

government ; and
Whereas, While lobbying per se is not inherently evil or harmful,

certain practices connected therewith may develop at the Convention

which would adversely affect the public interest ; and
Whereas, It is the belief of the Delegates of this Convention, recog-

nizing the constitutional rights granted by Article one of the State

Constitution, that the best interests of each and every citizen of this

State will be protected by the creation of a special committee to

investigate complaints concerning the conduct of persons retained

or employed for compensation to promote or oppose, directly or in-

directly, the adoption of proposed constitutional amendments; now,

therefore, be it

Resolved, That a special committee of the Constitutional Conven-

tion, to be known as the Select Committee on Lobbying, be and the

same hereby is created. Such committee shall consist of four mem-
bers, to be appointed by the President, two of whom shall be ap-

pointed on recommendation of the Minority; and be it further

Resolved, That such committee shall have the power and it shall

he its duty to investigate com;ilaints relating to the violation of any

provision of law or rule of the Convention governing the conduct of

persons, firms, corporations and associations engaged in lobbying in

connecticii with the Convention: and be it further

Resolved, That such committee shall make a report of its findings

with ai>|iropriate recommendations to the Convention and to the

]>ropcr law enforcement officers if criminal prosecution be warranted.

Adoptcil.
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APPENDIX A

Provisions of law relating to lobbying

Chapter 7, Laws of 1967

AN ACT
To amend the legislative law, in relation to lobbying in connection

with the constitutional convention convening in the year nine-

teen hundred sixty-seven, and providing penal sanctions for

violation of rules or regulations of such convention relating

thereto

The Peo[>le of the State of Neiv York, represented in Senate and
Assembly, do enact as follozi's:

Section 1. The legislative law is hereby amended by inserting

therein a new section, to be section sixty-six-b, to read as follows

:

§ 66-b. Registration and reports by certain persons promoting or

opposing the adoption of proposed constitutional amendments by the

constitutional convention convening in the year nineteen hundred
sixty-seven.

1. Every person retained or employed for compensation by any
person, firm, corporation or association who, on behalf of sucli princi-

pal or employer, promotes or opposes directly or indirectly the adop-
tion of a proposed constitutional amendment or amendments by the

constitutional convention convening in the year nineteen hundred
sixty-seven, whether or not he has a personal interest therein, shall,

before any service is entered upon in promoting or opposing such pro-

posed constitutional amendment or amendments, file in the office

of the secretary of state a writing subscribed by such person stating

the name or names of the person or persons, firm or firms, corporation

or corporations, association or associations by whom or on wliose behalf

he is retained or employed, together with a brief description of the

proposed constitutional amendment or amendments in reference to

which such service is to be rendered.

2. It shall be the duty of the secretary of state to provide a docket

to be known as the docket of constitutional convention appearances,

with apjiropriate blanks and indices, and to forthwith enter therein

the names of the persons so retained or employed and of the persons,

firms, corporations or associations retaining or employing them,
together with a brief description of the proposed constitutional amend-
ment or amendments in reference to which the service is to he ren-

dered, which docket shall be open to public inspection.

3. Upon the termination of such retainer or employment the fact

of such termination, with the date thereof, shall be entered in the

docket by the secretary' of state upon receiving written notice to that

effect from such person or from the person, firm, corporation or asso-

ciation in whose behalf such service has been rendered.
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4. No person, firm, corporation or association shall retain or em-
ploy any person to promote or oppose any proposed constitutional
amendment or amendments for compensation contingent in whole or
in part upon the adoption or defeat of any such amendment or amend-
ments by the constitutional convention, and no person shall accept
any such employment or render any such service for compensation
contingent upon such adoption or defeat.

5. No person shall for compensation engage in promoting or op-
posing any proposed constitutional amendment or amendments by
such constitutional convention except upon appearance entered in

accor<lance with the foregoing provisions of this section.

6. It shall be the duty of every person, firm, corporation, public or
private, or association, (whether or not required to file pursuant to the
provisions of subdivision one hereof), not later than April fifteenth,

nineteen hundred sixty-seven, to file in the office of the secretary
of state an itemized statement verified by the oath of such person, or
in case of a firm by the oath of a member thereof, or in case of a
domestic coiporation or association by the oath of an officer thereof,
or in case of a foreign corporation or association by the oath of an
officer or ajcnt thereof, showing in detail all expenses paid, incurred
or promised directly or indirectly through April third, nineteen hun-
dred sixty-seven, in connection with promoting or opposing any
constitutional amendment or amendments which may be proposed at
such constitutional convention, with the names of the payees and the-
amount paid to each, including all disbursements paid,' incurred or
promised to persons employed or retained up to such date, and also
specifying the nature of such constitutional amendment or amend-
ments, and the interest therein of such person, firm, corporation or
association; provided however no such itemized statement need be
filed if the total of such itemized expenses for the period ending April
third, nineteen hundred sixty-seven is less than two hundred fifty

dollars.

7. The provisions of this section shall not apply to the state nor
shall subdivisions one, five and nine of this section apply to a county,
city, town, village, public board or institution, or their agents or
employees; nor shall the provisions of this section be construed as
affectmg professional services in drafting a propo.sed constitutional
amendment or amendments or in advising clients or in rendering
opinions as to the construction and effect of any constitutional amend-
ment or amendments which may be proposed at such convention where
such professional service is not otherwise connected with constitu-
tional convention action.

8. On or before April twenty-fourth, nineteen hundred sixty-seven.
the secretary of state shall furnish to each delegate to such convention
a summary of the information contained in the docket of constitu-
tional convention ai)])carances, and on or before sucli date shall also
transmit to the president of such constitutional convention a copy of
every statement filed in his office up to and including such date
pursuant to subdivision six of this section.
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9. Every person, every member of any firm, and every association

or corporation violating,' any provision of this section and every person

causinjr or participating:: in a violation thereof shall be guilty of a

misdemeanor and, in case of an individual, shall be punishable by

imprisonment in a penitentiary or county jail for not more than one

year or by a fine of not more than one thousand dollars or by both,

and, in case of an association or corporation, by a fine of not more

than one thousand dollars. And in addition to the penalties herein-

before imposed any corporation or association failing to file the

statement of expenses prescribed by this section shall forfeit to the

people of the state of New York the sum of one hundred dollars per

day for each day following the expiration of thirty days after the

time fixed by subdivision six for filing such statement, to be recovered

in an action to be brought by the attorney general.

§ 2. The provisions of section sixty-six-b of the legislative law,

as added by this act, shall remain in force and effect only until the

constitutional convention convening in nineteen hundred sixty-seven

shall adopt rules or regulations governing the registration or conduct

of persons, firms, corjjorations or associations engaged in lobbying

in connection with such convention, and thereafter such section shall

remain in force and effect only to the extent not inconsistent with such

rules or regulations.

§ 3. Thirty days after the adoption and filing in the office of the

secretary of state by the constitutional convention of nineteen hundred

sixty-seven of rules or regulations governing the registration or con-

duct of persons, firms, corporations or associations engaged in lobby-

ing in connection with such convention, any person, firm, corporation

or association who or which violates any such rule or regulation, in

addition to any other penalty provided by law, shall be guilty of a

misdemeanor punishable by imprisonment for not more than one year

or a fine of not more than one thousand dollars, or by both. Tf the

constitutional convention shall adopt such rules or regulations the

secretary of state shall perform the duties imposed upon him therein.

§ 4. This act shall take efifoct immediately, except that subdivision

nine of section sixty-six-b of the legislative law, as added by this act,

shall take effect March first, nineteen hundred sixty-seven.
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Provisions of law relating to operation of 1967 Constitutional
Convention and conduct of delegates and employees

Chapter 124, Laws of 1967

AN ACT
In relation to the constitutional convention to be held in the year

nineteen hundred sixty-seven, and to amend the civil rights law,

in relation thereto

The People of the State of Ne^v York, represented in Senate and
Assembly, do enact as follows:

Section 1 . The delegates to the constitutional convention to be held
in the year nineteen hundred sixty-seven shall convene at noon on
the first Tuesday of April of the year nineteen hundred sixty-seven in

the assembly chamber at the state capitol. It shall be tlie duty of the
secretary of state to call the convention to order, call the roll thereof,
administer the constitutional oath of office to the delegates, and pre-
side at all meetings thereof until a president or other presiding offi-

cer, either temporary or permanent, shall have been elected by such
convention and shall have taken his seat.

§ 2. The commissioner of general services shall give notice in

accordance with the provisions of the state printing law, that on the
thirty-first day of March, nineteen hundred sixty-seven, he will receive
sealed proposals for the printing of the documents, journals and pro-
ceedings of the convention. The commissioner shall publicly open the
proposals received pursuant to such notice and shall transmit the same
to the convention at its first session, together with a recommendation
by him as to the bid, the acceptance of which he considers most
advantageous and with a blank form of contract in accordance with
such recommendation for the use of the convention should it so
determine.

§ 3. The delegates to the convention shall not be questioned in
any other place for any speech or debate in the convention or in any
proceeding directly connected therewith.

§ 4. a. The chairman of a standing or select committee of the
convention, or subcommittee of any such committee composed of at
least three delegates, or a majority thereof, may issue a subpoena
requiring a person to attend a public or private hearing of such com-
mittee or subcommittee held at any place within the state and be
examined in reference to any matter within the scope of tlie inquiry
or investigation being conducted, and, in a proper case, to bring with
him liooks, papers, documents and other evidence. Any such com-
mitte or subcommittee shall have generally all the powers of a legis-
lative committee as provided by the legislative law. Any delegate or
employee of the convention may administer an oath to a witness at any
such hearinsr.
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b. Nonsuch committee or subcominittee shall iiave the power to

take testimony at a public or private hearing unless at least two of

its members are present at such hearing.

c. The provisions of the civil practice law and rules in relation to

enforcing obedience to a subpoena lawfully issued by a judge, arbi-

trator, referee or other person in a matter not arising in an action in

a court of record shall apply to a subpoena issued as authorized by

this section.

§ 5. In addition to any other penalty or punishment otherwise

provided by law, the convention shall have the power to punish by

imprisonment, for a term not extending beyond the final adjourn-

ment thereof, as a contempt, the following offenses:

a. Disorderly conduct of its members, employees or others in the

immediate view and presence of the convention and directly tending

to interrupt and disturb its proceedings.

b. Refusing to attend or be examined as a witness or to produce

papers and documents called for by subpoena before a standing or

select committee, or subcommittee thereof, or before any person

authorized by a standing or select committee, or subcommittee thereof,

to take testimony.

c. Giving or offering a bribe to any delegate or attempting by

menace or other corrupt means, or inducement or device, directly or

indirectly, to control or influence a delegate in his vote or other offi-

cial conduct in or in relation to the convention.

d. Violating any provision of any rule or regulation of the con-

vention which rule or regulation makes the violation thereof punish-

able as a contempt of the convention.

§ 6. All departments, public officers, boards and commissions of

the state and of any civil division thereof shall promptly furnish to

the convention and to any standing or select committee, or subcommit-

tee thereof, whenever so ordered or required, such facilities, assistance,

data, information, papers, statements, books or documents that the

convention or such committee or subcommittee shall deem of use in its

deliberations or to properly carry out its powers and duties.

§ 7. a. A person who gives or offers, or causes to be given or

offered, a bribe, or any money, property, or value of any kind, or any

promise or agreement therefor, to a delegate to the convention, or to

a person who has been elected a delegate thereto, or attempts, directly

or indirectly by menace, deceit, suppression of truth, or other cor-

rupt means, to influence such a delegate or person to give or with-

hold his vote, or to absent himself from the convention of which he is,

or is to become, a delegate, or from any standing or .select committee,

or subcommittee thereof, is punishable by imprisonment for not more

than ten years, or by a fine of not more than five thousand dollars, or

by both.

b. A delegate to the convention, or a person elected to become a

delegate thereto, who asks, receives, or agrees to receive any bribe

upon any undcrstaii(iiiig that his official vote, opinion, judgment or
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action shall be influenced thereby, or shall be given in any particular

manner or upon any particular side of any question or matter upon
which he may be required to act in his official capacity, or who gives

or off:'ers or promises to give any official vote in consideration that

another delegate to the convention, or person elected to become
such a delegate, shall give any such vote, either upon the same or

another question, is punishable by imprisonment for not more than

ten years, or by a fine of not more than five thousand dollars, or both.

§ 8. No employee of the convention shall, except within the scope

of his convention employment, directly or indirectly, promote or op-

pose the passage of any proposed constitutional amendment or reso-

lution by the convention. A violation of this section shall constitute

a misdemeanor, punishable by imprisonment for not more than one

year or by a fine of not more than one thousand dollars, or both.

§ 9. a. No person, firm, association or corporation shall televise,

broadcast, take motion pictures or arrange for the televising, broad-

casting, or taking of motion pictures of proceedings of a standing or

select committee, or subcommittee thereof, of the convention, in which

the testimony of witnesses by subpoena or other compulsory process

is or may be taken, except upon ( 1
) the prior consent of the chair-

man of such committee or subcommittee and the concurrence of a

majority of the members thereof present at such proceedings that it is

in the public interest to permit such televising, broadcasting or taking

of motion pictures, and (2) the written consent of the witness so

testifying obtained prior to his testifying.

b. A person, firm, association or corporation who or which tele-

vises, broadcasts or takes motion pictures of proceedings of the con-

vention or of a standing or select committee, or subcommittee thereof,

or who arranges therefor, in violation of the provisions of this section

is punishable by imprisonment for not more than one year, or by a

fine of not more than one thousand dollars, or by both.

c. The provisions of this section shall supersede inconsistent provi-

sions of section fifty-two of the civil rights law or any other law.

§ 10. Paragraph (a) of subdivision one of section seventy-three

of the civil rights law, as added by chapter four hundred fourteen of

the laws of nineteen hundred fifty-four, is hereby amended to read

as follows

:

(a) "Agency". A standing or select committee of either house of

the legislature or a joint committee of both houses ; a duly authorized

subcommittee of any such legislative committee ; the commissioner of

investigation acting pursuant to section eleven of the executive law

;

a commissioner appointed by the governor acting pursuant to section

six of the executive law ; the attorney general acting pursuant to sub-

division eight of section sixty-three of the executive law ; any tem-

porary state commission or any duly authorized subcommittee thereof

which has the power to require testimony or the production of evi-

dence by subpoena or other compulsory process in an investigation
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being conducted by it ; and any standing or select committee, or sub-

committee thereof, of the constitutional convention to be held in the

year nineteen hundred sixty-seven.

§ 11. This act shall take effect immediately, except that section

seven hereof shall take effect April first, nineteen hundred sixty-seven.
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APPENDIX C

Provisions of law relating to publication by the secretary of state

of an abstract of the proposed Constitution or amendments

Chapter 169, Laws of 1967

AN ACT
To amend a chapter of the laws of nineteen hundred sixty-seven,

entitled "An act in relation to the constitutional convention to

be held in the year nineteen hundred sixty-seven, and to amend
the civil rights law, in relation thereto," in relation to publication

by the secretary of state of a proposed constitution or consti-

tutional amendments

The People of the State of New York, represented in Senate and
Assembly, do enact as follows:

Section 1. Sections ten and eleven of a chapter of the laws of

nineteen hundred sixty-seven, entitled "An act in relation to the

constitutional convention to be lield in the year nineteen hundred
sixty-seven, and to amend the civil rights law, in relation thereto,"

are hereby renumbered sections eleven and twelve, respectively, and

a new section ten is added to read as follows:

§ 10. a. Notwithstanding any contrary provision of law, the sec-

retary of state shall publish once in each of the four weeks preceding

the election at which a proposed constitution and/or proposed con-

stitutional amendments adopted by the convention are to be submitted

to the voters of the state:

( 1 ) a recital of this act, by chapter number and year of its enact-

ment, as the law authorizing such publication

;

(2) an abstract of the text of such constitution and of each such

amendment, if any ; and

(3) a brief statement of the form in which it is to be submitted.

b. Such abstract of the text of such constitution and of each such

amendment, if any. and such brief statement of the form in which

the same is to be submitted shall be prepared by the convention and

delivered to the secretary of state, who shall cause the same to be

published as prepared by the convention.

c. Such publication shall be made in two newspapers published in

each county, except that such publication shall be made in the county

of New York, in ten newspapers published in such county and in the

counties of Kings, Bronx and Queens in four newspapers published

in the city of New York and which have an edition for any of the

respective counties. One of such newspapers in each county shall be

one representing the party polling at the last preceding gubernatorial
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election the highest number of votes for governor, another of such
newspapers in each county shall be one representing the party polling
at such election the next highest number of votes for governor, and
all such newspapers shall be newspapers of the greatest circulation

and shall be paid their usual rate.

> § 2. This act shall take effect immediately.
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APPENDIX D

Provisions of law relating to a code of ethics

Public Officers Law

§ 74. Code of Ethics.

1. Definition. As used in this section: The term "state agency"
shall mean any state department, or division, board, commission, or

bureau of any state department.

The term "legislative employee" shall mean Emy officer or employee
of the legislature but it shall not include members of the legislature.

2. Rule with respect to conflicts of interest. No officer or employee
of a state agency, member of the legislature or legislative employee
should have any interest, financial or otherwise, direct or indirect, or
engage in any business or transaction or professional activity or incur
any obligation of any nature, which is in substantial conflict with the

proper discharge of his duties in the public interest.

3. Standards.

a. No officer or employee of a state agency, member of the legisla-

ture or legislative employee should accept other employment which
will impair his independence of judgment in the exercise of his official

duties.

b. No officer or employee of a state agency, member of the legisla-

ture or legislative employee should accept employment or engage in

any business or professional activity which will require him to disclose

confidential information which he has gained by reason of his official

position or authority.

c. No ofiicer or employee of a state agency, member of the legisla-

ture or legislative employee should disclose confidential information

acquired by him in the course of his official duties nor use such infor-

mation to further his personal interests.

d. No oflFicer or employee of a state agency, member of the legisla-

ture or legislative employee should use or attempt to use his official

position to secure unwarranted privileges or exemptions for himself

or others.

e. No officer or employee of a state agency, member of the legisla-

ture or legislative employee should engage in any transaction as repre-

sentative or agent of the state with any business entity in which he has

a direct or indirect financial interest that might reasonably tend to

conflict with the proper discharge of his official duties.

f. An officer or employee of a state agency, member of the legisla-

ture or legislative employee should not by his conduct give reasonable

basis for the impression that any person can improperly influence him
or unduly enjoy his favor in the performance of his official duties, or

that he is afl^ected by the kinship, rank, position or influence of any
party or person.
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g. An officer or employee of a state agency should abstain from
making personal investments in enterprises which he has reason to

believe may be directly involved in decisions to be made by him or
which will otherwise create substantial conflict between his duty in the

public interest and his private interest.

h. An officer or employee of a state agency, member of the legisla-

ture or legislative employee should endeavor to pursue a course of

conduct which will not raise suspicion among the public that he is

likely to be engaged in acts that are in violation of his trust.

i. No officer or employee of a state agency employed on a full-time

basis nor any firm or association of which such an officer or employee
is a member nor corporation a substantial portion of the stock of which
is owned or controlled directly or indirectly by such officer or em-
ployee, should sell goods or services to any person, firm, corporation or

association which is licensed or whose rates are fixed by the state

agency in which such officer or employee serves or is employed.

j. If any officer or employee of a state agency shall have a financial

interest, direct or indirect, having a value of ten thousand dollars or

more in any activity which is subject to the jurisdiction of a regulatory

agency, he should file with the secretary of state a written statement
that he has such a financial interest in such activity which statement
shall be open to public inspection.

4. Violations. In addition to any penalty contained in any other

provision of law any such officer, member or employee who shall

knowingly and intentionally violate any of the provisions of this sec-

tion may be fined, suspended or removed from office or employment in

the manner provided by law.
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NOTES

The following Rules changes were adopted on March 29, 1971,
by the House of Representatives of the 42nd Legislative
Assembly of the State of Montana:

Joint Rule 6-l--Be amended in subsection (1) so that the
second to last sentence of said subsection
reads as follows:

"Final action shall be taken on the commit-
tee of_ the whole report."

Joint Rule 5-4—Amend first sentence to read:

"A member who voted on the prevailing side
of a question may, on the day the vote was
taken or on the next tegisiative day the
house in which the action was taken is xn_

session, move to reconsider the questTon .

"

Joint Rule 2-4—Amend to read as follows:

"Lobbying on the floor of the Senate and
House of Representatives is prohibited
during a session within ©ne-haif one hour
prior to the commencement of a session and
within one-half hour after recess or ad-
journment .

"

Joint Rule 2-3—Strike rule in its entirety and subsequent
rules in Chapter 2 to be renumbered accord-
ingly .

New House Rule Adopted:

House Rule 1-7— "Only the following persons may be admitted
to the floor of the house of representatives
during sessions: executive officers, legis-
lators, legislative employees, reporters,
guests of members of the house, and former
legislators who are not registered lobbyists,
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